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ABSTRACT

Experiment E��� at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center measured the lon�

gitudinal and transverse polarized deep�inelastic scattering asymmetries for the pro�

ton and deuteron using longitudinally�polarized electron beams with energies of �	�


GeV and 
	�	 GeV� respectively� The electron beam polarization was measured by

M�ller polarimetry to be ��	�� ����� Dynamically�polarized solid ��NH� and �Li�H

were used as the target materials� The scattered electrons were detected in three

independent spectrometers at ������ ����� and ������ covering a kinematic range of

����� � x � �� and ����GeV�c�� � Q� � ���GeV�c��� The ����� spectrometer was

constructed for this experiment� The structure functions gp� and gd� were extracted

from the asymmetry data� and� in combination with world data� were �t in next�

to�leading order perturbative QCD� The Q� dependence of g� di�ered slightly from

that of F�� The g� results are consistent with the Bjorken sum rule� The structure

functions gp� and gd� were extracted from the asymmetry data� and were used to

extract the twist�
 reduced matrix elements dp�� d
d
�� and dn� �
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PRECISION MEASUREMENTS OF THE PROTON AND DEUTERON

POLARIZED STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS

CHAPTER �

INTRODUCTION AND THEORY

The constituent quark model� in which the nucleon is composed of the three

valence quarks� each of which has a mass of about ��
 the nucleon mass� works fairly

well to describe the static properties and the baryonic mass spectrum� But we know

that at higher energies the constituent quark picture does not work� and the sea

quarks and gluons play a large part in determining the nucleon�s properties� The in�

teractions between the quarks and gluons become quite signi�cant in describing the

behavior of the nucleon at these scales� At still higher energy scales� the quarks and

gluons do not interact with each other� due to the asymptotic freedom of quantum

chromodynamics �QCD�� The question of how the high�energy asymptotic freedom

of QCD relates to the low�energy behavior of the hadrons is still unanswered� Po�

larized and unpolarized deep inelastic scattering experiments address this question

by probing the nucleon structure over a wide range of momentum transfers�

Experiment E���� which was conducted at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Cen�

ter �SLAC�� used polarized deep inelastic scattering to measure the spin structure

of the proton and deuteron over a range in the square of the ��momentum transfer�

Q�� of � �GeV�c�� to �� �GeV�c���

��� Kinematics of Electron Scattering

The lowest order process by which neutral�current lepton scattering can take

place is shown in Fig� ���� The incident lepton� with ��momentum k� � �E��k��

scatters from the nucleon� with ��momentum P � � �M����� by exchanging a virtual

photon� ��� or Z� with ��momentum q� � k� � k��� The ��momentum of the

�






�
�

q�

P �

k�

P ��

k��

Figure ���� Lowest order diagram for deep inelastic lepton scattering� The incident and

outgoing electron ��momenta are respectively� k� � �E��k� and k�
�

� �E�� �k��� The

nucleon initially has ��momentum P �� after the collision	 the outgoing hadronic system

has ��momentum P ���

outgoing lepton is k�� � �E�� �k��� and the outgoing hadronic system has ��momentum

P �� � P � � q�� The invariant quantities which describe the interaction are

Q� � �q� � � �k� � k���
�

�����

� � P�q
��M �����

W � � �P ��
�
� M� �Q� � �P�q

� ���
�

x �

�q�
�P�q�

�����

s � �P � � k��� �����

where M is the nucleon mass� and the lepton mass has been neglected� The quantity

� is the energy of the virtual photon as evaluated in the nucleon rest frame� W � is

the square of the invariant mass of the outgoing hadronic system� s is the square of

the center�of�mass energy of the collision� and the Bjorken scaling variable� x� will

be discussed in more detail below and in Appendix B� In the laboratory frame� with

the nucleon initially at rest� the kinematic variables are

Q� � �EE� sin� �
� �����

� � E � E� �����

W � � M� �Q� � �M� ���	�

x � Q�� ��M�� ����

�

�
q�

P �
k�

�
P ��

k��

Figure ��
� Deep inelastic electron scattering Feynman diagram�

where E is the incident lepton energy� and E� and � are the energy and scattering

angle of the outgoing lepton�

The resolving power of the virtual photon �photon wavelength� is �h�
p
Q� �� �

so as Q� increases� the distance scale probed by the interaction decreases� For low�

energy lepton�nucleon collisions� elastic scattering dominates with W � � M� and

� � Q� � �M �

As the interaction energy increases� with Q� increasing above ��� �GeV�c���

the form factors of the nucleon and the resonances become less signi�cant and the

interaction begins to probe the substructure of the nucleon� It is in this high�energy

scattering� where Q� and � are large� that deep inelastic scattering can be used to

study the quark distributions in the nucleon�

��� Deep Inelastic Lepton Scattering

In deep inelastic lepton scattering� Q� and � are both large� but the scaling

variable x is �nite� The virtual photon has a small wavelength and interacts with

one of the partons within the nucleon� as is shown in Fig� ���� This scaling variable�

x� is called Bjorken x and� in the in�nite momentum frame� represents the fraction of

the proton momentum carried by the struck parton �see Appendix B�� In the in�nite

momentum frame� the transverse momentum of the partons within the proton may

be neglected�



�

The partons are either quarks and gluons� however� only the quarks contribute

to deep inelastic scattering at the lowest order in QCD� since the gluons carry no

weak or electric charge� In deep inelastic scattering� the cross�sections measured are

dependent upon the momentum distributions of the quarks and anti�quarks�

The general deep inelastic scattering �DIS� cross�section is proportional to the

product of the leptonic and hadronic tensors� L�� and W���

	 � L��W
�� � L���sym��W ���sym�� � L���antisym��W ���antisym�� ������

where L���sym�� and W ���sym�� are the part of the leptonic and hadronic tensors

symmetric under exchange of � and �� and L���antisym�� and W ���antisym�� are

antisymmetric �� � The symmetric tensors are independent of the lepton and hadron

polarization vectors� but the antisymmetric tensors are linearly dependent upon the

respective polarization vectors�

L���antisym�� � �im
����q
�s�� ������

W���antisym�� � i
M

Pq

����q
�

�
S�g��x�Q

�� �
�

S� � Sq
Pq

P �
�

g��x�Q
��

�
� ������

where m is the lepton mass� M is the nucleon mass� s� is the lepton polarization ��

vector� q� is the ��momentum transfer� S� is the nucleon polarization ��vector� P � is

the nucleon ��momentum� 
���� is the fully antisymmetric tensor in four dimensions�

and g� and g� are the polarized structure functions �� � Longitudinally�polarized

electrons have the polarization vector s� � � �
m

�
p
E� �m�� �� �� E� �� � where the

positive sign corresponds to right�handed electrons �spin parallel to momentum�

and the negative sign corresponds to left�handed electrons �spin anti�parallel to

momentum�� notice that for high energies� ms� converges to �p� �� � The nucleon

polarization ��vector is

S� �
�

� �P � ��
M

� �� �

��P � ����P

M�E � M�
�

A � ����
�

�

where �� is the unit vector along the direction of polarization in the nucleon rest

frame �� � By reversing one of the polarization vectors� the symmetric product does

not change� but the antisymmetric product changes sign�

����� Unpolarized DIS

In an unpolarized DIS measurement� the spin�dependent part of the cross�

section is averaged out� yielding only the portion of the cross�section which is propor�

tional to L���sym��W ���sym��� The unpolarized deep inelastic electron scattering

cross�section is
d� 	unpol�

d! dE�

� 	Mott
h

� tan� �
�W����Q

�� � W����Q
��
i
� ������

where the Mott cross�section� which describes electron scattering in a Coulomb �eld�

is

	Mott �

��

�E� sin� �
�

cos� �
� �

�E����

Q�

cos� �
� � ������

� � ���
� is the �ne�structure constant� and the structure functions W� and W� are

functions of � and Q� �� � W� and W� can be related to the absorption cross�sections

for virtual transverse and longitudinal photons� 	T and 	L�

W����Q
�� �

p
�� � Q�

���

	L� ������

W����Q
�� �

Q�

���
p
�� � Q�

�	L � 	T � � ������

Eq� ���� and ���� imply that the ratio of W� and W� can be written in terms of the

ratio of the absorption cross�sections for virtual longitudinal and transverse photons�

R � 	L�	T � as follows �� 
W����Q
��

W����Q��
�

�
� �

��
Q�

�
�� � R���� ����	�

In the Bjorken scaling limit� where ��Q� �� with x � Q����M�� remaining

�nite� MW� and �W� depend only on x� and therefore we de�ne two new structure



�

functions�

MW����Q
�� � F��x�� �����

�W����Q
�� � F��x�� ������

At �nite values of ��Q�� the scaling is not exact� and F� and F� are functions of

both x and Q�� The cross�section� expressed using F� and F� is

d� 	unpol�

d! dE�

� 	Mott
h

� tan� �
�
F��x�Q

���M � F��x�Q
����
i
� ������

Reformulating Eq� ���	 in terms of F� and F� yields �
 

F�
F�

�
M

�
�

� �
��

Q�
�

�� � R���� ������

and

R�x�Q�� �

F��x�Q��

�xF��x�Q��
�

� �
�M�x�

Q�

�
� �� ����
�

A large amount of unpolarized DIS data� using both electron and muon beams�

have been collected� A representative sample �� of the experimental measurements

of F p
� and F d
� includes electron DIS data from SLAC �� � H� ��� � � and ZEUS �	�  �

and muon DIS data from NMC ��� � E��� ��� � and BCDMS ���� �
 � The Q� range

extends from about ��� �GeV�c�� to about ���� �GeV�c��� with coverage in x from

about ���� through ��	� �� �

The NMC collaboration performed �ts to F p
� and F d
� ��� using the combined

NMC� SLAC �� � and BCDMS ���� �
 data� These �ts� �F�NMC�� use a �fteen

parameter function for each of F p
� and F d
� to describe the structure functions over the

kinematic range of ����� � x � �� and from about ��� �GeV�c�� to ��� �GeV�c��

in Q��
The structure function R has also been measured by several experiments as

noted in Ref� ��� � such as� SLAC E��� ��� � SLAC E���X ��� � SLAC E��
 ��� �

NMC ��� � CCFR� and CDHSW ��	 � The E��
 collaboration has parameterized R

	

��� � this �t� �R�	�� includes data with the kinematic range ����� � x � ��	� and

��� � Q� � �
�� and is based upon the earlier SLAC parameterization� R�� ��� �

The R�	 parameterization combines data on a variety of nuclear targets� since

Rp � Rd � RA to within the accuracy of available measurements ��� �

����� Interpretation of the Unpolarized Structure Functions

The goal of the unpolarized structure function measurements is to quantify or

constrain the contributions from the various types of partons� In the naive quark�

parton model� the unpolarized structure functions are described in terms of the

quark x distributions�

F��x� �

�
�

X
i�u�d�s

e�i qi�x�� ������

F��x� �

X
i�u�d�s

e�ixqi�x�� ������

where ei is the electric charge of the quark �avor and qi�x� describes the number of

quarks and anti�quarks of each �avor which have the momentum fraction� x �� � The

sum over quark �avors is restricted to the three lightest �avors �u� d� s�� Within this

model the quark distributions and the structure functions are entirely independent

of Q�� i�e�� Bjorken scaling is exact� Since there are observed Q� dependencies� the

naive quark�parton model must neglect aspects of the problem�

The naive quark�parton model treats the quarks as non�interacting and weakly

bound� neglecting the e�ects of the gluons� The gluons give rise to a Q� dependence

in the quark distributions through gluon radiation �quarks can radiate some of their

��momentum�� and can also contribute to the structure functions through photon�

gluon fusion� or quark�gluon correlations� In perturbative QCD� the unpolarized

structure functions are described by�

F �x�Q�� �
NfX

i

e�i
�

Cq 	 qi �

�
Nf

CG 	G
�

� ������





where Nf is the number of active quark �avors �usually restricted to the three

lightest �avors�� Cq and CG are the Wilson coe�cient functions and depend upon

both x and �S � G is the gluon distribution function� and �S is the coupling constant

of the strong force� The convolution� C 	 q� is

�C 	 q��x�Q�� �
Z �

x

C�z� �g��q�x�z�Q��
dz

z
� ������

where q is taken to be either a quark or gluon parton distribution �� �

Instead of using the quark and anti�quark distributions as described above�

other parton de�nitions are de�ned using the quark distributions �u�x�Q��� d�x�Q���

s�x�Q��� and antiquark distributions ��u�x�Q��� �d�x�Q��� �s�x�Q���� these distribu�

tions are related to the distributions above by qu � u� �u� qd � d� �d� and qs � s� �s�

The u and d quark and antiquark distributions are further separated into the va�

lence contribution and sea contribution� The antiquark distribution describes the

distribution of both quarks and antiquarks in the sea� �usea�x�Q
�� � �u�x�Q���� and

the valence quark distributions are

uV �x�Q�� � u�x�Q��� usea�x�Q�� � u�x�Q��� �u�x�Q�� ����	�

dV �x�Q�� � d�x�Q��� dsea�x�Q�� � d�x�Q��� �d�x�Q��� �����

Beginning at a low input scale Q� � ��� the following parton distributions

are parameterized� the valence quarks� uV �x� ��� and dV �x� ���� "�x� ��� � �d �

�u� which describes the di�erence in u and d sea quarks� � �d � �u��x� ���� the non�

strange sea quarks� G�x� ���� the gluons� and the strange sea� s�x� ��� and �s�x� ����

These parton distribution parameterizations are evolved from the input scale to

the experimentalQ� using the Dokshitzer�Gribov�Lipatov�Altarelli�Parisi �DGLAP�

equations ��� ��� ��� �� �

Q� d
dQ�

q	NS �

�s�Q��

�

P 	
NS 	 q	NS � � � �� ���
��

��

xuV �x� ��� � ���
�x������� x������� � �	��x�

xdV �x� ��� � ��
�x������� x������� � �	��x�

x"�x� ��� � ����x������ � x������� � �
�

p
x� ����x�

x��u� �d��x� ��� � ����x������ � x�	����� ��

p
x� ���x�

xG�x� ��� � ���	�x����� � x����

xs�x� ��� � x�s�x� ��� � �

Table ���� GRV�� unpolarized parton distributions in NLO QCD at the input scale	

�� � ���GeV�c��	 from Ref� �
���

Q� d
dQ�

�
BB� #

G
�

CCA �

�s�Q��

�

�
BB� Pqq PqG

PGq PGG
�

CCA	
�

BB� #
G

�
CCA � ���
��

where q
�NS stands for the �non�singlet� valence distributions� uV and dV � q��NS stands

for the SU�
��avor non�singlet combinations q� � u�d� and q	 � u�d��s ��
 � The

singlet distributions are the quark distribution #�x�Q�� �
P

i�u�d�s qi and the gluon

distribution G�x�Q��� The splitting functions� P �x� �s�� are perturbative expansions

similar to C�x� �s��

The evolved parameterizations are used in Eq� ���� to �t the unpolarized struc�

ture function data� and therefore determine the parameter values� The GRV	

��� unpolarized parton distributions� shown in Table ���� are evaluated in next�

to�leading order QCD using the MS scheme ���� �� � at an input scale of �� �

�����GeV�c��� The strange sea was chosen to vanish at the input scale� the Q� � ��

strange quark distributions are generated dynamically through the evolution� i�e��

they are radiatively generated ��� �

��
 Polarized Deep Inelastic Lepton Scattering

In polarized deep inelastic lepton scattering� both the incident lepton and the

target nucleon are polarized�� so both the spin�independent and spin�dependent

�Recall that Eq� ��� does not have contributions from terms that depend on the lepton or

nucleon polarization independently� within this formalism	 singly�polarized experiments �either



��

parts of Eq� ���� contribute to the cross�section� For an electron beam with left�

handed or right�handed helicity incident upon a target that is polarized along some

vector� �N � the cross�section has the form

d� 	
L�R


N

d! dE�
�

d� 	unpol�

d! dE�

� d� 	pol�

d! dE�
� ���
��

where
d� �pol�

d� dE�

is the spin�dependent part of the cross�section� and the sign is posi�

tive for left�handed electrons and negative for right�handed electrons� Just as the

unpolarized DIS cross�section depends upon two structure functions� W����Q�� and

W����Q
��� which become F��x� and F��x� in the Bjorken limit� the polarized cross�

section depends upon two polarized structure functions� G����Q�� and G����Q���

which� in the Bjorken limit� scale as �� 

�
M

G����Q
�� � g��x�� ���

�

��
M�

G����Q
�� � g��x�� ���
��

The di�erence between the polarized DIS cross�section for left�handed electrons

�electron spin anti�aligned with electron momentum� incident on two target polar�

ization states� with the nucleon polarization vector at an angle of � and ��  with

respect to the electron momentum� is

d� �	���� 	�� � � 

d! dE�

�

	�
Q�

�
cos�

�
��� y

�
� y���

�

�g��x�Q��� y
�

��g��x�Q��
�

� sin� cos ��
s

� � y
�
� y���

�

	
y

�
g��x�Q
�� � g��x�Q
��


�
� ���
��

where � is the angle between the electron momentum vector and the nucleon spin

vector� � is the angle between the k�S plane and the k�k
�

plane �see Fig� ��
��

only the leptons or only the nucleons are polarized� have only the contribution from the unpolarized

cross�section� The formalism of Eq� ��� neglects �avor�changing interactions �which will not be

discussed in this work� and also neglects the �parity�violating� electroweak asymmetry due to

interference between the �� and Z� exchange terms� the electroweak asymmetry only depends

upon the lepton polarization� The measured asymmetries require a small correction �about 
���

relative� due to the electroweak asymmetry� this correction will be discussed in Section ������

��

Figure ���� Diagram of the polarized DIS geometry	 showing the angle between the scat�

tering plane and the polarization plane	 �	 and the angle between the nuclear polarization

and the electron momentum	 ��

y � �P�q�� � �P�k�� � ��E� and � � �Mx�
p
Q� �� � Two di�erent values of � must

be used to extract g� and g� from the experimental data� The di�erence between

the cross�sections for left�handed and right�handed electrons �	�L�	�R� results in

the same formula as Eq� ��
�� for a �xed value of the angle ��

By measuring the scattering rate asymmetry�

A 
N �

d� �L
�N

d� dE�

� d� �R
�N

d� dE�

d� �L
�N

d� dE�

�
d� �R
�N

d� dE�

� ���
��

�

d� �SD
�N

d� dE�

d� ��

d� dE�

� ���
��

the spin�dependent cross�sections may be determined in terms of the unpolarized

cross�section� Additionally� by measuring the asymmetry instead of the cross�section

di�erence� some of the systematic e�ects cancel� such as uncertainties in the spec�

trometer acceptance�

The two asymmetries used to extract g� and g� in E��� are the parallel asym�

metry� Ak� in which � � � �or �� and the perpendicular asymmetry� A�� with

� � ��
� � For Ak� � � � and � � �� For A�� � � ��
� � thus only the second set

of terms in Eq� ��
� contribute to the asymmetry� and this set of terms has the

largest contribution for � � � or � � � so the largest A� occurs for the nuclear

polarization vector parallel to the scattering plane�



�


D��� � E�
�E���� � 
R�

��

p
Q���E � E�
�

d�D
q

�
��� � 
�

����� � 
���


Table ��
� Kinematic terms used in the relationships between Ak	 A�	 A� and A��

We can schematically write the asymmetries�

Ak�x�Q
�� �
d	�� � d	��

d	�� � d	��

� A��x�Q�� �
d	�� � d	��

d	�� � d	��
� ���
	�

where d	 represents the di�erential cross�section for left�handed �
� or right�handed

��� electrons incident upon a target with nuclear polarization aligned with � � �

��� or with the nuclear polarization aligned with � � �
� and � � � �� ��� � In

terms of the structure functions g� and g��

Ak�x�Q
�� � f

�
g� �E � E� cos � � Q�
�

g�
�

� ���
�

A��x�Q�� � fE� sin �
	

g� �
�E

�
g�



� ������

where

f �

�

F��x�Q
��

�
�

� � 


� � 
R�x�Q��

������

contains the unpolarized structure functions F��x�Q�� and R�x�Q�� of the nucleon

��� � and


 �
h

� � �
�

� � ���Q�
�

tan� �
�

i��

������

is the relative �ux of longitudinal virtual photons �
 �

Instead of discussing asymmetries in terms of the electron polarization� the

virtual photon absorption asymmetries are related to the electron scattering asym�

metries by

Ak�x�Q
�� � D �A� � �A�� � ����
�

A��x�Q�� � d �A� � �A�� � ������

��

where D� �� d� and � are shown in Table ��� ��� � The virtual photon absorption

asymmetries are

A��x�Q
�� �

d	��� � d	���

d	T

� ������

A��x�Q
�� �

d	LT

d	T
� ������

where d	��� and d	��� are the photo�absorption cross�sections for transverse polar�

ized photons with total helicity between the photon and nucleon respectively ���

and 
��� d	LT is the interference term between the longitudinal and transverse

photon�nucleon amplitudes� and d	T � d	��� � d	��� is the total photo�absorption

cross�section for transverse polarized photons ��	 � Eq� ���
 and ���� may be in�

verted to give the virtual photon asymmetries�

A��x�Q
�� �

Ak�x�Q
��

D �� � ���
� �A��x�Q��

d �� � ���
� ������

A��x�Q
�� �

�Ak�x�Q
��

D �� � ���
� A��x�Q��

d �� � ���
� ����	�

The relations between the virtual photon absorption asymmetries and the spin struc�

ture functions are

A��x�Q
�� �

g��x�Q��� ��g��x�Q��

F��x�Q��

� �����

A��x�Q
�� �

� �g��x�Q�� � g��x�Q���

F��x�Q��

� ������

where �� � Q���� � �M�x��Q� ��� � Notice that for high Q�� �� is small� and

A� � g��F�� Inverting these relations and using Eq� ���� to replace F� with F� and

R yields�

g��x�Q
�� �

F��x�Q��

�x �� � R�x�Q�� 
�A��x�Q
�� � �A��x�Q
�� � ������

g��x�Q�� �

F��x�Q��

�x �� � R�x�Q�� 
�A��x�Q���� �A��x�Q�� � ������



��

The spin structure functions� g� and g�� may be described in terms of the parallel

and perpendicular deep inelastic electron scattering asymmetries� Ak and A�� ��	 

g��x�Q�� �

F��x�Q��

D�

h
Ak�x�Q�� � A��x�Q�� tan �
�

i
� ����
�

g��x�Q�� �

F��x�Q�� y

D� � sin ��
E � E� cos �

E�

A��x�Q��� sin �Ak�x�Q
��

�
� ������

where the depolarization factor
D� �

��� 
���� y�

y �� � 
R�x�Q�� 

������

corrects for the di�erence in polarizations of the virtual photon and the electron�

��� Spin Structure Function Evolution

Just as F� has a simple interpretation in the naive quark parton model given

by Eq� ����� the spin structure function g� also has a simple interpretation�

g� �
�

�

X
i�u�d�s

e�i "qi�x�� ������

where the polarized quark distributions are the di�erence in the quark distributions

for quark spins aligned and anti�aligned with the nucleon spin� "qi�x� � q�i �x� �

q�i �x�� the quark distributions which appear in F� are the sum �qi�x� � q�i �x��q�i �x���

This leads to the naive expectation that g��F� is independent of Q�� although there

is no theoretical reason for this to hold� this naive expectation of the Q� dependence

of g� following that of F� is approximately followed by the data� but deviations from

this picture do occur�

The spin structure functions depend upon the parton distributions in the nu�

cleon� so by determining the variation of the structure functions over a wide range

in x and Q�� the polarized parton distributions may be constrained� The departure

of the spin structure functions from Bjorken scaling arises from the evolution of

��

the parton distribution functions in Q�� and from the inclusion of terms of higher

order in QCD� Two techniques may be used to evaluate the Q� dependencies� phe�

nomenological modeling and �tting using next�to�leading�order �NLO� perturbative

quantum chromodynamics �pQCD�� The E��� collaboration used both techniques

during the physics analysis of our results�

The form of the phenomenological model is partially dictated by the Q� be�

havior expected for various types of scaling violation e�ects� The simplest picture�

as described earlier in this section� is that g��F� would be independent of Q�� Ad�

ditional Q� dependence of g��F� might arise from other e�ects� such as di�erent

evolution of the polarized distributions under perturbative QCD� or contributions

of higher twist�� The empirical �ts are done using data of either the extracted vir�

tual photon asymmetry� A�� or the ratio of the polarized and unpolarized structure

functions� g��F�� The forms of Q� dependence used in this type of modeling are�

no additional Q� dependence� additional dependence as ��Q�� which arises from

the higher twist e�ects� and dependence as ln���Q��� which arises from di�erent

evolution in perturbative QCD ��	 �

In perturbative QCD� the structure function g� is described in terms of the

quark �"qi� and gluon �"G� polarized parton distributions� analogous to Eq� �����

g��x�Q
�� � �
�

NfX
i

e�i
�

Cq 	"qi �

�
Nf

Cg 	"G
�

� ������

where the sum is over the active quark �avors �Nf �� and the Wilson coe�cients are

series in powers of �s�
Cq�G�x� � C

��
q�G�x� �

�s
�

C
��
q�G�x� � � � � � ����	�

The polarized parton distributions are parameterized in terms of the unpolarized

�Higher twist �discussed more fully in Section ���� operators include such terms as quark�gluon

correlations	 and give rise to deviations from the leading�order expectations�



��

parton distributions� using the form

"qi�x� �
�� � Aix
�iqi�x� �
��� �����

where "qi and qi are to be taken as either the quark or gluon distributions� The

parameterized distributions are evolved from the low initial scale of Q� � �� to the

experimental Q� using the DGLAP equations� then �t to the data to determine the

polarized parton distributions at the input scale� The polarized parton distributions

may then be evolved to an average Q� �such as Q� � ��GeV�c��� and used to

evaluate the helicity contribution from the partons or integrals of the structure

functions� The integrals of the structure functions enter into sum rules �discussed

in Section ���� which predict certain behaviors from the structure functions�

The total helicity of the nucleon ��
�

� is given by the helicity contributions from

the partons and orbital angular momentum� The nucleon spin sum rule is usually

written as�

�
� � �
�"# � "G � hLzi ������

where "# �
R �

� "#�x�Q�
��dx is the quark polarization� "G �

R �
� "G�x�Q�
��dx is the

gluon polarization� and hLzi is the contribution to the nucleon spin from the orbital

angular momentum� the integrals must be done with Q� constant as is represented

by Q�
� in Eq� �����

��� Previous Polarized DIS Experiments

Experiment E��� was preceded by several polarized DIS measurements at

SLAC� CERN� and DESY� the experiments are listed in Table ��
� The CERN

measurements �EMC� SMC� were done at high Q�� and could reach lower x� but

had poorer statistical precision� The SLAC measurements �E	�� E�
�� E���� E��
��

had a more limited kinematic range� but achieved higher statistics� The measure�

ments at HERMES had similar kinematics to the SLAC experiments� The E���

�	

Experiment Beam Target Material�s�

SLAC Measurements

E	��� e�� ���
 GeV Butanol

E�
��
� e�� �
 GeV Butanol

E����
� e�� ���� ����� ���� GeV �He gas

E��
��	 e�� ��� ����� ��� GeV NH� � ND�

E����
�� 

 e�� �	�
 GeV �He gas

CERN Measurements

EMC�
�� 
� �
� ���� ���� � ��� GeV Ammonia

SMC�
�� 
� �
� ������ GeV Butanol� Deut� Butanol� NH�

DESY Measurements

HERMES�
	� 
 e
� ����� GeV �He � H� gas

Table ���� A summary of polarized DIS experiments before E���� The butanol	 ammonia

�NH��	 and H� targets were used to measure the proton spin structure functions� The

deuterated butanol and deuterated ammonia �ND�� targets were used to measure the spin

structure functions of the deuteron	 which can be used to extract the neutron structure

functions� The �He target provided a di�erent way to measure the neutron spin structure

functions�

�and the previous E��� measurement� kinematics �t into the region in x and Q�

between the CERN measurements and the earlier SLAC and DESY measurements�

The �rst two experiments� E	� and E�
�� did not cover a su�ciently large x

range to be able to evaluate "# well� The EMC experiment extended the measured

region to lower x� Using the assumption that g� was independent of Q� over the mea�

sured region� and extrapolating to determine the contribution from the unmeasured

regions� the EMC collaboration found the �rst moment of the E	��E�
��EMC g�

data to be �
� � Z �
�

gp��x�dx � ����� � ����� � ������ ������

From this� the EMC collaboration determined a value for "# of "# � ����� �

���� � ���
	 �
� � which is inconsistent with the Ellis�Ja�e prediction �in which

"s � �� of "# � ���� � ���� ��� � In both the EMC determination and the Ellis�

Ja�e prediction of "#� the gluons were assumed not to contribute to g��

This result was known as the �spin crisis�� and led to extensive e�orts to un�

derstand the spin structure functions� The subsequent experiments have measured



�

di�erent kinematic ranges to be able to use NLO �tting �as presented in Section

���� to determine the quark and gluon contributions to nucleon spin structure� The

E��� collaboration has done a NLO �t in the MS scheme� evaluated at Q� � �

�GeV�c��� with the results
"# � ����
���������


����

�����

����

������ ������

"G � ��	
�������

���

�����

���

���� ����
�

where the errors are statistical� systematic� and theoretical ��� �

The goals of E��� were to provide high precision measurements of g� for the

proton and deuteron covering the range in Q� between the preceding data at low and

high Q�� These high precision measurements would improve our knowledge of the

structure functions and provide greater constraint in the NLO �tting� producing

more accurate extractions of "# and "G� In the process of making these high

precision measurements of g�� E��� would also make lower precision measurements

of the g� structure function� which is more sensitive to the e�ects of higher twist in

the nucleon�

��� Operator Product Expansion

The polarized structure functions may also be evaluated using the Operator

Product Expansion �OPE�� In the OPE� the structure functions are written in terms

of renormalized operators of increasing twist ��� � The twist of an operator is the

di�erence between the dimension and spin of the operator �� � the smallest possible

value of twist for QCD operators is twist�� ��
 � The moments of the structure

functions g� and g� are related to the twist�� and twist�
 reduced matrix elements�

an and dn� and higher twist terms suppressed by factors of ��
p
Q� ��� � Neglecting

quark mass terms ��� � the moments are

Z �
�

xng��x�Q
��dx �

�
�

an � O�M��Q��� n � �� �� � � � ������

��Z �
�

xng��x�Q
��dx �

�
�

n
n � �

�dn � an� � O�M��Q��� n � �� �� � � � � ������

The structure function g� can be written as g� � gWW
� � g�� where

gWW
� �x�Q�� � �g��x�Q�� �

Z �
x

g��y�Q��

y

dy ������

is the leading twist�� contribution derived by Wandzura and Wilczek ��� � The term

g� is interpreted dominantly as due to twist�
 terms from quark�gluon correlations

��� � Then the twist�
 reduced matrix elements� dn� are

dn � �
n � �

n

Z �
�

xng��x�Q��dx� n � �� �� � � � ������

allowing the measurement of deviations from gWW
� ��� �

��� Sum Rules

The Bjorken sum rule ��� is a fundamental prediction� deriving from current

algebra and isospin symmetry� which relates the di�erence in the �rst moments of g�

for the proton and neutron to the ratio of nucleon axial�vector and vector couplings

measured in neutron beta decay� For �nite Q� there are QCD corrections� which

yield

$p�n

� �
Z �

�

gp� � gn� dx �

�
�

gA
gV

�
�� �s�Q��



����	�

� 
��	
�
�s�Q
��



��
� �����

�
�s�Q
��



�� �
� �����

evaluated in the next�next�to�leading order where only the three light quark �avors

are taken to contribute ��� � Taking �S�M�
Z� � ���� � ����� �� � which yields the

evaluation of �S���GeV�c��� � ��� � ����� the Bjorken sum rule prediction �at

Q� � ��GeV�c��� is ��� 

$p�n

� � ���	� � ������ ������

The Burkhardt�Cottingham sum rule ��	 for large Q��

Z �
�

dx g��x� � �� ������



��

was derived from virtual Compton scattering dispersion relations�

The Efremov�Leader�Teryaev sum rule �� relates the valence quark contribu�

tions of g� and g�� Z �
�

dx x
h
gV� �x� � �gV� �x�

i
� �� ������

where gV� and gV� are the valence quark contributions to the structure functions�

By assuming the sea quarks are the same in protons and neutrons� the sum rule

becomes ��� Z �
�

dx x �gp��x�� gn� �x� � �gp��x�� �gn� �x� � �� ����
�

CHAPTER �

E��� EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

Measurement of the polarized deep inelastic electron�scattering asymmetries

requires a polarized electron beam� a target containing polarized nucleons� and de�

tector systems� all sketched in Fig� ���� Equation ��� shows the relation between

the counting rate asymmetry� Ameas� and the uncorrected deep inelastic scattering

asymmetry� Auncorr�

Ameas �x�Q�� �
�
N��Q� �N��Q�

N��Q� � N��Q�
�

�x�Q�� � C�f PB PT Auncorr �x�Q��� �����

The measured asymmetry�Ameas� is the di�erence in the scattering rate� N�Q �num�

ber of scattering events per incident beam charge�� for electron helicity antiparallel

�
� and parallel ��� to the target spin� This counting rate asymmetry� Ameas� is pro�

portional to the uncorrected deep inelastic asymmetry� Auncorr� where the constants

of proportionality are the dilution factor �f�� the nuclear correction �C��� and the

beam and target polarizations �PB� PT �� This uncorrected DIS asymmetry� Auncorr�

excludes corrections such as rate dependence� contaminant events� and radiative

e�ects� Auncorr is also not corrected for an additional additive nuclear correction

or

ΘElectron Beam Detector
Target

Orientation
Polarization

Figure 
��� A block diagram of a polarized DIS experiment showing a longitudinally

polarized electron beam incident upon a target polarized either longitudinally or transverse

to the electron beam� Some of the electrons are scattered into the detector system�

��



�


term� The determination of the fully corrected DIS asymmetry will be discussed in

Section ���� The dilution factor is the fraction of events originating in the polar�

izable target nucleons �protons or deuterons� depending on target material�� The

nuclear correction term is due to scattering from other polarized nuclei in the target

material �such as ��N in the proton target� or �Li in the deuteron target��

Since the scattering asymmetry for high energy electrons is small and the sta�

tistical error scales as � �
p
N � an intense electron beam� a large number of target

nuclei� large acceptance detectors� and a long running period are desirable to collect

high statistics on the measured asymmetry� The beam intensity� target thickness

and detector acceptances are limited by the need to balance reductions in statistical

errors with increases in systematic errors or corrections� The statistical uncertain�

ties� �Ameas and �Auncorr� of the measured and extracted DIS asymmetry are related

to each other by the same relation as shown in Eq� ���� Thus� high polarizations

of the electron beam and target nuclei� and a high dilution factor are desirable to

minimize uncertainties on the extracted DIS asymmetry� The goals in experimen�

tal design are to have an intense� highly polarized electron beam� a dense� highly

polarized target containing a large fraction of the polarized target nuclei� and spec�

trometers with wide acceptances that have the ability to identify the energy and

angle �hence Q� and x� of the scattered electrons�

��� The SLAC Polarized Electron Beam

The SLAC accelerator� which is capable of accelerating electrons up to energies

of �� GeV at a pulse �or spill� rate of ��� Hz� consists of a two�mile long series

of copper microwave resonant cavities� During the E��� longitudinal asymmetry

measurement� the accelerator delivered a �	�
 GeV electron beam with �	��� �

����% polarization into End Station A �ESA�� The beam pulse was about 
�� ns in

duration� containing between � � ��� and � � ��� electrons� with the typical beam

��

current being about 
 � ��� electrons per pulse� The beam current was chosen

so that the counting rates in the detectors did not exceed the capability of the

electronics� During the transverse asymmetry measurement� the beam energy was

reduced to 
	�	 GeV� the pulse length was increased to about ��� ns� and the beam

current was reduced to ���� ��� electrons per pulse� At the lower beam energy� the

DIS cross�section is increased� and the pion production cross�section is decreased�

compared to the �	�
 GeV electron beam� Reducing the beam energy also reduces

the soft particle background produced via synchrotron radiation emitted by the

beam in the chicane and target magnets �see Section ����
�� The energy emitted by

a charged particle traversing a magnetic �eld scales as the square of the momentum�

therefore reducing the beam energy reduces the photon �ux around the target� Also�

with the lower beam energy� the accelerator could deliver a longer pulse� thereby

reducing the instantaneous beam intensity� Nevertheless� because of the di�erent

beam optics in the transverse mode� the amount of background events increased�

requiring a reduction in the total beam current�

The SLAC polarized electron source �illustrated in Fig� ���� utilizes photoemis�

sion from a strained GaAs cathode illuminated with circularly�polarized laser light

��� � Light from a �ash�lamp pumped Ti�Sapphire laser is circularly�polarized by

a Pockels cell� Application of positive or negative high voltage to the Pockels cell

produced circularly�polarized light of left�handed or right�handed helicity� The sign

of the Pockels cell high voltage� which determines the laser helicity� was changed on

a pulse to pulse basis using a pseudo�random 
��bit number generator� depicted in

Fig� ��
� The polarization of a pulse is given by the 
�nd bit� Then a new zeroth

bit is generated by a logical XOR of the 
�nd and �th bits� and the bits are shifted

up to provide a new polarization bit for the next pulse ��
 �

When the circularly�polarized laser light illuminates the strained GaAs photo�

cathode� the photoemitted electrons are polarized� The active layer of the cathode



��

Figure 
�
� Drawing of the SLAC polarized electron source	 con�gured for SLC beam

production� For ESA experiments	 one of the YAG�pumped Ti�Sapphire lasers is replaced

by a �ash�lamp pumped Ti�Sapphire laser ����

2 3 19 32 (N+1)th Pulse Pol−bit

Nth Pulse Pol−bit

Bit shift

XOR of bits 19 and 32

1

10 2 3231193

2 31 19 32

Figure 
��� Schematic of the algorithm used to determine the polarization bit from the

�
 bit register� By recording the polarization bit for �
 consecutive beam pulses	 each

subsequent bit may be determined using this algorithm�

��

Figure 
��� Energy level diagram of bulk GaAs and strained GaAs	 showing the splitting

of the degeneracy in the P��� levels�

is GaAs ��
 �m thick deposited upon a ��� �m thick layer of GaAs�����P����� ��� �

The GaAsP layer has a smaller lattice constant than the GaAs� which produces a

strain in the GaAs lattice and thus distorts the electron energy bands in the GaAs

��� � as shown in Fig� ���� In bulk GaAs� the valence band is degenerate between

the mj � �
�� and mj � ���� substates of the P��� level� When the bulk GaAs is

illuminated by circularly�polarized light� electrons are excited into the conduction

band from both substates� If negative helicity light were used to illuminate the bulk

GaAs� transitions from the mj � 
�� and mj � ��� sublevels would occur� but the

transitions from the mj � 
�� level would be three times more likely� resulting in a

mixture of polarization states in the conduction band� and a maximum net electron

polarization of ��%� In the strained GaAs� the degeneracy between the m�states in

the P��� valence band is broken� By illuminating the strained cathode with polarized

laser light with a narrow line width� the electrons are selectively excited from the

mj � �
�� sublevels� This technique yields a theoretical maximum polarization of

���%� but in practice yields polarizations of about 	�% ��� � The electrons emitted

have the same helicity as the incident light� as they have opposite spin direction�

but are emitted opposite the direction of the incident light�

A thin coating of cesium and NF� is applied to the cathode to create a negative

electron a�nity surface ��� � The vacuum energy level is reduced below the con�



��

duction band in the bulk material� increasing the electron photoemission e�ciency�

During high current operation the cathode generally requires periodic re�cesiation�

however this was unnecessary during E��� because the beam currents were low�

The electrons produced by the polarized source are then collected and injected

into the linear accelerator� The linear accelerator is ����� feet long� consisting of a

disk�loaded waveguide ��
 � The microwave power is provided by a system of about

��� klystrons operating in the S�band ��	�� MHz� ��� � The maximum energy of

the SLAC accelerator was initially only about �� GeV� Instead of replacing all of the

klystrons with more powerful klystrons� the peak power available to the accelerator

was increased using the SLAC Energy Development �SLED� system� in which a pair

of resonant cavities on each klystron store microwave power during the pulse� then

release it into the accelerator by introducing a phase reversal of the input microwave

signal� The e�ect of the storage cavities and phase reversal is that the peak power

transmitted to the accelerating cavities is increased at the expense of the length

of the microwave power pulse ��� � A further re�nement of the SLED system is

the Flat SLED �SLEDF� mode� in which a long pulse beam with a �at energy and

intensity pro�le is produced� The SLEDF system uses two additional phase reversals

on some of the klystrons to produce a notch in the microwave power delivered to

their accelerating cavities� The power which would have been transmitted to the

accelerator during the notch is stored� and added to the power delivered after the

notch� By this process� the power delivered to the di�erent parts of the beam pulse

can be tuned� resulting in a beam energy dispersion of about ����% full width� with

lower energy tails at the beginning and end of the pulse ��� � Through adjustment of

the relative phases of the microwaves produced by each klystron and the use of the

SLEDF system� the electron density and energy of the beam are kept fairly constant

over the ��� ns beam pulse�

�	

LINAC

D-10

End Station A

SL-10

DC Magnets

Pulsed Magnets

Bend Magnets

Figure 
��� Drawing of the A�Line	 showing the twelve bend magnets	 and the energy

de�ning slits	 SL���

��� Beam Transport

As the electrons exit the accelerator� they enter the beam switchyard �BSY��

Two pulsed magnets de�ect the electrons by ���� from the BSY common beam�line

into Beam Line A �A�Line�� which is shown in Fig� ���� Within the A�Line� twelve

identical dipole magnets transport the beam to ESA through an additional bend of

��� for a total bend of �������� � A thirteenth identical dipole� located in the Main

Control Center� is connected in series with the A�Line bend magnets� a �ip�coil in

this magnet provides a measurement of the central momentum of the A�Line �this is

the �ip�coil energy�� Beam Line A contains several quadrupole and X and Y dipole

corrector magnets to control the beam focus and steering through the A�Line� The

beam energy and dispersion are controlled by the magnetic strength of the dipoles�

and by the setting of the SL��� slits� The Beam Line A maximum energy width� as

set by the Beam Line A slits� was set at ��	% full width during E����

When an electron travels through a magnetic �eld� both its momentum and spin

vectors undergo rotation� If the magnetic moment of the electron were exactly equal

to the Bohr magneton ��e��B � g�� � ��� the spin vector and momentum vector

would rotate at the same rate� remaining parallel� However� due to the anomalous

magnetic moment of the electron ��g � ���� �� ��� the spin vector precesses with

respect to the momentum vector� Equation ��� shows the incremental precession an�

gle between the spin vector and the momentum vector� ignoring synchrotron energy



�

loss� as a function of energy and incremental bend angle�

"�precession �
�

�
�g � �� "�bend �

E
�m

�g � �� "�bend �����

where �g � ���� � ������ � ���� �� � E is the electron energy� m is the electron

mass� and "�bend is the total bend angle�

Since the electrons accelerate in the magnetic �eld� they emit synchrotron ra�

diation� thus losing energy� The synchrotron energy loss depends upon the beam

energy� E� the bend angle� �bend� and the bending radius� ��

"Esynch �
� �bend




e�
�


E

m
��

���
�

where e is the electron charge� The bending radius of the Beam Line A magnets is

	���� meters ��
 � For an incident beam energy of �	�� GeV� Eq� ��
 gives a total

energy loss through Beam Line A of 

 MeV� resulting in a beam energy after

transport of �	�
 GeV� Similarly� a beam of 
	�	 GeV delivered to ESA would have

an initial energy of about 
 GeV and would lose ��� MeV in transport�

The synchrotron energy loss a�ects the spin precession� since the beam does not

have the same energy throughout the bend� By using Eq� ��
 to describe the beam

energy used in Eq� ��� as a function of bend angle� the incremental spin precession

angle is� to �rst order in �bend�

d�precession

d�bend

�
g � �

�m

�
E� � �e�


�

E�

m
��

�bend
�

�����

where E� is the incident beam energy� In further orders of �bend the �E��m�� term

would have corrections due to the decreasing beam energy� but at these beam en�

ergies �"Esynch�E � ������ the corrections are only a few percent modi�cation to

that term� Integrating Eq� ��� over the bend angle and evaluating yields�

�precession �

Z �max

�

d�precession

d�bend

d�bend � �����


�

�precession �

g � �

�m

�
E��bend � e�


�

E�

m
��

��bend
�

� �����

�precession � �����E� � 
��� ���	E�
� � �����

where the incident beam energy� E�� is in units of GeV� and the �nal spin precession

angle is in radians�

The energy settings of the accelerator are chosen so that the total spin precession

angle� given by Eq� ���� is an integer multiple of � so that the electrons delivered

to ESA have the maximum longitudinal polarization� An incident beam energy of

�	��� GeV results in a spin precession of �� and a �	�
�� GeV beam delivered to

ESA ��	 � The 
	�	 GeV beam delivered to ESA corresponds to a spin precession of

��� This energy dependence on the polarization was used as a calibration for the

A�Line� by measuring the polarization over a range in energy settings� and �tting

the energy dependence to determine the maximum polarization� The polarization

measurement technique is discussed in Section ������

����� The ESA Beam�line Elements

As the beam passes through ESA� there are numerous pieces of instrumentation

for beam containment and evaluation� Only a few of these devices on the ESA beam�

line are directly used by the experiment� with the remainder used by the accelerator

operators in the Main Control Center �MCC�� A pair of Helmholtz coils are used

to raster the beam location over the target cell� so as to disperse the beam heating

e�ects over the target material� Two roller screens are used during beam tuning to

examine the beam spot and the steering of the beam through ESA� A traveling wave

beam position monitor provides additional information about the beam steering� A

set of toroids measure the beam current in each spill� Two �spill monitors�� plastic

scintillator paddles located at the beam entrance to ESA and slightly downstream

and below the target� serve as a monitor of beam quality during the spill� A �nal




�

measurement of the beam size and position is provided by the foil array� which

provides the best visualization of the beam spot at the target� The foil array consists

of a set of foils aligned edgewise in the beam path which measure the beam position

through secondary electron emission�

The electron beam position on the target is rastered so that the radiation dose

and the depolarization e�ects due to beam heating are spread evenly over the target

material� The rastering is done by a set of magnets located at the end of the A�line�

just before the beam enters ESA� The beam spot was moved to a new raster position

for every spill� The raster pattern had a nominal radius of �� mm and a step size

of ��
 mm at the target�

Two �uorescent roller screens� mylar screens coated with zinc sul�de �ZnS��

were used during beam tuning to observe the beam spot size and steering in ESA�

When placed in the path of the beam� the roller screens �uoresced where struck

by the beam� showing the shape and position of the beam� The beam could be

steered to center the beam spot with respect to projected cross�hairs on each screen�

Television cameras transmitted pictures of the roller screens to Counting House

A �CHA� and to MCC� Since the interaction of the beam with the roller screens

generates unacceptable backgrounds� they were only used during beam tuning�

The traveling wave beam position monitor �TWBPM� is located just upstream

of the target� providing a non�invasive beam position measurement just before the

target� The TWBPM consisted of two radio�frequency cavities� one producing a

signal proportional to the vertical displacement of the beam from the center� and

one producing a signal proportional to the horizontal displacement of the beam

from the center ��
 � This device is primarily used in the beam position feedback

system� and is not used in the main data analysis� although it was used during beam

positioning and focusing tests at the beginning of the experiment�

The beam current is monitored using two toroids� Each toroid consists of
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�b� Good spill map

Figure 
��� �Spill maps� of average bad spill signal �a� and good spill signal �b� across the

raster range for Run ���� The spikes along the upper edge of the bad spill map indicate

scraping is occurring for those raster positions� The good spill map is showing the raster

pattern is generally centered on the target cell	 although the edge of the target frame is

showing up as the high signals on the low X edge� The larger signals through the target

center at Y �  are due to the NMR coil�

an iron ring surrounding the beam line� A coil of wire is wrapped around the

ring� When the beam pulse passes through the ring� it induces a magnetic �eld

through the ring� which induces a current in the wire� The signal from the wire

is ampli�ed and measured in an ADC� Each toroid has a calibrator consisting of a

wire passing through the ring� The calibration signal is provided by a monitored

capacitor discharged through an attenuation circuit� The toroid control software sets

both the attenuation factor and the ampli�cation gain used by the toroid system�

The toroid current measurement under E��� conditions is accurate to about ���%�

judging from the calibration response �� � Another estimate of the accuracy of the

toroid measurement is done by comparing the two toroids�

There are two �spill monitors� used in ESA� to monitor the beam quality and

steering on a pulse�by�pulse basis� The �bad spill� monitor consisted of a ����� by

��� by ���� scintillator paddle instrumented with a �� photomultiplier tube ��� �







The bad spill monitor is located in the entrance alcove� about �� m upstream of the

target� A large bad spill signal indicates that the beam is scraping collimators in

the beam pipe upstream of ESA� due to poor beam steering or low quality beam�

The �good spill� monitor is located near the target position either slightly upstream

or downstream of the target depending on the date within the experiment� This

monitor was sensitive to secondary particles produced in beam interaction with the

target� The good spill signal was proportional to the target thickness� therefore� it

was used to check for target settling or beam misalignment� The two plots in Fig� ���

show the average good and bad spill monitor signals as functions of raster location�

The isolated spikes along the high�Y � low�X edge of the bad spill plot indicate

the beam is slightly mis�steered as it enters ESA� if the bad spill plot showed more

raster positions a�ected� the beam would be re�steered� The good spill plot is largely

uniform� indicating that the raster pattern is centered on the target cell� The few

channels with large good spill signal at low�X may indicate the pattern is near the

cell edge� The slight enhancement of the good spill signal along the Y � � line is

due to the NMR coil�

The experiment�s primary measure of the beam position and size at the target

is provided by the foil array� The foil array is located in the beam line downstream

of the target� There are two arrays of �	 foil pairs� one array oriented horizontally�

and one array oriented vertically� Each foil pair consists of the emitter and collector

foils� with a high voltage potential maintained between them� When the beam passes

through a foil� secondary electrons are produced from the emitter and gathered by

the collector foil� producing a signal on the collector foil that is read out by an ADC

��� � The beam spot size as measured by the foil array was about ��� � ��� mm

horizontally� and ��� � ��	 mm in the vertical direction�


�

����� Beam Polarization Measurement

The beam polarization was measured using M�ller polarimetry� The measured

asymmetry in M�ller scattering� in which polarized beam electrons elastically scat�

ter from polarized atomic electrons� depends upon the beam and target electron

polarizations� and the M�ller asymmetries� which only depend on the center of mass

scattering angle� For scattering with a center�of�mass angle near ��� both electrons

exit the target with half the incident energy� The asymmetry may be measured using

either a single�arm polarimeter� in which only one electron is detected� or a double�

arm polarimeter� in which both electrons are detected in coincidence� The E���

M�ller polarimeter contained a set of double�arm detectors and a set of single�arm

detectors ��� �

The spin dependent cross�section for M�ller scattering is given by�

d	
d!

�
d	�

d!
�

�� �

X
i�j�x�y�z

P i
B Aij��CM� P j
T

�
A � ���	�

where P i
B and P j
T are the components of the beam and target polarizations� d	��d!

is the unpolarized cross�section� and Aij��CM� is the asymmetry for the i� j con�

�guration of beam and target spins ��� � The z axis is along the beam direction�

and the y axis is normal to the scattering plane ��� � In this scattering coordi�

nate system� the asymmetries Axy� Ayx� Azy� and Ayz are all zero� the asymmetries�

Axz � Azx �
q

�m��E � m�� vanish at high values of the incident electron energy�

The only contributing asymmetries are Axx� Ayy� and Azz� with

�Axx � Ayy �

sin� �CM

�
 � cos� �CM��
� ����

Azz � ��� � cos� �CM � sin� �CM

�
 � cos� �CM��

� ������

where �CM is the center of mass scattering angle ��� � For longitudinal polarization

of both the target and beam electrons� the cross�section becomes ��� �

d	
d!

�
d	�

d!
�� � P z
BAzzP

z
T � � ������
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The measured asymmetry between M�ller scattering rates for the electrons

polarized parallel ���� and antiparallel �
�� to the target electron polarization is

related to Azz and the magnitude of the beam and target polarizations� PB and PT �

by�

AM�ller �
d	�� � d	��

d	�� � d	��
� PBAzzPT � ������

Then� for M�ller scattering from a target of known polarization� the beam polariza�

tion is given by�

PB �
AM�ller

AzzPT
� ����
�

Just as with the deep inelastic scattering asymmetry� the M�ller asymmetry is de�

termined from the asymmetry of the scattering rates with corrections�

AM�ller �
N��Q� �N��Q�

N��Q� � N��Q�
� ������

The scattering angle and momentum in the laboratory are both related to the

center of mass scattering angle and the center of mass energy� If the target electron

is assumed to be a free particle at rest� then the square of the center of mass energy�

s�� is given by ��
 �

s� � �pbme� ������

where pb is the beam momentum� and me is the electron mass� The scattered

electron has a laboratory momentum� p�� de�ned by Eq� ���� and� for small angles�

the laboratory scattering angle� �� is de�ned by Eq� ���� ��
 �

p� �
pb

�
�� � cos �CM � ������

�� �

�
pbp�

s�
�

��� cos �CM� � �me
�

�
p�
� �
pb

�

������

Equation ���� shows the correlation between � and p�� in the case of target elec�

trons at rest� This correlation is used to separate the M�ller elastic peak from the

background�


�

However� the target electrons are neither free nor at rest� but are bound in

atomic shells with some net momentum� The Levchuk e�ect ��� is a smearing of

the laboratory scattering angle due to the momentum of the bound target electrons�

To leading order� the square of the center of mass energy is ��
 

s� � s��� � �pt � &n�me�� ����	�

where �pt is the target electron momentum and &n is the direction of motion of the

beam electron� The scattered momentum dependence upon the center of mass angle

does not change� so Eq� ���� is still valid� Equation ���� is modi�ed by replacing s�

with s�� resulting in ��
 �

�� �

�
pbp�

s�
�

�� � cos �CM � � �me
�

�
p�
� �
pb

�
��� �pt � &n�me�� �����

The Levchuk e�ect results in a di�erent amount of smearing of � for scattering from

di�erent atomic shells� so if the detectors have a high � resolution� the polarized

electrons �M� and N�shells� and the unpolarized electrons �K� and L�shells� will

have di�erent detected angular distributions resulting in a distortion of the measured

asymmetry and beam polarization of up to ��% ��
 � In the analysis� the polarized

and background subtracted unpolarized distributions are integrated over the angular

width of the smeared distributions to correct for the Levchuk e�ect ��� �

M�ller Target and Analyzing Magnet

In the E��� M�ller polarimeter� the polarized target electrons are provided by

several thin ferromagnetic foils� which may be individually moved into the beam

path� The foils are made of Vaco�ux� which is composed of �% Co� �% Fe� and

�% V by weight� The foils were about 
 cm wide� 
� cm long� and had thicknesses

of either �� �m� 
� �m� �� �m� or ��� �m� The foils were oriented at an angle of

����� to the horizontal ���� �� � A Helmholtz coil surrounded the target chamber
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and was used to polarize the target electrons� The Helmholtz coil provided a �eld

of about ���G� which magnetized the foil to near saturation� By measuring the foil

magnetization� the target electron polarization may be determined using�

PT �

M
ne�B

g� � �
g�

ge

ge � �
� ������

where M is the bulk magnetization of the foil� ne is the electron density� �B is the

Bohr magneton� ge is the free electron g factor� and g� is the magneto�mechanical

ratio for the Vaco�ux alloy ��� � The resulting electron polarization is about ����	

along the beam direction ��� � which corresponds to a net alignment of about ���

electrons per atom�

The scattered electrons passed through a mask with an aperture above and be�

low the central aperture for the unscattered beam� The mask gives a � acceptance

of 
�� to 	�� mrad� with azimuthal ��� acceptances of ���� rad for the upper aper�

ture� and ���� rad for the lower aperture ��� � The mask permitted electrons with

center�of�mass scattering angles between about ��� and ���� to enter the detectors

��� �
The M�ller analyzing magnet is a dipole magnet oriented to bend the electron

trajectories horizontally� The unscattered beam passes through an iron septum

which shields it from the �eld of the magnet� The magnet provides an integrated

�eld�
R
Bdl � 
�	 Tm ��� � with a central �eld of about � T ��� � Since the scattering

angle and momentum are inversely related by Eq� ���� it is the low�momentum

electrons at large scattering angles that are most de�ected by the magnet� The

M�ller electrons form a stripe at the detectors� as shown in Fig� ����

Detectors

The detector systems for the M�ller polarimeter consisted of �ve silicon detec�

tors which form the upper and lower single arm detectors� and two arrays of seven
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Figure 
��� The E��� M�ller polarimeter detector package ����� In the M�ller detector

systems used in E���	 the top and bottom detectors have been switched in location �De�

tectors ��� occupy the top position in E���� the �ne detector	 shown here in the top

position	 occupied the position of Detectors ��� in this �gure� The double arm detec�

tors are not shown in this �gure	 but were approximately positioned within the dashed

rectangles aligned along the M�ller stripe�

SF�� lead glass blocks which form the double arm detectors� The lead glass blocks

are �� � �� cm with a depth of 
� cm ��� � The lead glass blocks are located along

the M�ller stripe� behind the silicon detectors ��� � Each silicon detector contained

two � cm � � cm silicon pad devices oriented to form a detector � cm wide and

�� cm tall�

The lower single arm detector consisted of one �nely segmented silicon detector�

and the upper detector was a set of four coarse segmented silicon detectors ��	 �

The con�guration of the silicon detectors was similar to that used in the E���

polarimeter� with the exception that the coarse and �ne detectors were respectively

in the lower and upper positions in E��� ��� � The �ne detector had �	 instrumented

channels along the total height of �� cm� with each channel having a width of

���	 mm in the vertical direction� The detector was rotated so the channels were






parallel to the M�ller stripe� The �ne detector was mounted on a remotely controlled

X�Y stage� and could be positioned anywhere within the acceptance ��� � The four

coarse detectors �Detectors ��	� each had twelve instrumented channels along the

total height of �� cm� each channel was 	�� mm wide� They were positioned side

by side in the M�ller acceptance and were rotated so the channels were parallel to

the M�ller stripe as shown in Fig� ��� ��� � The total charge deposited in each of

the � detector channels was integrated over the spill length by charge sensitive

preampli�ers ��� � The preampli�er output was digitized by SLAC�designed ADCs

located in the beam CAMAC crate in the counting house� These ADCs were only

read out during M�ller runs�

M�ller Polarimeter Data and Beam Polarization Results

Because the M�ller polarization measurement requires inserting the M�ller tar�

get into the beam� this measurement could not take place during normal data col�

lection� During the M�ller runs� the beam focus in ESA was altered slightly� the

M�ller target was inserted� and the M�ller magnet B� was activated� M�ller data

were collected at beam currents from ����� to ����� electrons�spill� Both single

arm and double arm M�ller polarization measurements were made� using foils of

several di�erent thicknesses�

The overall results were Pb � ��	�
 � ����� from the single arm polarimeter�

and Pb � ��	�� � ���
� from the double arm polarimeter �� � The errors in these

results are dominantly systematic� since the statistical error from each measure�

ment was about ������ and the two results above include many measurements made

throughout the experimental run� The beam polarization used in the analysis was

the weighted average of the two results� Pb � ��	�� � ������ The error is taken to

be ���� due to the correlation between the errors ��� �

��
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Figure 
��� Rough schematic of the chicane system� Upper drawing shows the beam tra�

jectory in transverse mode without the chicanes� lower drawing shows the beam trajectory

with the chicanes�

����
 ESA Chicane Magnet System

During the measurement of the longitudinal asymmetry� the unscattered beam

passes unde�ected through the target magnetic �eld� and is transmitted to Beam

Dump East �BDE�� During the transverse asymmetry measurement� the target mag�

netic �eld is oriented perpendicular to the beam direction� so the unscattered beam

is de�ected from the path to the beam dump� as is shown in the upper block dia�

gram of Fig� ��	� Since this is undesirable for both the accelerator operations and

experimental backgrounds� additional magnets are used to correct the trajectory of

the unscattered beam so that it is transmitted through ESA into BDE�

This chicane bend trajectory is produced using four dipole magnets� three

located before the target magnet� and one located after the target magnet� A

schematic of the beam trajectory through the chicane and target magnets is shown

in the lower block diagram of Fig� ��	� The �rst chicane magnet de�ects the beam

in the same direction as the target magnet� while the other three magnets de�ect

the beam in the opposite direction as the target magnet� All four of the chicane

magnets are operated at the same
R
B dl� which is chosen to be half of the

R
B dl of
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the target magnet� The beam bend angle produced by each chicane is then half of

the bend angle produced by the target magnet� The positions of each of the four

magnets is chosen so that the beam trajectory passes through the center of the tar�

get� as is sketched in the lower block drawing of Fig� ��	� Additionally� the chicane

system precesses the momentum and spin vectors to correct for the precession in

the target magnetic �eld� so that both the momentum and spin vectors are parallel

with the momentum and spin vectors of the beam before entering the chicane and

target system�

��
 Polarized Nuclear Target

To achieve the polarization of target nuclei desired for E���� the process of

Dynamic Nuclear Polarization �DNP� is used to align the target nuclei parallel or

antiparallel to a � T magnetic �eld at a temperature of � K� The polarizations of

the target nuclei and the other polarizable nuclear species in the polarized target

cells were measured using nuclear magnetic resonance �NMR��

E��� used two types of polarized target material� frozen ammonia ���NH�� for

the proton target� and lithium deuteride ��Li�H or �LiD� for the deuteron target�

The reason the isotopes ��N and �Li are used instead of the more common isotopes

��N and �Li is that the nuclear corrections for ��N and �Li are simpler than for ��N

and �Li� This can be seen using a very simple picture of the nuclei� although a more

careful discussion of the nuclear physics involved in the target will be presented in

Section ������ When ��N� with � protons and 	 neutrons� is polarized� the unpaired

proton will polarize but the neutrons� being all paired� will not� ��N has an unpaired

proton and an unpaired neutron� both of which will polarize� Therefore� ��N in a

polarized target acts like a proton �actually the spin of the unpaired proton in ��N

is antiparallel to the ��N spin� so it acts like a negatively polarized proton�� whereas

��N behaves like a proton and neutron� �Li has three protons and three neutrons� so

��
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Figure 
��� Schematic cross�section of the target assembly�

both a proton and neutron would polarize� However� the structure of �Li acts like

a bound state of �He and �H� so when using �LiD half of the nucleons behave like

deuterons �approximately�� �Li has three protons and four neutrons and presents a

polarized proton� The proton target had small contaminations of ��N and �H� while

the deuteron target had small contaminations of �Li and �H� The nuclear corrections

for all of the polarizable species in the target materials will be discussed in Section

������

��
�� Target Assembly

The � Tesla super�conducting Helmholtz coil magnet de�nes the polarization

axis� and is required to split the energy level degeneracies needed by DNP� The

target magnet may be aligned with the �eld either parallel to the electron beam di�

rection� as pictured in Fig� ��� or perpendicular to the electron beam direction� The



�


realignment of the magnetic �eld is done by rotating the target magnet assembly�

When the target �eld is aligned perpendicular to the beam direction� the chicane

magnets �see Section ����
� are required for control of the unscattered beam� The

magnetic �eld is uniform to one part in ��� over a 
 cm diameter about the coil

center ��� � The �He evaporation refrigerator is located in the center of the magnet�

This refrigerator provides about ��� W of cooling power at around � K ��� �

��
�� Target Insert

The target insert �ts in the central bore of the refrigerator� and can be moved

vertically within the refrigerator� positioning any of several di�erent target cells in

the beam� Each target insert contains two polarized target cells� a large unpolarized

solid target ��dummy� target�� a small unpolarized solid target� and a hole target�

In addition to providing the ability to move between target positions� the target

insert carries the services� such as the NMR cables� microwave waveguide� heater

wires� etc�� down to the target cells at the nose of the refrigerator�

The polarized target cells are cylinders about 
 cm long with an inner diameter

of ���
� cm ��� � They are made of copper�plated aluminum����� cavities� with

aluminum����� windows ��� � Each cell has an independent wave guide to deliver

the microwave power needed for the DNP process� Each cell contains at least one

set of NMR coils� to permit NMR measurements of the species of primary and

secondary interest� The target material is in the form of small grains� produced by

crushing the frozen material� then sifting it to choose the grain size� The grain size

used for the NH� was most often ���'
�� mm� and the LiD grain size was most often

���'��� mm ��� � After the material was crushed and sifted� it was irradiated with

an intense low energy electron beam to produce the paramagnetic radicals required

by the DNP process� The 
� MeV electron beam at the SUNSHINE facility at

Stanford University was used to deliver an electron �ux of ��
'�������� e��cm� to

��

the LiD ��
 � The NH� received pre�irradiation doses of �'������ e��cm� at similar

electron energies ���� �� � Generally� the two target cells on an insert were �lled

with the same material� due to di�erences in the material lifetime and the anneal

process between the NH� and LiD�

The two unpolarized solid targets are included to provide a way of determining

the mass�thickness of the polarized targets from experimental data� The solid tar�

get material and thickness was chosen to be a close match to the polarized target

material� The dummy targets and the small targets are ������ thick disks� with

diameters of ����	� and ��
��� respectively ��� � Pyrolytic graphite was chosen to

match the NH�� as a ������ thick disk with a mass�thickness of ���� g�cm� and

���
�
 radiation lengths �r�l��� a close match to the ���� gm�cm� and ���
	� r�l�

thickness of the NH� ��� � Beryllium ��Be�� with thicknesses of ���� gm�cm� and

����� r�l�� was chosen to match the LiD� which has a thickness of ���	 gm�cm� and

����
 r�l� ��� � The �dummy� target consists of a cavity identical to the polarized

target cells with one of the large solid targets inserted at the upstream side ��� �

The beam may be rastered upon the dummy target� exactly as for the polarized

targets� When the thickness of the liquid helium is included� the total thickness of

the dummy targets is ��	� gm�cm� ����
	 r�l�� for the graphite and ���� gm�cm�

�����
� r�l�� for the beryllium ��� � Since the small targets are so much smaller than

the target cells� they cannot be rastered upon� The small target is used to have a

cross�check of scattering rates from the di�erent target materials� The small target

is the alternate material from the dummy target� On a LiD��lled target insert� the

dummy target would be beryllium� and the small target would be graphite� whereas

an NH� insert would have graphite and beryllium as the dummy and small targets�

respectively� The hole target is a hole in the aluminum support of the target insert�

This target position allows measurements of scattering associated with the vacuum

windows and the liquid helium in which the insert is immersed�
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Figure 
��� Energy level schematic for the electron�proton system in an external magnetic

�eld� By driving either the W� or W
 transitions	 the proton will become polarized in the

positive or negative direction�

��
�
 Dynamic Nuclear Polarization

The process of dynamic nuclear polarization �DNP� uses microwave radiation

to polarize the nuclei of a paramagnetic material� In a high magnetic �eld and low

temperature environment� the electrons of a paramagnetic material will have a net

spin polarization antiparallel to the magnetic �eld due to splitting of the degeneracy

between the electron spin states� Application of microwaves of the correct frequency

�transitions W� or W
 shown in Fig� ����� will cause a transfer of the electron

polarization to the nucleus� In the case of the E��� target� the bulk material is not

paramagnetic� but paramagnetic centers are produced in the material by irradiation

with an intense electron beam� The polarized nuclei of the isolated paramagnetic

centers are able to transfer their polarization to adjacent nuclei� thus polarizing the

other material as well�

In a magnetic �eld� the atomic energy levels of an unpaired electron have energy

splitting due to the Zeeman e�ect �coupling between the electron spin and the

magnetic �eld� and coupling between the nuclear spin and the magnetic �eld� Fig�

��

���� diagrams the energy levels� and the transitions between the energy levels for

a hydrogen atom in a magnetic �eld of strength� B� In a � T magnetic �eld� the

microwave frequency corresponding to the electron spin��ip �transition W�� is �e �

��� GHz� and the frequency of the proton spin��ip transition �transition W�� is

about �p � ��
 MHz� The transitions W� and W
� in which both the electron and

proton switch spin orientations� are in principle forbidden by dipole selection rules�

but may proceed slowly �the rate is about ���� that of the W� transition� due to

the hyper�ne interaction between the electron and nuclear spins ��� �

By applying microwave radiation at the frequency to drive either the transition

W� �microwave frequency �e��p� or W
 �microwave frequency �e��p�� the electron�

nucleon system is excited into a anti�aligned electron spin state� from which the

dominant de�excitation is via transition W�� The W� transitions are relatively

rapid� whereas the W� transitions between states of opposite nuclear polarization are

relatively long� In the E��� target� about � Watt of microwave power is delivered to

the target material at either the W
 transition frequency� which generates a positive

enhanced polarization �spins aligned to the �eld�� or the W� transition frequency�

which generates a negatively enhanced polarization �spins anti�aligned to the �eld��

��
�� Measurement of the Target Polarization

The polarization of the target nuclei is measured using nuclear magnetic reso�

nance� A material with a nuclear spin of J will exhibit an energy level splitting into

�J � � levels in a magnetic �eld� distinguished by the spin projection of the nuclear

spin along the magnetic �eld� The energy di�erence between the sublevels will be

given by�

"E � h�L � g �NB�� ������

where �L is the Larmor frequency� g � ��J is the g�factor of the nucleus with

magnetic moment �� �N � 
���� � ����� MeV�T is the nuclear magneton �� � and
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B� is the magnetic �eld strength at the nucleus� A proton �g � ���	�� in a � T �eld

would have a Larmor frequency of about ��
 MHz� and a deuteron �g � ��	��� in

that same �eld has a Larmor frequency of about 
��� MHz� When radio frequency

energy at the Larmor frequency irradiates the material� transitions between adjacent

nucleon spin substates will occur� both energy�absorbing upward transitions and

energy�emitting downward transitions� The susceptibility of the material� �� is a

complex function of the applied frequency� where we now switch notation to use

angular frequency� � � ���
���� � ����� � �������� ������

where �� and ��� are respectively the real and imaginary components of �� The

polarization� P � of the nuclei in the sample is related to the susceptibility by�

P � K
Z 	

�

������d�� ����
�

where the constant K depends upon the properties of the nucleus ��� � If the imag�

inary part of the material susceptibility can be measured over a su�ciently large �

range� then the polarization can be determined�

If a coil of inductance LC and resistance rC is embedded in the material� the

complex susceptibility of the material will modify the impedance of the coil�

ZC��� � rC � ��LC �� � ������� ������

where � is the e�ective �lling factor of the coil ��� � Using Eq� ����� the coil

impedance becomes�

ZC��� � rC � �LC�������� � ��LC �� � �������� � ������

The NMR coil is connected in series with an external resistor and variable capacitor�

contained in a package known as a Q�meter ��� � thus forming an LRC circuit ��� �

�	

When a radio frequency voltage� with some frequency �� at a constant current is

applied to the circuit� the real part of the output voltage depends upon ������� and

thus the polarization� By sweeping the frequency of the radio frequency source

around the Larmor frequency and measuring the voltage gain due to the material�

the integral of ������ about the resonance may be determined�

The background subtraction and calibration of the NMR signal requires knowl�

edge about the material� coil� and Q�meter� However� this knowledge may be ac�

quired through speci�c measurements using the NMR system� rather than being

acquired a priori� The frequency dependence of the Q�meter signal �or Q�curve� can

be determined by sweeping the radio frequency after moving the nuclei o� resonance

by shifting the magnetic �eld by �% ��� � The material then does not contribute to

the NMR signal ����� � ��� so the response of the Q�meter and coil is measured�

This baseline is subtracted from all subsequent measurements using that Q�meter�

The polarization calibration is done by �nding the area under a baseline subtracted

NMR signal at a known polarization� This was done by measuring the NMR signal

at thermal equilibrium�

A system of nuclear spins in thermal equilibrium in an external magnetic �eld

will have populations in each spin orientation state described by the Boltzmann

distribution�

Ni � N

e�Ei�kBTP
i e�Ei�kBT

� ������

The thermal equilibrium polarization is the average spin projection divided by the

total spin�

PTE �

� mJ �

J

�

�
NJ

X
i

miNi �
�

J
X

i

mie
�Ei�kBT

X
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������
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For spin���nuclei� Eq� ���	 becomes

PTE � �
�
�

e
�
�
g�NB�kBT � �
�

e�
�
�
g�NB�kBT

e�
�
�
g�NB�kBT � e�
�
�
g�NB�kBT

�
e�B�kBT � e��B�kBT

e�B�kBT � e��B�kBT

�����

� tanh

�B

kBT
�

� ���
��

where � � �
�g�N is the magnetic moment of the nucleus�

By making NMR measurements of the polarization at thermal equilibrium� the

calibration of the NMR signal may be found� The enhanced polarization is given

by�

Penh �
PTE

ATE
Aenh ���
��

where PTE is the thermal equilibrium polarization� ATE is the area under the

baseline�subtracted NMR signal for the thermal equilibrium �TE� measurement�

and Aenh is the area under the baseline�subtracted NMR signal for the polarized

target�
The polarizations of the other species in the target other than the species of

interest are also needed� The polarizations of ��N� �Li� ��N� �Li� �H and �H can each

be measured by using Q�meters with properly tuned resonant frequencies� However�

the polarizations of the secondary species may instead be estimated from the polar�

ization of the primary species using the theory of Equal Spin Temperature �EST�

��� �

��� Particle Detection and Identi�cation� Spectrometers

When the beam interacts with the target� some of the incident electrons un�

dergo deep inelastic scattering� The scattered electron�s energy and scattering angle

depend upon the kinematics of the DIS process� so measurement of the distribution

of scattered electrons yields information about the interaction� However� scattered

electrons are not the only type of particles produced by the interaction of the beam

��
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Figure 
���� Schematic of the E��� spectrometer layout	 showing the detector packages�

with the target� A method of particle identi�cation is necessary so that only the

deep inelastically scattered electrons are counted towards the physics asymmetry�

Since this is an inclusive measurement� detection of the fragmentation products is

not a goal�

Magnetic spectrometers containing hodoscopes are used to determine the mo�

mentum and angle of the particles emerging from the target� Threshold Cheren�

kov detectors partially distinguish between electrons and pions� forming one of the

tools used in particle identi�cation� Comparing the energy deposited in an electro�

magnetic shower calorimeter to the particle momentum provides another particle

identi�cation tool� A high energy electron will have a ratio of energy to momentum

near one� since E� � P � � m�
e � P � for E �� me� but the deposited energy to

momentum ratio for pions will be much lower� since pions generally don�t deposit

all of their energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter�

E��� used three spectrometers at central scattering angles of ������ ����� and

������ The ����� and ���� spectrometers were used previously by SLAC experiment

E��� ��
� �� � The ����� spectrometer was constructed for E��� ��	� � � The kine�

matic coverage of each spectrometer is shown in Fig� ����� The three spectrometers

each have a magnetic optics system and a system of hodoscopes which together pro�
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��
� E��� kinematic coverage per spectrometer at a beam energy of ���� GeV�

notice that the ��� degree spectrometer reaches a Q� nearly double the maximum in the

���� spectrometer�

vide momentum and scattering angle reconstruction� threshold Cherenkov detectors

that provide particle identi�cation� and an electromagnetic shower calorimeter that

measures the particle energy� Fig� ���� shows the layout of the three spectrometers

with respect to the target and electron beam� The components of the ����� and ����

spectrometers will be discussed through the remainder of this section� The �����

spectrometer will be discussed in Chapter 
�

����� Magnetic Optics � Collimation

Since a charged particle traveling through a magnetic �eld follows a curved

trajectory which depends upon the momentum� a careful selection of magnets and

collimators will permit particles with a certain momentum range to pass through

��
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Figure 
���� Side layout of the E��� spectrometers	 showing the �S�bend� magnetic optics

con�guration in the 
���� and ���� spectrometers�

the spectrometer optics� Collimators placed within the magnet system will stop

particles whose momenta are not within the acceptable range� The magnetic optics

may also be used to disperse the trajectories of particles with di�erent momenta�

After the particle exits the magnetic optics� it will have a straight trajectory�

If the magnetic �elds in the spectrometer system are known� a measurement of the

location and angle of the trajectory in the spectrometer may be used to �track� the

particle through the magnetic optics system to determine the initial scattering angle

and energy of the particle�

The ����� and ���� spectrometers use an �S�bend� magnetic optics con�gura�

tion� shown in Fig� ���
� which reduces the neutral particle background in the spec�

trometers by requiring neutral particles to have bounced twice o� material along

the path in order to enter the detector hut� The �S�bend� con�guration uses two

dipole magnets with opposite polarity to bend the trajectories �rst in one direction�

then in the opposite direction� Using the �S�bend� or reverse bend con�guration
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increases the solid angle acceptance as compared to two magnets bending in the

same direction �	� � due to a refocusing of the di�erent momenta particles� The

����� spectrometer has a quadrupole magnet located between the two dipole mag�

nets� The quadrupole magnet defocuses the trajectories in the horizontal direction�

to spread the instantaneous particle rate over the detector elements� The instan�

taneous particle rate in the ���� spectrometer was not high enough to require a

defocusing quadrupole in the magnetic system�

����� Hodoscopes

The measurement of particle trajectory in the spectrometer is primarily done

by the hodoscope arrays� A single plane of hodoscopes is a set of long plastic

scintillators� called �ngers� stacked in a plane transverse to the particle trajectories�

such that when a particle goes through that plane� one particular �nger will produce

a fast signal� The timing of this fast signal tells when the particle went through the

struck �nger�

An array of hodoscopes may have several planes aligned in di�erent directions�

so that by determining the overlap between the �ngers struck at the same time� the

particle location at the array may be determined� By placing a hodoscope array at

the front and back of the spectrometer� two sets of position and time may be mea�

sured for each particle traveling through the spectrometer� By matching the events

in the two hodoscope arrays� using knowledge of the particle�s time of �ight between

the arrays� the particle�s trajectory is determined� When the trajectory is combined

with knowledge of the magnetic optics� the particle�s track is reconstructed� The

tracking information gives the particle momentum� scattering angle� and time of the

scattering event with respect to the timing start signal�

The ����� and ���� hodoscope systems consisted of two hodoscope packages� one

set located between the two Cherenkov tanks and one set located after the second

��

Cherenkov tank� The �rst ����� package held two X planes� two Y planes� a U plane

and a V plane� The second ����� package consisted of two X and two Y planes�

The two ���� packages each held one X� Y � U � and V plane� The X planes consist

of �ngers oriented vertically� thus determining horizontal position� The Y planes

determine vertical position using horizontal �ngers� The U and V planes consist of

�ngers oriented at an angle with respect to the horizontal� The U and V planes in

the front ����� hodoscope package are respectively oriented at ���� and ���� to

the horizontal� The U and V planes in both ���� hodoscope packages were oriented

at ���� and ����� respectively ��
 �

����
 Threshold Cherenkov Detectors

The deep inelastically scattered electrons are not the only particles which enter

the spectrometers� A reliable method of distinguishing electrons from the non�

electron background is required for the measurement of the electron DIS asymmetry�

One way to do this is with a threshold Cherenkov detector�

A charged particle traveling through a medium with a velocity greater than the

phase velocity of light in the medium �c�n� will produce Cherenkov radiation� The

minimum momentum at which a particle will exceed the phase velocity of light in

the medium is given by�

pminc �

mc�p
n� � �

� ���
��

This minimum momentum� pmin� depends upon the index of refraction of the mate�

rial� n� and the mass of the particle� m� where c is the speed of light in a vacuum�

Particles with di�erent masses will have di�erent threshold momenta in a given

medium�

The radiation is emitted at an angle with respect to the particle trajectory� � �C�

given by�

cos � �C �

c
vn

�
c�n

v
� ���

�
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where v is the particle velocity� n is the index of refraction� and c is the speed of light

in a vacuum� One detail which has not been mentioned yet is that n is frequency

dependent� Since Cherenkov light is only emitted when v � c�n���� only regions

of the frequency spectrum for which this is true will contribute to the Cherenkov

light production� For di�erent frequencies� the emission angle� � �C� and threshold

momentum� pmin� will be di�erent�

The number of photons of Cherenkov light produced over a distance dx in a

given frequency range is given by �	� �

d�N
d� dx

�
z��

c
�v� � �c�n������

v�

� ���
��

where z is the particle charge in units of the electron charge� � is the �ne structure

constant� v is the particle velocity� � is the frequency� n��� is the index of refraction�

and c is the speed of light in a vacuum� Using the relativistic momentum� p �

mvp
��v��c�

� and the threshold momentum as de�ned in Eq� ��
�� the distribution of

photons may be rewritten as�

d�N

d� dx
�

z��
c

h
�� �p�pmin������

i h
�� �n������

i
� ���
��

This equation is slightly misleading� because the � dependence of the threshold

momentum is due to its n dependence� However� at a given value of � and particle

momentum� more massive particles �large pmin� produce fewer photons than less

massive particles �low pmin�� Fig� ���� shows that the Cherenkov light production

reaches �% of the maximum when the particle momentum is about three times the

threshold momentum�

If� instead of the frequency dependence of the photon production� the depen�

dence upon the wavelength in the medium is required� this may be derived using

the relation� � � c���n��� which transforms Eq� ��
� into�

d�N

d�dx
�

z��

�n�����
h

� � �p�pmin������
i h

�� �n������
i
� ���
��

��

Figure 
���� Plot of the momentum dependence of the Cherenkov light production �Eq�


����	 with momentum in units of pmin	 at �xed values of � and n�

where � is the wavelength of the light in the medium� and the index of refraction

and threshold momentum have been reformed to depend upon �� Since the produc�

tion has a ��� dependence and since n��� goes to unity for short wavelengths� the

Cherenkov light produced will be peaked in the ultraviolet�

In a threshold Cherenkov detector� the index of refraction is chosen such that

the electron events produce a Cherenkov signal� but the non�electron particles either

produce no Cherenkov signal� or a reduced signal� One way to choose an index of

refraction is to choose the material� For gases� the index of refraction is related to

the temperature and pressure of the gas� A gas��lled threshold Cherenkov detector

can have the threshold adjusted by changing the pressure of the gas� For instance�

nitrogen at a pressure of about � atm at ��� C has an index of refraction of about

�����
 �	� � which corresponds to a momentum threshold of about �� MeV�c for

electrons and about � GeV�c for pions �	
 � By reducing the pressure� the index of
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refraction decreases� and the threshold momentum increases�

The quantity of Cherenkov light produced is not the only important consid�

eration when designing a Cherenkov detector� The light must be collected and

converted into a electronic signal� and the Cherenkov signal produced should be

stronger than other background signals� such as scintillation� For the Cherenkov

light to be collected� the medium should not have a strong absorption in the ultra�

violet� the light focusing system should transmit light into the ultraviolet� and the

light detection device should be sensitive to as much of the ultraviolet as possible�

Collimating ba(es may be used to prevent non�Cherenkov light from entering the

detector� The amount of scintillation light detected can be reduced by introducing

a quenching gas into the medium�

Nitrogen gas is transparent to ultraviolet light of wavelength above about

��� nm �	�� 	� � However oxygen and water vapor are strongly absorbing of light

of wavelengths less than about �	� nm �	� � Assuming the index of refraction is

approximately constant over that range of wavelengths and integrating Eq� ��
� to

give light yield� the ratio in Cherenkov light transmission� for pure nitrogen and

nitrogen with oxygen contamination� would be

NN�

NN��O�

�
������ nm�� ����

����	� nm�� ����
� ���
��

where �� is the upper edge of the wavelength sensitivity� The upper edge of the

wavelength sensitivity for the E��� Cherenkov photomultiplier tubes was about ���

nm �	� � Assuming the simple relation of Eq� ��
� holds� the light collected with no

O� contamination would be ��� times the light collected with O� contamination� In

E���� a decrease in Cherenkov signals of �� to ��% was noticed� due to O� and H�O

gradually leaking into the �sub�atmospheric pressure� tanks �	� � The Cherenkov

tanks were refurbished before E��� to limit the leak rate� and thus the amount of

oxygen contamination occurring over the duration of the experiment� The mirrors

�	

used in the E��� Cherenkov detectors had re�ectivities of about 	��	�% over the

entire wavelength range �	� � The photomultiplier tubes used in the E��� Cherenkov

detectors are not sensitive much below a wavelength of 
�� nm� To increase their

sensitivity to the Cherenkov light� they were coated with p�terphenyl� which absorbs

UV light and retransmits it in the range of 
� nm �	� � The spectral response of

the coated photomultiplier tubes was not directly measured in E���� but in tests of

similar tubes before E���� the coated photomultiplier tubes showed a gain increase

of about �% as compared to the uncoated tubes �		 �

The ����� and ���� spectrometers each have a pair of gas threshold Cherenkov

detectors� for redundancy in particle identi�cation� The two Cherenkov detectors in

the ����� spectrometer were named ��C�� and ��C��� and the ���� detectors were

named ��C�� and ��C��� All four of the Cherenkov detectors are large aluminium

vessels which were �lled with a non��ammable mixture of N� ��%� and CH� ���%�

gases� at an absolute pressure of about ��� atm� The primary Cherenkov medium

is the N� gas� while the admixture of CH� gas serves to quench scintillation light

produced in the nitrogen� At a pressure of about ��� atm� the index of refraction of

the N��CH� gas is about ������
� yielding a pion threshold momentum of �	 GeV�c�

The Cherenkov light is collected by a set of concave mirrors at the downstream end

of each tank� and is focused onto the face of a �� diameter photomultiplier tube� The

Cherenkov anode signal is input to a �ash ADC �FADC� which is used to extract

the pulse height and timing information of the Cherenkov events�

The Cherenkov waveform was digitized by the FADC in approximately � ns

time increments� For each time increment� the voltage of the Cherenkov signal is

digitized into an 	�bit number� The FADC output is a listing of the voltage channel

in each successive time increment� An average waveform corresponding to collection

of Cherenkov light from an electron is shown in Fig� ����� The peak has a sharp

rise and slower fall� The FADC analysis locates peaks with this structure within the



�
            

Figure 
���� Average pedestal�subtracted Cherenkov waveform�

waveform� the timing is determined by �nding the start time� and the peak height

and integrated charge are also determined�

As a backup system� the last dynode signal from each tube is split into an ADC

and a set of four discriminators� from which signals are sent to TDC channels� The

four discriminators have di�erent thresholds� so by comparing which discriminators

are �red for a given pulse� and the relative timing between discriminator signals�

reconstruction of the pulse height into four bins is possible� This backup system was

used to analyze part of the E��� production data� when the FADC instrumenting

�C�� the second Cherenkov detector in the ���� spectrometer� temporarily failed�

����� Electromagnetic Shower Calorimeter

When a high energy electron encounters the electric �eld of a large nucleus it

may undergo bremsstrahlung� where it radiates some of its energy in the form of a

��

high energy photon� Similarly� when a high energy photon encounters the electric

�eld of a large nucleus� it may produce an energetic electron�positron pair� The rate

of both processes has a Z� dependence� so a nucleus with a high atomic number

interacts more e�ectively�

If a high energy electron encounters a material with a large density of high�Z

nuclei� these two processes result in an electromagnetic shower in the material� The

initial electron undergoes bremsstrahlung� emitting a high energy photon� The pho�

ton pair�produces an electron and positron� both of which undergo bremsstrahlung�

and the process continues� At each stage� the number of particles traversing the

medium increases� and the average particle energy decreases� The average energy

of an electron as it traverses the medium shows the exponential decay�

E�x� � E� e
�x�Lrad� ���
	�

in which the radiation length� Lrad� is characteristic of the material and depends

upon the atomic number and the density of atoms� The radiation length for a

compound can be generated by �nding the sum of the inverse radiation length of

each element� weighted by the mass fractions� �
Lrad

� w�

Lrad��
� w�

Lrad��
� � � �� where the

radiation length for each element is given by �	� 

�
Lrad
� ��Z�Z � ��N  r�e�

h
ln ��	
Z������ f�Z�

i

���
�

where N � �Na
A

is the number density of atoms� � is the density� Na � ����� �

����mol�� is Avogadro�s number� A and Z are the atomic weight and atomic num�

ber of the element� f�Z� is a small Coulomb correction� re � e���mc�� is the classical

electron radius� and � is the �ne structure constant� The shower process will con�

tinue until the electron energies� Eq� ��
	� decrease below the critical energy� Ecrit�

at which point the electron energy loss is dominated by ionization of the atoms in

the material� A useful quantity to describe an electromagnetic shower in a material



��

is the total shower track length� which is roughly the product of the total number

of particles in the shower and the average distance traversed by a particle� If the

full shower is contained within the material� then the total shower track length is

proportional to the incident energy of the electron�

In a material which also has a high index of refraction� all of the electrons and

positrons produced during the shower will be above the Cherenkov threshold� The

amount of Cherenkov light produced is proportional to the total shower track length�

so if the Cherenkov light can be collected and measured� the initial electron energy

may be determined�

Another quantity which describes the electromagnetic shower is the shower

maximum� The shower maximum� tmax� is the depth of material at which the energy

deposition in the material is at a maximum� and is given in units of radiation length

by�

tmax � ln
E�

Ecrit
� Cj� j � e� �� ������

where Ce � ���� for electron induced showers� and C � ��� for photon induced

showers �� �

Particles more massive than the electron are not as e�ective at producing an

electromagnetic shower� because the bremsstrahlung rate depends upon m��� so

the pion and muon� having masses about ��� times the electron mass� would have

bremsstrahlung production about ���� that of the electron� Additionally� the pho�

ton energy is substantially lower than the pion or muon energy� For the pion or

muon� most particles will pass through the material� radiating only Cherenkov light

proportional to their own path length through the material�

However� the pion may undergo hadronic showering or it may produce a knock�

on electron� In either case� the energy deposition will be greater than for a minimum

ionizing particle� but may be distinguished from a scattered electron by comparing

��

the deposited energy to the track momentum� An electron scattered into the spec�

trometer will have Edeposited � Ptrack� but a knock�on electron will be less energetic�

and since the hadronic interaction length is longer than the electromagnetic radia�

tion length� the hadronic showers will not be fully contained in the calorimeter� and

will have a lower deposited energy� Neither pions nor muons will deposit all of their

energy in the calorimeter�

The E��� electromagnetic shower calorimeters used glass with high lead con�

tent� which has a short radiation length �requiring less thickness of material to stop

the electron showers� and a high index of refraction �producing strong Cherenkov

light signals�� The E��� calorimeters were segmented transversely into blocks� so

that the position of the shower centroid could be determined�

The ����� and ���� spectrometer calorimeters were originally built for the ����

and �� spectrometers of SLAC experiments E����E��
� Each is an array� �� rows

by �� columns� of the �� cm � ��� cm � ��� cm lead glass bars previously used in

the ASP� detector �	 � The bars are oriented with the �� cm long axis parallel with

the spectrometer axis� thus presenting a thickness of about �� radiation lengths to

the incident particles� The transverse segmentation of the calorimeters is such that

electron showers typically are contained in a sub�array of nine blocks� Each of the

blocks is instrumented with a �� photomultiplier tube a�xed to the downstream

end of the bar� The ���� calorimeter PMT signals are split with one output being

recorded by an ADC and the other sent to a discriminator� then input to a multi�

hit TDC� Instead of one ADC and one TDC signal per block� the ����� calorimeter

PMT signals are split to provide one ADC and either two or three TDC signals� The

�� highest rate blocks in the ����� calorimeter have three discriminator levels� and

the remaining �
� blocks have two discriminator levels� Fig� ���� indicates which

�The ASP �Anomalous Single Photons� detector was designed to search for single photon events

at the PEP e�e� storage ring at SLAC�
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Figure 
���� Diagram of the 
���� calorimeter blocks seen from the rear� The shaded

blocks have three discriminator levels� the other blocks have two discriminator levels�

Block numbering begins at the lower left corner	 as seen from the rear of the calorimeter�

blocks have three levels of discrimination �� �

��� Data Acquisition and Run Control

E��� used a )triggerless� data acquisition system� in which the electronics gate

was generated by the accelerator synchronization signal� which is called the A�N

signal� Since the accelerator repetition rate was at ��� Hz for most of E���� the

data acquisition system needed to register the data from all of the electronics� often

in excess of ���� bytes of information per spill� at a repetition rate of ��� Hz�

To accomplish this� E��� utilized a VME based data acquisition system �� �

Two CAMAC branches� containing the readout electronics for the three spectrome�

ters� were connected to the Remote VME Real�Time System� which also contained

the FADC modules for the �ve Cherenkov detectors� The Local VME Real�Time

System read the CAMAC branch containing the beam instrumentation� Both the

Local and Remote systems passed their data to the Local Data Server� which was

��

a third VME crate containing UNIX processors� The Local Data Server sent the

data to the Remote Data Server� which was responsible for logging the data to tape

via the SLAC silo system� The Local Data Server also exported data via the SLAC

Ethernet to workstations performing online analysis�

The data acquisition was controlled from DAQCtrl� The DAQCtrl system sent

commands and received status messages from the Local and Remote Data Servers�

displays experiment parameters obtained from ESA systems or MCC systems� and

monitored warnings from the slow controls systems� Slow controls and monitoring

was done on the ESA computer system with two batch processes� DAQJob and

DAQMagb� which interacted with and were controlled by four interactive processes�

DAQHV� DAQSclr� DAQLV� and DAQMagi� The four interactive processes were

monitoring respectively the high voltage supplies� scalers� low voltage signals �such

as CAMAC and NIM crate power supplies�� and the spectrometer magnets� The

information from the slow controls systems were included in the data stream on a

periodic basis�
����� Data Stream � Event and Non�event Information

There were two VME crates reading three CAMAC branches into the event data

stream� The remote VME crate� located in the ����� hut� read the two CAMAC

branches containing the ����� and ���������� modules� The local VME crate� located

in CHA� read the CAMAC branch containing the beam electronics� During normal

data collection� each of the modules in the two remote branches were read� and

some of the beam modules were read� During M�ller polarimeter data collection�

additional beam modules were read� and the spectrometer modules were not�

Periodically during a run� a check�point occurred� During a checkpoint� the nor�

mal data acquisition stopped� and the data from the slow controls was inserted into

the data stream� This included the ADC pedestals from the most recent pedestal



��

run� magnet settings� and data from MCC pertaining to the beam�

CHAPTER �

THE ����� SPECTROMETER

The ����� spectrometer was constructed for E��� to increase the Q� range mea�

sured� This spectrometer can measure events with values Q� of up to eight times that

of the ����� spectrometer� The design of the spectrometer had several constraints�

Since the ����� and ���� spectrometers already existed on the experimental �oor� the

size and location of the new spectrometer was limited� resulting in a spectrometer

signi�cantly shorter in Z� the distance from the target along the spectrometer axis�

Because the DIS di�erential cross�section drops precipitously with scattering angle�

the ����� spectrometer had to have the largest possible solid angular acceptance�

By making the spectrometer shorter� a larger solid angle could be achieved by de�

tectors of a given size� The ����� spectrometer was not originally included in the

E��� proposal� The addition of the large angle spectrometer was approved about

six months before the experimental run� with only modest funding available� The

spectrometer components were therefore constructed from existing detector systems

or spare parts salvaged from the other two spectrometers�

During the E��� longitudinal running period� the particle rate in the �����

spectrometer was about one pion per spill and one electron per ��� spills� Because

the particle rate in the ����� spectrometer is low� the detector packages can a�ord

less redundancy than the other two spectrometers� which measure about � electron

per spill in a background of multiple pions per spill� The small number of detector

packages made this spectrometer much shorter than the other two� The ����� spec�

trometer uses a single�bend magnet system� a single set of hodoscopes� one threshold

��



��

Cherenkov detector� and a shower calorimeter consisting of a thin active preradiator

and a total absorption calorimeter� The spectrometer acceptance is detector�limited�

meaning that the magnetic optics will pass particles whose trajectories will not pass

through all of the detectors�


�� Spectrometer Coordinate System

The spectrometer Z axis is a line in the horizontal plane containing the beam

line� which makes an angle of ������ with the beam line �on the right�ward side

looking downstream�� The spectrometer Y axis is a vertical line� with positive Y

being up� and the Y � � level being at the height of the beam line� The spectrometer

X axis is then a horizontal line� with positive X being towards the beamline �in the

�� direction when the central axis is at � � �������� The relative scattering angles�

"� and "�� are de�ned with respect to the central trajectory of � � ������ and

� � ��� The "� axis is oriented with the positive "� direction in the same direction

as the positive � direction� so a positive "� is a smaller scattering angle� The "�

axis is oriented in the same direction as the � axis� A positive "� scattering angle

is a trajectory scattered upward� By common usage� the �high � side� of the �����

spectrometer has the larger scattering angle �"� is negative�� and the �low � side�

has the smaller scattering angle �"� is positive��

Both before and after the experimental run� the spectrometer hut was surveyed

to determine the location of all the detector elements in the spectrometer coordinate

system� The ����� shower calorimeter survey data from  May �� is listed in Table


���


�� Magnetic Optics and Collimation

The ����� spectrometer uses a quadrupole�dipole�quadrupole system of mag�

nets� This con�guration allowed the spectrometer to have a large acceptance� by

�	

Figure ���� View of the bend plane of the ���� spectrometer optics model	 showing various

trajectories through the spectrometer components� The trajectories are the high �	 low

�	 and central � trajectories for six di�erent momenta� The solid angles accepted for each

momentum are� d����� Gev� � ��� msr� d���� Gev� � 
��� msr� d���� Gev� �

����� msr� d���
� Gev� � ����� msr� d����� Gev� � ��
� msr� d��

� Gev� � ����

msr�

Figure ��
� View of the non�bend plane of the ���� spectrometer optics model	 showing

assorted trajectories� The trajectories are the high 		 low 		 and central 	 trajectories for

the six momenta shown in Figure ����



�

X Position �in�� X position �cm�

Baseplate� US� �X ������� inch ������	 cm

Baseplate� DS� �X ��
�	� inch ������ cm

TA Stack Seam ��� ����
�� inch ������� cm

TA Stack Seam 
�� �����

 inch �����	� cm

TA Stack Seam ��
 ������
 inch ����
�� cm

TA Stack Seam ��� ������� inch ������� cm

Y Position �in�� Y position �cm�

Baseplate� US� �X �����
 inch ������� cm

Baseplate� DS� �X ����	
� inch ������� cm

Baseplate� DS� �X ������	 inch ������ cm

PR Stack Top� �X �
���� inch �	
��� cm

PR Stack Top� �X �
���� inch �	
���� cm

TA Stack Seam ��� �
����� inch �����	 cm

TA Stack Seam 
�� ��
��
� inch �����
� cm

TA Stack Seam ��
 ����
� inch ������� cm

TA Stack Seam ��� ������� inch ��
�	� cm

Table ���� X and Y survey data for the � May ���� survey of the shower calorimeter�

permitting the spectrometer to be very close to the target� and focusing the tra�

jectories horizontally� The maximum horizontal acceptance was �
� milliradians�

and the maximum vertical acceptance was ��	 milliradians� The �rst quadrupole

magnet� Q�� which was Q	� in the SLAC 	 GeV spectrometer �� � focuses the

particle trajectories horizontally� increasing the range in horizontal scattering angle

accepted by the spectrometer� The dipole is a standard copper coil �	D�� magnet�

with the gap enlarged from � inches to �� inches� The gap is shimmed at the top

with wood� and at the bottom with stainless steel �� � The dipole magnet bends

the particle trajectories downward� de�ecting the central trajectory by ��� mrad�

The �nal quadrupole� Q
� which was Q	� in the 	 GeV spectrometer� focuses verti�

cally� and defocuses horizontally� Together� the magnetic optics system is strongly

focusing for particles of momentum less than �� GeV�c� At � GeV�c� the focal

point is inside the Cherenkov tank� while 	 GeV�c particles have a focus at the

�An ��D�
 magnet is a dipole magnet �
 inches long	 having a pole face �� inches wide	 and a

gap between pole faces of � inches�

��

shower calorimeter� The system is nonconvergent for particles more energetic than

�� GeV�c �� � Figures 
�� and 
�� show particle trajectories calculated using the

optics model� for the bend plane and non�bend plane of the spectrometer� The

magnets were initially operated with a central momentum of �� GeV�c� but the

central momentum was reset to ���� GeV�c very early in the experiment� because

the magnet power supplies could not remain steady at the higher current setting�

A lower lip collimator is situated before Q�� at a Z position of about 
��� m

and the top is at a Y position of about ���� cm� This lead and tungsten collimator

blocked particles with a downward � de�ection of greater than �	 mrad �� � This

was a physical acceptance limit� rather than a limit on the vertical scattering angle

of the electrons� due to the e�ects of the target magnetic �eld� The tracking matrix

needed to include the target magnetic �eld in addition to the spectrometer magnets�

An �eyebrow� collimator� designed to block neutral particles� is situated after

Q
� just inside the detector hut and positioned above the spectrometer acceptance�

Because the ����� spectrometer had only a single shallow bend� a line�of�sight path

existed from the target into the spectrometer hut� The eyebrow collimator served to

block this direct path for neutral particles produced at the target� The collimator

is otherwise out of the spectrometer acceptance� It is a large block of lead� �	 cm

wide� 

 cm tall� and �� cm thick� It is tilted from the horizontal by ���� mrad

to be parallel to the central ray in the spectrometer� The forward edge is at a

spectrometer coordinate of Z � ���� cm �
 �

During most of E���� a �low theta scraper� �LTS� was employed to reduce the

background rate� by blocking the lowest � mrad of the � acceptance �highest �

mrad in "��� The LTS was installed on top of the lower lip collimator� in front of

Q�� The LTS was �rst implemented for Run ���� and was used throughout the data

collection for the longitudinal asymmetry and some of the transverse asymmetry

measurement� It was removed for Run 
��� and the �nal transverse asymmetry



��

Run Period Designation �"� �"� �"� �"�

��	 ' �� Letterbox 
� mrad �
� mrad ��� mrad ���	 mrad

��� ' ��� Low Theta Scraper �� mrad �
� mrad �	 mrad ��	 mrad

��	 ' ��� Jailbars� Gap � �� mrad �� mrad �	 mrad ��	 mrad

Gap � �
�	 mrad ���� mrad �	 mrad ��	 mrad

Gap 
 ��
 mrad �
� mrad �	 mrad ��	 mrad

��	 ' ���� Letterbox � �� mrad �
� mrad ��� mrad ���	 mrad

���� ' �	�	 Low Theta Scraper �� mrad �
� mrad �	 mrad ��	 mrad

�	� ' �	�
 Jailbars� Gap � �� mrad 
�	 mrad �� mrad �
�� mrad

Gap � �
�	 mrad ��� mrad �� mrad �
�� mrad

Gap 
 ��
 mrad �
� mrad �� mrad �
�� mrad

�	�� ' 
��� Low Theta Scraper �� mrad �
� mrad �	 mrad ��	 mrad


�
� ' 
��� Sieve Slits Restricted to four holes�


��
 ' 

�� Low Theta Scraper �� mrad �
� mrad �	 mrad ��	 mrad



�	 ' 
��� Sieve Slits Sieve with LTS


��� ' 
�	� Low Theta Scraper �� mrad �
� mrad �	 mrad ��	 mrad


�	� ' 
�	� Sieve Slits Sieve with LTS


�� ' �
	� 
� mrad �
� mrad �	 mrad ��	 mrad

Table ��
� Collimation periods for the ���� spectrometer� The limits shown are the

maximum range for all particles� The acceptance deviated from these values depending

upon particle momentum�

runs were taken with the full � acceptance�

Several times during the experiment� additional collimation was employed to

restrict the horizontal or vertical acceptance for calibration purposes� Table 
��

shows the maximum angular acceptances for the spectrometer throughout E����

There were three types of collimation modes� �letterbox�� �jailbar�� or �sieve slit��

All three types were installed on the lower lip collimator in front of Q�� The letter�

box and jailbar modes were built from lead bricks stacked to either restrict the �

acceptance in the letterbox mode� or restrict the � acceptance in jailbar mode� The

sieve slit is a ��inch thick tungsten plate with �ve rows of seven holes spaced evenly

in the vertical and horizontal directions� The holes are about � mm in diameter� and

have a horizontal spacing of about 
�� cm and a vertical spacing of about ��	 cm�

The purpose of the sieve slit was to provide very narrow de�nitions of the electron

trajectories for evaluation of the optics model used by the tracking reconstruction�

��

Light
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Figure ���� Side view diagram of the ���� hodoscope straight and bent �ngers�


�
 Hodoscopes

During E���� the ����� spectrometer had a single set of hodoscopes located

at the front of the spectrometer hut� All four planes were oriented horizontally�

to provide a Y coordinate measurement at the front of the spectrometer� The

hodoscope consisted of four planes each containing eight ��inch �ngers� with a gap

of ��� inches between adjacent �ngers� The planes are separated by ��	�� inches in

Z� The downstream planes are o�set downward by ����� inches compared to the

preceding plane �� � Table 
�
 shows the locations of each hodoscope �nger in the

spectrometer coordinate system� Each scintillator was coupled via a light guide to a

��inch Hamamatsu R
���� photomultiplier tube� Two types of �ngers were used�

�ngers with straight light guides and �ngers with bent light guides� Figure 
�
 shows

the side pro�le of both types of �ngers� Eighteen of the �ngers have an S�curve

light guide� the other fourteen �ngers have straight light guides� Both types of light

guide extend ���� inches from the face of the photomultiplier tube� Both types of

�ngers have a scintillator �	�	�� inches long� but the straight �ngers are built from

an original scintillator length of ������ inches� with a ���� inches extension �� �

The photomultiplier tubes are protected from stray magnetic �elds by a ��metal

shield� In the original installation� the ��metal shields did not extend beyond the

PMT face� resulting in PMT gain shifts as discussed in Section ��
��� Therefore�

the ��metal shields were modi�ed during the E��� experiment to better protect the
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Table ���� Locations of the ���� hodoscope �ngers within the spectrometer coordinate

system� All �ngers are centered horizontally at X � � mm with a width of �X �


� mm� All �ngers have a vertical width �Y � 
��� mm� The high voltage setting	 as of

Run �
�	 for each �nger is also shown�

��

PMTs�
Each of the hodoscope PMTs had high voltage supplied to it from an individual

channel of a LeCroy HV��
�A high voltage chassis� The signal from each PMT was

input to a channel of a LeCroy 
��� discriminator with an output width of � ns�

then sent into a LeCroy 

�� multihit TDC operating in leading�edge only mode�


�� Threshold Cherenkov Detector

The threshold Cherenkov detector in the ����� spectrometer is a tank almost

� m long� with an inner diameter of 
� inches upstream� and an inner diameter of

�� inches downstream� The forward and rear windows are hydro�formed aluminum

which is �
 mils thick �� � The active length was about ���� m ��� � Located

just forward of the rear window� a set of two curved mirrors focuses the Cherenkov

light down onto a ��inches photomultiplier tube� The PMT is sheltered from stray

particles within a hut of lead bricks� which provided 	 inches shielding upstream� �

inches on the sides� and � inches on the top�

The ����� Cherenkov tank used two �� cm by �� cm mirrors placed side by

side� creating a light collection area approximately 		 cm wide by �� cm tall �� �

The center of the mirror system is at X � ��� mm� Y � ������� mm� and

Z � ��	���� mm in the spectrometer coordinates� The center of the PMT is at

approximately X � ��� mm� Y � ������� mm� and Z � ��
���� mm in the spec�

trometer coordinates �� � giving a center to center separation between the mirrors

and PMT of approximately �
 mm�

The Cherenkov tank was �lled with a mixture of N� and CH� gas at a pressure

of ��� psia for Run ��� through Run ����� and ��	� psia after Run ���� �� � The

nitrogen was mixed with methane ��% N� � ��% CH�� to quench the scintilla�

tion light� as discussed in Section ����
� The pressure was increased to provide a

greater separation between the electron peak and the single�photoelectron peak in



��

the Cherenkov spectrum�

The Cherenkov PMT high voltage was set to ����� V throughout E��� �� �

The PMT was a Hamamatsu R��	� tube� the face of which was coated with wave�

length shifting material� as discussed in Section ����
�

The upper plot in Figure 
�� shows an average of the detected peaks in the �����

Cherenkov detector for a typical run� The Cherenkov peaks are fairly fast� with the

bulk of the peak contained within �� ns� The analysis routine locates peaks of this

form in the raw FADC spectrum� and determines the peak time as the beginning of

the peak� The lower plot� also from Run 

��� in Figure 
�� shows the single photo�

electron peak� and the broad distribution resulting from the Cherenkov radiation

of an electron in the detector� the peak corresponds to about � photo�electrons

collected by the PMT �	 �

The Cherenkov detector was instrumented as in the other spectrometers� with

the anode signal input to the FADC and the dynode signal used for the backup

system� The dynode signal was fanned out� using a LeCroy ��	F FIFO� to an ADC

channel and two discriminator channels in a Lecroy 
��� CAMAC discriminator�

One channel used the signal direct from the fan�out� and the other channel used the

signal after an attenuator� The signals from the discriminator channels were input to

twelve channels of a LeCroy 

�� TDC via a LeCroy �����EXP Hit Expander� The

low threshold �non�attenuated� discriminator channel only provided leading�edge

timing �� TDC channels�� The high threshold �attenuated� discriminator channel

provided both leading�edge �� TDC channels� and trailing�edge timing �� TDC

channels� � �

�� Lead Glass Electromagnetic Shower Calorimeter

The ����� shower counter consisted of a � radiation length preradiator and a

����� radiation length total absorber� The preradiator was segmented vertically into

��
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Figure ���� Cherenkov average waveform and spectrum of Vpeak for Run ���� The Cher�

enkov detector pressure is 
��� psia� so the electron Cherenkov peak corresponds to about

� photo�electrons �����



��

Figure ���� Drawing of the ���� shower calorimeter	 showing the TA blocks and PR bars�

ten horizontal bars� each bar having a photomultiplier tube at either end� The total

absorber consisted of 
� blocks� arranged in a stack six blocks wide by �ve blocks

tall� Figure 
�� is a diagram of the calorimeter used for a GEANT simulation�

showing the relative positions of the total absorber blocks and the preradiator bars�

The preradiator and total absorber stacks each had an independent test and

calibration signal system� For both stacks� the system was an LED inserted into the

common end of a yoke of forty�two bundles of optical micro�bers� The micro�bers

contained in a particular bundle are not grouped together at the yoke� The indi�

vidual bundles made contact with the lead glass of a block through a bracket� or

�gizmo�� The gizmo served as an anchor point for the �ber so that it will maintain

contact with the lead glass� The unused bundles of each yoke were taped o��
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Figure ���� Diagram of the TA block faces	 looking downstream� The three types of blocks

used for the total absorber are indicated� The heavy dashed line indicates the outer edge

of the preradiator layer� All scattered electrons passing through the preradiator layer will

be contained in the total absorber layer�


���� Total Absorber

There were three types of total absorber �TA� blocks used in the ����� shower

counter� Of the thirty blocks in the TA� twenty�seven were used in the 	 GeV

spectrometer calorimeter and three were used in the NE� calorimeter ���� � Four of

the blocks from the 	 GeV spectrometer calorimeter were shorter than the remaining

twenty�three� The three NE� blocks were shorter and had a smaller transverse area

than both sizes of the 	 GeV spectrometer blocks� The relative positions of the

three types of blocks are shown in Fig� 
���

The �� large blocks all had a height and width of ���� cm� They are SF��

���� type lead glass with an index of refraction of ����� a critical energy of about

�� MeV� and an estimated radiation length� of ���� cm� Each of these blocks was

�The radiation length of this glass was not clearly documented� Several references ��
	 ��	



�

instrumented with a XP������� type ��inch diameter photomultiplier tube� Four

of the blocks had a depth of 
� cm� while the other �
 had a depth of �� cm�

corresponding to thicknesses of ���� and ���� radiation lengths� respectively� The

four short blocks were the center four blocks in the bottom row� The bottom row

of the total absorber accepted particles with momentum less than about 	 GeV�c�

so the shorter blocks provided su�cient material to contain these electron showers�

Three of the corners of the total absorber were the NE� blocks� the two bottom

corners and the upper corner on the high scattering angle edge� as shown in Fig� 
���

These blocks had a height and width of ���� cm� and a depth of �� cm� These blocks

were SF�� type lead glass� with an index of refraction of ��	�� a radiation length

of ��� cm ����� ��� � and a thickness of ���	 radiation lengths� These blocks were

instrumented with Hamamatsu ������ hybrid assembly photomultipliers� a�xed

to the rear of the block�

The signals from each TA photomultiplier tube were split in two� using passive

splitters� One signal was passed to a LeCroy ���W ADC� and the other was passed

to a LeCroy ��
B discriminator and then to a LeCroy ���� TDC operated in leading�

edge�trailing�edge mode� However� the ��
B discriminator could not operate in a

time�over�threshold mode� so the trailing�edge timing information was not useful for

the analysis �see Section ��
����

���� Preradiator

The ����� preradiator consisted of �� bars of F�� type lead glass doped with

cerium� They were previously used in the ASP detector �	 � and other bars of this

type were used in the ����� and ���� spectrometer shower counters ��� � Each bar

was �� cm long� with a height and thickness of about ��� cm� They were stacked

��	 ��	 ��	 ��	 ��	 ��� were consulted	 some of which disagreed as to what type of glass the

blocks were	 or on the composition of the various types of glass� Eventually the value of 
��� cm

was decided upon as a central value	 for the purposes of simulation�

	�

vertically with their long axis oriented horizontally� transverse to the spectrometer

axis� These bars have a radiation length of 
��� cm �	 � so the preradiator is ���

radiation lengths thick� The index of refraction is ���	� and the density is 
��� g�cm��

Each bar had an RCA 	��� photomultiplier tube a�xed to each end� Since these

PR bars are known to have a signi�cant attenuation of light along their length� it

was planned to use the ADC signals from each end to estimate the location of the

hit� By comparing the ADC signal strengths and the timing di�erences between the

ends of each bar two possible determinations of the strike location may be made for

each PR event� The best estimate for the attenuation length in the preradiator bars

was about � meter��

The photomultiplier signals from the PR bars were fanned�out using LeCroy

��	F FIFO� with two output channels going to a LeCroy ���W ADC and a LeCroy

��
B discriminator� The discriminator signal was input to a LeCroy 

�� TDC

operated in leading�edge mode�

After the total absorber blocks had been stacked and secured� the preradiator

blocks were stacked directly in front of the TA� The PR stack was centered vertically

about � cm above the center of the TA stack� This was accomplished by using a

large aluminum bar� 
���inch H x ����inch D x 
��inch W� as the base of the PR

stack� Neoprene sheeting ���� inches thick was placed underneath the bottom PR

bar� The PR is held against the TA by two pieces of ��� inches L�channel bolted to

the PR support block at the bottom� and bolted at the top to the upper horizontals

of the calorimeter frame� The PR stack vertical center is ��� mm above the top of

the deck plate� The TA stack vertical center is 
�	 mm above the top of the deck

plate�
�This value was determined from physics data	 by comparing PR signals for hits in coincidence

with single TA blocks� During the tests of the detectors before E���	 a measurement of the

attenuation length was made using the cosmic ray trigger� this technique found an attenuation

length of about �� meter	 but had several problems� Analysis using data from E���X has found

attenuation length of about one meter	 consistent with the E��� determination�



	�


���
 Installation Details

The spectrometer design called for the calorimeter to be centered about ��� cm

below the beam height� which is about ��� cm above the ESA �oor� Since the center

of the preradiator is about �� cm from the bottom of the assembled calorimeter� a

stand was constructed to elevate the calorimeter by 
��	 cm� with the remainder

of the elevation to be accomplished by placing shims under the feet of the stand�

Figure 
�� shows the completed calorimeter and stand�

The stand for the calorimeter is ���� inches �
��	 cm� tall� constructed of ��

inch���inch aluminium I�beam� The legs are shimmed up about ��� inches from

the �oor� The shimming was also done in such a way as that the deck plate is level

both sideways and front�to�back�

In the �nal installed position� the center of the preradiator is located at Y �

����� cm and Z � ���
�
 cm� Table 
�� shows the locations of each TA and PR

block� The Z position was determined by referring to layout marks on the �oor�

no survey of the Z location of the calorimeter was done before E���� There is a

discrepancy between these positions and the survey done after E���X� The PR Z

location� based on the post�E���X surveys� is ���	�� cm� The impact of this shift on

the E���X analysis� and hence the E��� analysis� will be discussed in Appendix A�

Shielding Walls

The photomultiplier tubes were protected from background particles by three

lead shield walls� The �rst two were in front of the PR photomultiplier tubes to

shield them from particles coming through the spectrometer aperture� The third wall

is on the side of the shower counter toward the beam pipe� shielding the stack from

particles coming through the spectrometer wall� All three walls are one brick thick

���inch�� which corresponds to a thickness of about �	 radiation lengths� Figures

	�

Figure ���� Side view of the ���� shower calorimeter assembly and stand� All dimensions

are in inches�
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Table ���� Locations of the ���� shower calorimeter blocks within the spectrometer coor�

dinate system� All measurements are in mm�
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Figure ���� Diagram of the TA and PR stacks with lead shield walls	 looking from above�

the front of the calorimeter is at the bottom of the diagram� The lead glass blocks and

PMTs of the top row of the TA stack are shown� The lead glass and PMT of the fourth

row block underneath the small TA block are also shown� The support frames of the

calorimeter bars and lead shield walls are not shown� The lead bricks in the �rst column

of the side wall are cut to �t into their support frame�



	�


�� and 
�	 show the position of the lead shield walls with respect to the lead glass�


���� Calorimeter Calibration and Checkout Before E���

Plateauing at Cal�Tech

The calorimeter was assembled and tested at the California Institute of Tech�

nology during the summer of ��� During the construction of the calorimeter� each

completed block was tested using the LED pulser input port� and a high voltage

plateau curve was determined using the LED input as the signal� The TA blocks

were stacked roughly by plateau voltages� so that neighboring blocks had similar

plateau voltages�

PR tubes were plateaued� and high voltages chosen at ��
 along the plateau�

After the bars had been assembled and wrapped� the high voltage was left connected

to the bars for several weeks� and the noise signals observed periodically through

this time� The bars were stacked in order of increasing noise� with the lowest noise

bars at the bottom of the stack� The reason for putting the bars with the lowest

noise rate at the bottom was that those bars have the highest particle rate� a high

noise rate could contribute to accidental coincidence between the PR and the TA�

Cosmic Ray Testing with the MCA

After the calorimeter had been moved to SLAC in September of ��� two

scintillator paddles about ��inch square were placed above �resting on the TA stack�

and below �resting on the �oor without the SHW stand installed� the PR stack to

form a cosmic ray trigger� Using this cosmic ray trigger� the gains were adjusted to

try to match the comic ray signal in all the bars to a value of �� channels above

pedestal in a NIM qVt MCA module� This seemed to give a signal height of about

�� mV� and it was thought that the pion signal would also be about �� mV�

A similar cosmic ray trigger was used to gain match the TA blocks�

	�

LED System

The LED test system utilized two blue LEDs driven by a negative�going pulse

of peak�height ���
	 V� The driving pulse was provided by the same NIKHEF pulser

used by the Cherenkov LED test system ���� � with a ���db attenuator� passive

splitter� and a �db attenuator� The pulse width was about �� ns� There were three

layers of plastic over the TA LED� and � layers over the PR LED�



CHAPTER �

DATA COLLECTION� E��� 	 T��


E��� collected data primarily with longitudinal target polarization� but with

a short period of transverse target alignment at the end of the two month running

period� In addition to the E��� experimental run� a test beam experiment� T��	�

was conducted at SLAC in December of �	 to provide calibration information for

the ����� and ����� spectrometers�

The E��� checkout running �
� Hz beam pulse rate� period began on �� Febru�

ary ��� The �rst beam pulses entered ESA at about �
���� The �rst data with

beam written to tape was in Run ��� logged to tape QC�	�� The E��� data col�

lection ���� Hz beam pulse rate� run began on � March ��� The �rst run using

the ��� Hz trigger rate was Run ��	� a pedestal run taken at ������ The �rst

high rate beam logged was Run ��� written to tape QC���� The �nal beam was

logged to tape QC
	� as Run �
	�� which ended at �
�
� on 
� April ��� A few

calibration runs were taken subsequently� bringing the �nal run number to �
		�

During production running� a normal data collection run took about a half hour to

complete� and consisted of about ������ spills for the NH� target� or about �	����

spills for the LiD target� A total of ���� runs were logged during the active running

period of E���� �lling ���	 ��GB data tapes ���� � Of these runs� the �rst several

hundred �through about Run 	�� or ��� were not used in the physics analysis due

to unstable beam or spectrometer conditions� Of the remaining 

�� runs� many

were various forms of calibration� such as M�ller runs� LED or pedestal runs� A

total of ���
 runs contained electron scattering data in at least one spectrometer�

	�

		

Run Condition Target ����� ���� �����

Ak� electron NH� �� ��� ���

Ak� electron LiD ��� ��� ���

Ak� positron NH� � 
	 ��

Ak� positron LiD ��� ��� �

A�� electron NH� � 	� 	


A�� electron LiD �� �� ���

A�� positron NH� � � �

A�� positron LiD 	 	 	

Table ���� Number of runs used in the physics analysis for each spectrometer for di�erent

spectrometer polarities	 target orientations	 and target materials�

and were used to produce the physics asymmetries as follows� �� Ap
k runs� ��� Ad
k

runs� 		 Ap
� runs� and �� Ad
� runs� Not included in these counts are the number

of positron runs collected �see Section ����
��

The T��	 test run began on �� November ��� The �rst run written to tape

was ���� logged to QC
�� on 
 December ��� The last run of T��	 was ���
�

logged to tape QC
�	 at ����� on �	 December ��� Of these �
� runs� 
�


were logged to tape� with the remainder used to determine the beam tuning using

the online histograms� There were �� beam position runs� �� ����� spectrometer

runs� and ��� ����� spectrometer runs� Among the other runs� 
	 were discarded

due to unknown or inconsistent conditions� and 	� were electronics calibration runs

�pedestal� LED test� and toroid runs� see Section �������

��� E���� Longitudinal � Transverse Asymmetry Measurement

����� E��� Longitudinal Asymmetry

The beam energy for the E��� longitudinal target polarization running was

�	�
 GeV� About ��� million beam spills were acquired for the LiD target� and

about 		 million beam spills for the NH� target�



	

����� E��� Transverse Asymmetry

During the E��� transverse target polarization running the beam energy was


	�	 GeV� The E��� transverse data collection started on April �� and ended on 
�

April� About 
� million beam spills were acquired for the LiD target� and about

�� million beam spills for the NH� target�

����
 Positron Runs

In order to correct the measured asymmetries for contamination by particles

which are not deep inelastically scattered electrons� some data were collected in

)positron� mode� In positron running� the polarity of the spectrometer magnets was

reversed� so that positively charged particles were accepted by the spectrometers

instead of the negatively charged particles� By measuring the rate and asymmetry

of positron events� the rate and asymmetry during the electron running may be cor�

rected for electrons which are produced by charge symmetric processes� Section �����

describes this correction technique from the perspective of the analysis�

To minimize the overall uncertainties in the measured asymmetries� the ratio

of data collected in positron mode to data collected in electron mode must be equal

to the square root of the fractional positron rate ��� � This rate depends upon

scattering angle and energy� and so must be optimized for each spectrometer�

����� Solid and Hole Target Runs

Runs using an unpolarized solid target provided a consistent target density

with which to compare the rates during polarized target running� In this manner

the packing fraction of the polarized targets could be determined� as a function of

time� The three types of unpolarized targets were beryllium� carbon� and the �hole�

target� which actually gives the scattering from the liquid helium bath� For each

target stick� the �dummy� target contains the solid target which is a close match

�

in mass�thickness and radiation lengths to the polarized material in the stick �see

Section ��
���� and is held within a cell identical in construction to the polarized

target cells� The �small� target only contains the solid target material� and was

chosen to match the polarized material not used in the target stick�

About ��� runs used a beryllium target and about ��� runs used a carbon

target� with the majority of those being the large �dummy� targets� About �� runs

used the hole target�
����� Target Anneals � Polarization

When the target polarization dropped below some threshold due to radiation

damage� the target was annealed� Thereafter� a thermal equilibration �TE� polar�

ization measurement was made for calibration purposes� and the target repolarized�

As the target is irradiated during the experiment� additional paramagnetic cen�

ters are produced in the target� The increased density of paramagnetic centers allows

depolarizing transitions to occur� Annealing the target is done to reduce the number

of paramagnetic centers in the target material�

For the ammonia target� annealing was required after every ����� hours of

beam exposure �total dose on target of about ����� peta�electrons�� The material

temperature is increased to about 	� K for half an hour ���� � Repolarization of the

proton target took about ���
� minutes ���� �

For the LiD target material� annealing was required after an incident radiation

dose of ������� e��cm�� The material was heated to �	� K� and held at that

temperature for about �� minutes before being cooled and repolarized� Polarization

for the LiD took between ������ minutes depending upon dose ��
 �



�

����� Calibration Runs� Pedestal� LED� Toroid

About three times per day during E���� a set of electronics calibrations runs

were done� This included a pedestal run �PED�� an LED calibration run �LED��

and a toroid mini�calibration run �TOR�� These calibration runs were done with the

beam suppressed� so that the electronics registered no events related to the beam�

The pedestal runs are used to get pedestal levels for the ADCs and FADCs�

The ADCs used in the ����� and ���� spectrometers have a pedestal suppression

feature� the ADC pedestals measured during the pedestal runs are downloaded to

the module where they are subtracted from the ADC values during normal running

and only the information from channels above pedestal are recorded� The �����

ADCs do not have that feature� The ����� ADCs are recorded to a common block

�and the data�stream� where they are accessible to the analysis�

The LED test runs are used to check for gain drifts in the Cherenkov tanks and

the ����� shower calorimeter� LEDs coupled to the detectors are �red by a pulser

during the normal electronics gate started by the accelerator trigger signal� The

electronics modules are read out just as in a normal data collection run� The LED

response is �relatively� constant over time� and can be used to monitor and correct

for gain drifts in the detectors�

Toroid calibration runs were made periodically� as described in Section ������

����� M�ller Runs

The single arm and double arm M�ller polarimeters measured the beam polar�

ization� A total of 
� individual M�ller runs were done throughout the experiment�

During the data collection� a group of M�ller runs was done about every three or

four days� At the beginning of the longitudinal and transverse running periods� en�

ergy scans were done to calibrate the �ip coil value� and verify that the beam energy

was set to deliver the maximum polarization to ESA� An additional ten sessions of

�

M�ller running were done during the checkout period�

��� T��	� Calibration Test Beam

SLAC test beam experiment T��	 occurred in December ��� with the purpose

of using a low�intensity parasitic electron beam to calibrate the ����� and �����

spectrometers� A few electrons per spill �the number of electrons was generally

between ��� and ���� were delivered to ESA� and directed into either the ����� or

����� spectrometer aperture by a combination of two �	D�� dipole magnets and

the chicane magnets� Since the electrons entering the spectrometer during T��	

were not accompanied by a large background of hadrons� the response of the shower

calorimeter and tracking systems to a clean electron could be determined and used

to calibrate the E��� analysis�

I was responsible for producing the run plan for the ����� spectrometer calibra�

tion� Seven di�erent electron energy settings were scanned over the spectrometer

aperture� with the spectrometer magnets at their normal setting of a central mo�

mentum of ���� GeV�c� and at lowered spectrometer momentum settings to allow

delivery of electrons with three di�erent energies into each TA block�

����� Beam Production and Delivery

The beam used for T��	 was produced parasitically during operation of the

SLAC Linear Collider �SLC�� A series of eight collimators in the last three accelera�

tor sectors scraped away a few percent of the SLC electron and positron beam pulses�

The electrons or positrons which hit the collimators underwent bremsstrahlung� pro�

ducing high energy photons� some of which traveled along the beam path� A thin

radiator was placed in the beam pipe beyond the SLC splitting magnet to convert

these photons into e
e� pairs� Some of the electrons entered the A�Line� By adjust�

ing the momentum setting of the A�Line magnets� the momentum of the electrons
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Figure ���� Diagram of steering magnet and beam hodoscope locations in the BSY Z

reference system� The distances are measured along the beam line starting from the BSY

reference point� The steering magnets are dipole corrector magnets� A
� and A�
 steer

horizontally	 and A
� and A�� steer vertically� The USH and DSH are respectively the

up�stream and down�stream beam hodoscopes�

reaching ESA could be changed� and by adjusting the opening of the SL�� slits both

the momentum spread of the resulting electrons and the total number of electrons

entering ESA could be modi�ed� By this process� a few electrons of de�nite energy

were delivered to the ESA for each SLC beam crossing� The electrons appeared

in two bunches separated by about � ns� corresponding to the SLC electron and

positron pulses ���
 �

Steering of this low intensity beam within ESA was under the control of the

experimenters� A set of two �beam hodoscopes� was used to determine the position

and angle of the beam within ESA� diagramed in Figure ���� The upstream beam

hodoscope consisted of four ��inch scintillator �ngers framing the beam path near

the M�ller magnet� The downstream beam hodoscope had six ��inch wide �ngers�

three horizontal and three vertical� so that the central �nger of each set was centered

�

on the beam axis� With the chicane and bend dipoles o�� the beam was centered

through both sets of beam hodoscopes�

����� Mapping the Spectrometer Acceptances

Once the electron beam was centered in ESA� a pair of two �	D�� magnets

were used to provide � de�ection about the target center� and the chicane magnets

provided � de�ection� In combination� the bend and chicane magnets delivered

electrons of a known energy to various points across the angular acceptance of the

����� and ����� spectrometers�

Most of the data runs were �sweeps�� in which the � and � de�ections were

individually stepped across the spectrometer acceptance� Thus each data run con�

tains data from a grid of angular locations� At least ��� events �sometimes several

times that many� were collected for each grid location�

Data were also taken for spectrometer magnet settings with lower current than

normal� This resulted in the electrons being steered into a higher lead glass block

than usual� thus allowing several energy calibration points in each block�

For the ����� spectrometer calibration� seven di�erent energy settings were used�

��� GeV� ��� GeV� 	�� GeV� �� GeV� ���� GeV� �
�� GeV� and ���� GeV� A total of

fourteen di�erent spectrometer magnet con�gurations were used� with the magnet

currents ranging from their standard setting down to ��
� times the standard setting�

Table ��� shows the spectrometer magnet settings used for each beam energy setting�

Also shown are the �grid patterns� used in the sweeps of that energy and momentum

setting�
The grid patterns were a listing of pairs of current setpoints for the � and �

magnets to deliver the electron beam to speci�c locations across the spectrometer

acceptance� For most of the patterns �a�g�� the particle trajectories were mapped

through a model of the spectrometer magnets to determine the � and � de�ections
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Beam Energy B� Setting Q��Q
 Setting Grid Patterns

��� GeV ���� ����	 a� e� f� g

���	� ���	� h� i

����
 ����	 a� c� d� e� f� g

�	�� ����	 a� e� f� g

��� GeV ����	 ����	 a

����� ����� a

����
 �	�� a

����� ����� a

	�� GeV ����� ����	 a

����� ���	� a

����� ����� a� h

�� GeV ����� ����	 a

����� ����	 a

����� ����� a� b� c

���� GeV ����� �	�� a� f

����� �	�� a� f

����� ����� a

�
�� GeV ����
 �	�� a

����� ����� a� c� h� i

���� GeV ����
 ����� a

����� ����� a� b� c

Table ��
� Grid patterns used for each set of beam energy and spectrometer magnet

settings� The spectrometer magnet settings are listed as the central momenta in �GeV�c���

Grid patterns are described in the text�

to hit a speci�c loation on the shower calorimeter� Patterns �h� and �i� were evenly

spaced in either � or � de�ection� and were used in combination with the sieve slits

to check track reconstruction�

Grid Pattern �a� The standard grid pattern� �a�� consisted of ��� points

located at� the center of each TA block �
� points�� the horizontal center of each TA

column at the boundary between each TA row ��� points�� and the vertical center

of each PR bar at X � �������
� cm �� points for each of the ten PR bars��

Grid Pattern �b� Grid pattern �b� was a �ner grid pattern� containing ���

points� It included all of the points in pattern �a�� plus� eight points in the interior

�

of each TA block at ��� block�width intervals in X and Y � except for the edge

blocks which skip the outer 
 points per block� the horizontal boundary between

each TA row at ��� block�width intervals� not including the corners� excluding the

outer points for edge blocks� and the lower edge of each PR bar at X � �������
�

cm�
Grid Pattern �c� Grid pattern �c� was an even �ner grid pattern� but was

more sparse than pattern �b�� �	� points were located along one of �ve lines across

the shower calorimeter face� �� points along the X of TA column � starting at the

center of PR bar � and moving up in steps of ���� cm� �� points along each of the Y

of PR bars �� 
 � and � starting at the X of TA column � and ending at TA column

�� in steps of ���� cm� and �� points along the X of column � starting at the center

of PR bar � and moving up in steps of ���� cm�

Grid Pattern �d� This is a subset of pattern �b�� centered on TA row 
�

column �� This pattern was used to scan across that block during the period in

which its ADC input signal was used as the input to a FADC to investigate the

multiple pulse structure of the shower calorimeter�

Grid Pattern �e� This pattern is very coarse� consisting of just the center

of each TA block� and the center of each PR bar� It was used during the high voltage

scans�
Grid Pattern �f� This grid pattern includes the vertical centers of the PR

bars at horizontal locations of X � ���������
� cm� plus �� points along X �

� cm running from the bottom of the PR stack to the top in steps of ���� cm� This

pattern was used during the lead passive preradiator tests for E���X�
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Grid Pattern �g� This is a subset of pattern �e�� used for the PR high

voltage scan� which just includes the center of each PR bar�

Grid Pattern �h� This pattern is a sweep across the sieve slits along � with

a spacing between points of ��� mrad�

Grid Pattern �i� This pattern is a sweep across the sieve slits along � with

a spacing between points of ��� mrad�

����
 ����� Spectrometer Goals For T��	

The primary objective of T��	 was the calibration of the ����� shower calorim�

eter energy and veri�cation of the momentum reconstruction� Data for six di�erent

energies was collected with the spectrometer in its normal setting �a central momen�

tum of ���� �GeV�c��� allowing the momentum reconstruction to be checked across

about half of the momenta range accepted� Also the sieve slit running allowed

checks of the angular reconstruction� The momentum reconstruction was found to

be accurate within the uncertainties set by the granularity of the system ���� � The

energy calibration using the T��	 data was not as successful� Shortly before T��	�

the LED for the test pulser was found to be loosening in its mounting� After re�

securing it� the LED signal was su�ciently di�erent to disrupt direct comparison

of shower calorimeter gains between E��� and T��	� The data did allow tests of

linearity with high voltage ���� and e�ects of stray magnetic �elds ���� � The ADC

saturation levels were investigated� and while direct use of the information was not

possible due to the altered LED response� the indication of signi�cant saturation

was noted� Also� the use of the FADC to observe the multiple pulsing structure

of the TA signal �Section ��
�� discusses the problem in more detail� was useful in

more clearly understanding the nature of the problem� if not the origin�

	

Another objective was to improve the PR reconstruction algorithm� This also

did not lead to any results useful for the E��� analysis� A similar goal was to use

the T��	 data to improve the position determination of the TA stack� However the

granularity is such that most showers �those within ��
 of the block width from the

block center� are entirely contained within a single block� Only in a small region

along the edge does energy sharing occur� so no improvements were possible�

Finally� T��	 allowed the opportunity to test modi�cations to the ����� appa�

ratus in order to improve its performance for the E���X run� High voltage scans

of the TA ���� and PR bars were useful in optimizing the high voltage settings for

E���X� Also tested was a lead passive preradiator� a ��� inch �about � radiation

length� sheet of lead was placed in front of the preradiator� The purpose of the

lead sheet was to begin the electromagnetic shower earlier �in the passive lead layer�

so as to increase the energy deposited in the active preradiator bars� These tests

were promising and encouraged the installation of the lead passive preradiator �or

PbPPR� in E���X�



CHAPTER �

DATA ANALYSIS

The purpose of the analysis software is to transform the raw ADC and TDC

values recorded for the various detector elements into electron scattering rates for

each beam helicity and each bin in x and Q�� First� particle track events must be

recognized from the array of ADC and TDC data� Then these reconstructed tracks

must undergo particle identi�cation� to �nd the electron events� Then energy and

scattering angle must be determined for each electron event� For each spectrometer�

the number of events within a certain kinematic range is recorded for the two beam

helicities�

There are several intermediate stages of data processing within the E��� anal�

ysis framework� In the �rst stage� the raw data analysis constructs particle tracks

through the spectrometer subsystems using the raw ADC and TDC data� At this

stage� most of the calibrations have already been done� including the application of

timing o�sets� energy calibration� detector positions� and slewing corrections� Once

the tracking was working reliably� data summary tapes �DST� were produced� The

purpose of the DST format was to reduce the time required to perform the physics

analysis on a run� The analysis of a raw data tape required about twenty hours on

the SLAC batch analysis computers �IBM RS����� �
P machines running AIX��

most of which was consumed by the shower calorimeter and tracking subsystem

analyses� By recording the analyzed events in each subsystem spill�by�spill� a con�

siderable savings in re�analysis time was achieved� The re�analysis of a full run DST

�corresponding to one raw data tape� required about a half hour� Additionally� the



���

DST �les required less storage space� being about ��� or ��
 the size of the raw

data �le� The DST records contain the analyzed data for the Cherenkov and shower

calorimeter subsystems� and information on all of the tracks found� The DSTs are

re�analyzed using a variety of particle de�nitions to produce summary �les� An

example of a simple electron de�nition would require a track with a high energy

shower� a large Cherenkov pulse height� and an E�P ratio in the range of ��	 to ����

The de�nitions may also have di�erent requirements for the beam conditions� The

summary �les� or count �les� list the number of events satisfying the de�nition for

each beam helicity state in each x bin� the total beam charge accumulated for each

de�nition in both beam helicity states� and the average value of x and Q� for the

x bin� Finally� the data contained in all of the summary �les for a particular event

de�nition and target material was collected� and the raw asymmetry was produced

by the physics analysis code� The physics analysis routine then applied corrections

to the raw asymmetry� in order to produce either Ak or A��

��� Raw Data Analysis

The spill�by�spill unpacking and analysis of the raw data was handled identically

for both the online and o(ine software� The raw data from the beam instrumen�

tation was interpreted to give the beam charge� polarization� and location of the

beam spot� The data stream from a spectrometer CAMAC branch consisted of

a list of ADC channel�and�value pairs� a list of TDC channel�and�time pairs� and

the FADC waveforms from the Cherenkov detectors� These raw data had calibra�

tions applied� then underwent processing by the Cherenkov and shower calorimeter

analysis subsystems resulting in lists of Cherenkov and shower calorimeter events�

The tracking analysis subsystem took the calibrated hodoscope data� and the lists

of Cherenkov and shower calorimeter events� and searched for sets of events with

comparable times which align along a straight line through the spectrometer�
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����� Beam Analysis

The beam analysis routine took the raw data from the beam electronics and

transformed it into the quantities needed by the spectrometer analysis routines� The

most important quantities produced by the beam analysis were� beam charge� polar�

ization state� beam position at the target� beam angle at the target� and beam spot

size� Additional information used in the spectrometer analysis were the good and

bad spill counter signals� The beam charge was gotten by applying the toroid cali�

brations� One of the toroids was chosen as the measured value �the �rst ESA toroid

for E����� and the other was used as a cross�check� The beam polarization status

was provided from the polarized electron source to the data acquisition through

four slightly di�erent channels ���� � For the polarization bit to be accepted� the

four indicators had to agree ��� � Additionally� during o(ine analysis� the polar�

ization state could be predicted by utilizing the algorithm described in Section ���

to determine the polarization bit from the preceding spills� The foil array analysis

determined the beam spot location and size at the foil array� The traveling wave

beam position monitor �TWBPM� provides the beam location before the target� By

interpolating between the TWBPM and foil array beam locations� the beam loca�

tion and angle at the target was determined� An additional indication of the beam

location at the target was provided by the raster magnet settings� which determined

the location within the raster pattern� but could not monitor any drifting of the

center of the raster pattern� The good and bad spill counters were monitored for

particularly high or low values which would indicate a mis�steered or low quality

beam pulse�

����� Spectrometer Data Unpacking and Calibration

Each TDC hit entered the data stream as three pieces of information� the TDC

value� the channel position� and the hit type� The channel position was decoded into

���

the channel and module number of the TDC channel� and the raw TDC information

was transformed by applying timing o�sets and gain corrections� using

timevalue�tdcc�gain�chan�module�ispec� �

� �tdcr�tdc�i� � tdcc�ped�chan�module�ispec�� �

�����

where timevalue is the calibrated time� tdcc gain and tdcc ped are the gain and

o�set values for the speci�ed TDC module and channel� and tdcr tdc is the raw

TDC value for the hit� The tdcc gain was � ns for all of the E��� TDC modules�

The TDC time o�sets were determined for each channel by measuring the time�of�

�ight corrected time di�erence between hits in the channel and the Cherenkov FADC

hit time� This process will be discussed in more detail for the ����� spectrometer

in Section ����
� There was a situation in which some TDC hits were duplicated in

the data stream� so the TDC hit arrays are scanned to remove the duplicated hits�

In later code� this is done by Zen Szalata�s C�code data�stream unpacker�

Since most of the ADCs were zero�suppressed� the ADC data does not un�

dergo any analysis before being used by the detector analysis subroutines� However�

the ADC data does exhibit the same repetition as the TDC data under some cir�

cumstances� So� the ADC hit arrays are also scanned by the unpacker to remove

duplicated hits� The ����� ADCs were not zero�suppressed� so the pedestals were

subtracted during the subsystem analysis� as will be discussed later�

The FADC raw data is composed of up to cp maxwf data points �cp maxwf �

��� in E����� each representing the Cherenkov signal in one time bin� The time bins

correspond to approximately one nanosecond� In each time bin� the signal is digitized

into an 	�bit word� The data points are produced by one of four channels� each of

which has an individual pedestal and gain� Figure ��� displays a raw Cherenkov

waveform in which it is possible to see the variation in pedestal between the channels�

The software array storing the waveform is �lled using Eq� ����



��


            

Figure ���� The raw ����Cherenkov FADC waveform in a spill without a Cherenkov hit�

k � mod�j���	�
�

cer�waveform�j�itank�ispec� � fadc�a��k�itank�ispec� 


� cer�fadc�j�itank�ispec� � fadc�a��k�itank�ispec�

�����

where k is the channel index� j is the time bin� itank and ispec are the tank and

spectrometer indices� cer fadc�j�itank�ispec� contains the raw FADC values

for the tank� cer waveform�j�itank�ispec� contains the corrected values� and

fadc a� and fadc a� are the pedestal and gain corrections for the kth channel�

����
 Subsystem Analysis

The Cherenkov detector analysis used a peak��nding algorithm to �nd the time

at which the voltage reached its peak� the peak voltage and also integrated the charge

of each hit within the FADC data� An average Cherenkov peak is shown in Fig�

���� During some running periods� the clock signal which controlled the Cherenkov

digitization would not be properly read� and the pulse time determined by the FADC

would shift by about � ns �four time bins�� This was monitored by comparing the

���

            

Figure ��
� Average pedestal�subtracted Cherenkov waveform�

time di�erence between the FADC times and the TDC times for each spill� and

correcting the FADC time by applying a time o�set of four bin widths if there was

disagreement� When the FADC system failed during part of the experiment� the

back�up system� described in Section ����
� was used to �nd hit times and coarsely

bin the peak voltage of each hit� Using either the main analysis or the backup

system� the output from the Cherenkov analysis was a data array of Cherenkov

hits� each composed of the hit time� peak height� and the integrated charge�

The purpose of the hodoscope subsystem analysis was to prepare an array of

timing hits in hodoscope �ngers to be used by the tracking analysis� Since the

TDC values had been converted to time values in the unpacking routine� the ho�

doscope analysis just sorted the TDC hits from each channel into the variables for

the corresponding hodoscope �nger� The hodoscope output array consisted of an

array for each �nger of the hit times in that �nger� Also provided was the geometry
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Track Type Cherenkov Calorimeter Hodoscope

� Yes Yes Yes

� No Yes Yes


 Yes No Yes

� No No Yes

Table ���� Spectrometer subsystems included in each track type�

information describing the location of each �nger within the spectrometer�

After the raw shower calorimeter ADC data had their pedestals subtracted and

the energy calibrations had been applied� the timing data for each block was used

to divide the energy deposited into cells� each with a portion of the total energy�

Each timing hit within a lead glass block was identi�ed with a particular fraction of

the total energy deposition� Then� a cellular automaton was used to build shower

clusters in the calorimeter by matching cells in adjacent blocks ���	 � The resulting

shower clusters were analyzed to determine the total energy� position� and time of

the shower� Since most electron showers are contained within a 
 � 
 sub�array of

the ����� and ���� calorimeters ��� � the block with the largest deposited energy is

designated as the central block� Two shower cluster energy values are calculated�

Erec contains the total energy of the cells which were used to build the cluster� and

E� contains the sum of the energies of the nine block sub�array centered on the

central block� A multi�layer neural network could be used to provide pion�electron

particle identi�cation for each shower� but this analysis tool was not used in E���

despite its success in the previous experiments� The neural network was swamped

by overlaps in E���� and could not provide a tool for pion rejection� The calorimeter

output listing has� for each shower� the time� energy deposited� position and width

of the shower� and energy in each of the nine blocks surrounding �and including�

the central block�

The tracking analysis used the output arrays from the Cherenkov� hodoscope

and calorimeter subsystems to locate particle trajectories within the spectrometer

���

hut� Once a particle trajectory was found� a lookup table was used to reconstruct

the particle�s momentum� scattering angle� and initial scattering location� Four

track types were possible� shown in Table ���� depending upon which subsystems

contribute to the track� Type � tracks have hodoscope� Cherenkov and calorimeter

hits� A track with only calorimeter and hodoscope hits is of Type �� Type 
 tracks

have only Cherenkov and hodoscope hits� A track with neither Cherenkov nor

calorimeter hits is Type ��

First� the tracking routine built hodoscope clusters within the forward and rear

hodoscope packages� Each hodoscope cluster was composed of �ngers which overlap

each other in space and have hits at similar times� The hodoscope clusters have X�

Y � Z� and T coordinates� The tracking code then looped through the Cherenkov hits�

calorimeter clusters and hodoscope clusters� to �nd the set of hits which form tracks

with the lowest �� in time and position� The timing values from the hodoscope

�ngers and Cherenkov detectors were corrected for light propagation time within

the detectors� Once a track was found� it was mapped back through the magnetic

optics to determine the momentum and scattering angle of the particle� The vertical

scattering angle� �� and the track momentum� P � were reconstructed from YSHW�

the vertical location of the track at the calorimeter and "Y � the slope of the track

in the spectrometer� The values of XSHW� the horizontal position at the calorimeter�

and "X� the slope of the track� were used to determine �� the horizontal scattering

angle� and Z�� the Z location of the track at the target�

Once �� � and P had been determined� the x and Q� of the scattering event could

be calculated� However� the list of tracks included more than scattered electrons�

and an event selection analysis had to be done to determine which ones corresponded

to scattered electrons�
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��� Analysis of the ����� Raw Data

The raw data analysis for the ����� data largely uses the same software rou�

tines as the ����� and ���� spectrometer analysis� Most of the di�erences in the

����� analysis code are related to the shower calorimeter� although there are some

di�erences in the Cherenkov counter and tracking routines as well�

����� Modi�cations to the Tracking Code for the ����� Analysis

The tracking analysis subsystem required two position measurements in each

of X and Y to calculate the values of XSHW� "X� YSHW� and "Y � The ����� spec�

trometer had only one set of Y hodoscopes at the front of the detector hut� and no

X hodoscopes� The second Y point for the tracking was provided by the shower cal�

orimeter� which also yielded a measurement of X� A second X coordinate was given

by a �fake� hodoscope plane in the analysis software� all tracks were reconstructed

through X � � at a Z of � meters� This fake hodoscope plane approximately corre�

sponded to the image of the target� The sigmas of the fake plane were �� mm in X

and ���� ns in T � the time of the fake hit was taken to be �� The fake plane was

not used to generate the "X used for the determination of ��

The reverse matrix elements for mapping the particle trajectory through the

spectrometer optics did not use the same process as for the ����� or ���� spectrom�

eters� Just as in the other spectrometers� YSHW and "Y were used to determine �

and P � Then� P and XSHW were used to determine �� instead of XSHW and "X�

����� ����� Shower Calorimeter

The raw data analysis for the total absorber showers also used the same cel�

lular automata clustering analysis as the other spectrometers� The analysis of the

preradiator showers used a less sophisticated algorithm� after which the TA and PR

clusters were combined�

��	

The purpose of the preradiator analysis was to �nd showers contained in one

or several bars� determine the X and Y position of the shower on the stack face�

determine the time of the shower� and the energy deposition in the preradiator for

that shower� First� the routine tried to associate a pair of TDC hits in the two

photomultiplier tubes with each other� to form a single shower� The X position of

this shower can be determined from either the ratio of charge accumulated in the

two photomultiplier tubes� or from the time di�erence between the TDC times in

the two photomultiplier tubes� The determination of Xcharge is only good in the

case that there is only one shower within the bar during that spill� since if multiple

showers occur� the Xcharge will be the energy weighted average of each shower�s

position� as the ADC gate is open for the entire spill� The Xtime determination

requires that the shower be composed of a hit in each end of the bar� and so is not

good for showers which do not �re the discriminator on both of the photomultiplier

tubes� For showers with valid X determinations using both techniques� an error

weighted average of Xcharge and Xtime determines the �nal X� The hit times in the

two photomultiplier tubes are averaged to give the shower time� The square root of

the product of the energy deposition in each end gives the total energy deposition

for the shower� which uses the assumption that the light attenuation is exactly

exponential� so that as a function of X position�

E��X� � E�e
��D
X�� � E�De��X��� ���
�

E��X� � E�e
��D�X�� � E�De�X��� �����

where E� is the energy signal collected by the tube at X � �
��� cm� E� is the

energy signal collected by the tube at X � 
��� cm� E� is the non�attenuated energy

signal� D � 
��� cm is the distance from the photomultiplier tube to the bar center�

and D � e��D�� is the attenuation factor due to traversing half the bar length�
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Then
q
E��X�E��X� is independent of X�

Etotal �
q
E�E� � E�D� �����

and the constant factor D may be incorporated into the energy calibration of the

PR bars� For spills in which there are multiple hits in a PR bar� the total energy is

divided by the number of hits in the bar to give the energy for each shower�

EPR �
p
E�E�

nevt
� �����

where EPR is the energy deposited in the PR for the shower� and nevt is the number

of hits in the bar for this spill� When all of the showers in each bar have a time�

position� and energy� showers in adjacent bars are compared in X and T to determine

if they could have resulted from the same particle� If the adjacent showers agree

in space and time� their energy is added together� and the X and T are averaged

to give the X and T of the combined shower� The Y position of these combined

showers is the average of the bar Y positions� single bar showers use the Y of the

bar�
After the raw ADC and TDC information has been interpreted as a set of

showers in the preradiator layer and total absorber layer� the two sets are compared

to build shower clusters using both layers� If a PR shower is found which is within

a certain range in X� Y � and T of a TA shower� a combined cluster is created� If a

TA shower does not have a corresponding PR shower� or if a PR shower does not

have a TA shower corresponding� then these showers are placed in the �nal list of

clusters� Only calorimeter events which contain TA shower information are used in

the tracking analysis�
����
 ����� Spectrometer Calibration Projects

To transform the raw TDC and ADC data into a set of time and energy mea�

surements� the raw data must have calibrations applied�

���
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Figure ���� Diagram showing the hardware pedestal with three pulses�

ADC Pedestal Correction

An ADC will have a hardware pedestal due to the di�erence between the input

baseline and the ADC reference voltage� Figure ��
 depicts the pedestal signal with

three pulses� The ADC signal due to the three pulses would be increased by the

ADC signal due to the constant baseline voltage� Vbase� The ADC values therefore

had to be corrected by subtracting the ADC values for a gate in which no pulses

occurred�

Timing O�set Calibration

Since all electron events in the spectrometer have a Cherenkov pulse� the Cher�

enkov time was used as the reference time for the spectrometer� The time data for

the hodoscope and shower calorimeter TDC channels had a timing o�set applied�

so that a time�of��ight corrected time di�erence between the channel and the Cher�

enkov pulse time �Eq� ��	� would be distributed about zero� Thus the time of a hit

in the ith TDC channel� ti� is de�ned as�

ti � �TDC Gain�i ��TDC Value�i � �to�set�i � �����

where the TDC channel resolution� �TDC Gain�i� was � ns per TDC channel for all

of the E��� TDC channels�
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The determination of the timing o�sets was done in two stages� In �Timing����

each Cherenkov hit with a pulse height in the electron range �FADC signal between

�� and ��� counts� was used as the reference event� The time di�erence for each

TDC channel� "ti� was calculated using�

"ti � ti � �Zi � Z�C� �c � t�C ���	�

where ti is the TDC time� Zi is the Z coordinate of that detector� Z�C is the Z

coordinate of the Cherenkov mirror� and t�C is the time of that Cherenkov hit� If

the time o�set was correct� "ti would be distributed around zero� To correct the

time o�set� the average of "ti was added to the time o�set for that channel� The

Timing�� analysis was repeated until all the channels had "ti distributions centered

within �� ns of zero� but usually only one iteration was needed�

�Timing��� utilized the times of tracking hits to correct the time o�sets� Since

the tracking analysis would not work correctly if the detector elements had wildly

di�erent timing� this analysis could not be run until Timing�� was completed� The

time di�erence for each channel was similar to Eq� ��	�

"ti � ti � Zi �Ang�Corr�� �c � tTRK ����

where the Ang�Corr� factor corrects the time of �ight to the detector for the small

distance variation due to the slope of the track� Because the Timing�� analysis uses

the track time� which is based upon the times of the detector hits composing the

track� this analysis requires multiple iterations to correct the time o�set�

Shower Calorimeter Time Slewing Correction

If the electronics pulses produced by a detector have about the same pulse

height� then only one timing o�set is needed� because the discriminator will �re a

�xed time after the pulse begins� However� if a detector produces pulses that di�er

���

Discriminator Threshold

V(t)

(b)

(a)

t

∆t

tbta

Figure ���� Diagram showing time slewing di�erence between two pulses starting at the

same time but having di�erent amplitudes� The small pulse	 �b�	 crosses the discriminator

threshold later than the larger pulse	 �a�	 by a time interval	 �t�

signi�cantly in height� such as the two pulses in Fig� ���� the pulses will �re the

discriminator at di�erent times after the beginning of the pulse� This pulse height

dependence of the timing is called time slewing� In the hodoscopes� since all of the

particles have high energy �they are all minimum�ionizing�� the pulses are all about

the same height� so time slewing does not much a�ect their timing� However� the

shower calorimeter has a very wide range of pulse heights� and time slewing can

cause timing variations of several nanoseconds� By performing slewing corrections

on the shower pulse times� the time distribution of hits will become narrower� and

the coincidence windows may be made narrower�

First Pass Analysis The �rst pass slewing analysis ��� examined� for each

shower block� the relation between the ADC signal and the time di�erence between

the TDC hits and the Cherenkov hits� Only TDC hits which were within �� ns of

a Cherenkov hit with pulse height of at least �� FADC counts were included in this

study� The results were combined into four types of shower blocks� preradiators

�PR�� small corner total absorber blocks �TAs� on three of the four corners� short

TAs along the bottom row� and Long TAs for all other positions�



��


Block Type A B C

PR ����� ���
� ������

Short TAs ����� ������ �����

Long TAs ����� �����
 �����

Corner TAs �	� ��
��� ��	�


Table ��
� Fit coe�cients for Eq� ��� for each block type�

Block Type A B C

Short TAs �
�
	 �
���� �����

Corner TAs ����� ������ ��	�


Table ���� Fit coe�cients for Eq� ��� for the �Short TA� and �Corner TA� block types	

using the new ADC ranges� The �PR� and �Long TA� �ts in Table ��
 were not reanalyzed�

As in the timing o�set analysis� the time di�erence for each TDC hit was

determined using Eq� ��	� Ten bins� evenly spaced in ln�ADC Value�� were used to

collect histograms of "t for each ADC range for each type of shower block� Runs




�� 


� ' 


�� and 

�� were analyzed in this way� to form "t distributions as

described� Typically� four of the ADC range bins had su�cient statistics to be used

in the analysis� Gaussian �ts were used to determine the centroid of "t for each

ADC bin and block type� A polynomial �t was used to determine the relationship

between the bin average of ln�ADC Value� and the "t centroid in the bin� We found

that each block type displayed a quadratic dependence on ln�ADC Value�� so that

the time slewing correction is given as�

tcorr � A � B � ln�ADC Value� � C � �ln�ADC Value� � � ������

with the coe�cients for each block type shown in Table ���� In application� the

tcorr value is computed every spill for each block with TDC hits� The tcorr is then

subtracted from each hit time in the block�

Slewing Recheck and Second Pass Analysis For the corner TA blocks and

the short TA blocks� the �rst pass slewing analysis was not sensitive enough to the

low ADC value dependence of the time slewing� a timing dependence on the ADC

���
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Figure ���� Diagram showing the e�ects of an insu�ciently long ADC gate upon the

amount of charge integrated by two pulses at di�erent times� The ADC integrates the

charge over the time window from t �  to t � tmax� Pulse �a� is fully measured	 but

pulse �b� has part of its charge excluded from the gate� Pulse �b� would therefore be

measured as a smaller pulse	 even though the pulses are identical�

value was still observable� The slewing corrections for the long TA blocks and the

PR bars seemed to adequately describe the ADC dependence of "t� In the second

slewing analysis� the "t was plotted for each block as a function of the ADC value�

From these plots� ranges in ADC value containing approximately equal numbers of

events were chosen� and a Gaussian �t to the "t distribution was made for each

of these bins� There were typically nine ranges for which "t �ts were made� The

mean ADC value in each range was determined� and was used to determine the �t

detailed in Eq� ����� The new �t coe�cients are listed in Table ��
�

Time�in�spill Analysis In conjunction with the time slewing analysis� the mean

ADC value dependence upon the time�in�spill was investigated� Figure ��� shows a

cartoon picture of how the mean ADC value could decrease for events late in the

spill� Similarly� if the pulses have ringing associated with them� the mean ADC value

could increase for late events by having less of the ringing included in the ADC gate�

The analysis indicated that there was neither a signi�cant or stable dependence on

the time�in�spill ��� �
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Cherenkov Peak Height Slewing Analysis The last slewing�associated check

was to verify that the Cherenkov pulse height did not a�ect the "t between the

Cherenkov pulse time and the hit time in the other detectors� The Cherenkov anal�

ysis uses a pulse shape �tting technique to determine the time of the beginning of the

pulse� so there should be no slewing corrections to the detector hit times due to the

Cherenkov pulse height� There was no noticeable slewing in the shower calorimeter

channels due to the Cherenkov pulse height� However� certain hodoscope chan�

nels had a timing shift of several nanoseconds di�erence between normal Cherenkov

pulses and very large Cherenkov pulses �near FADC saturation��

The lower two hodoscope �ngers� �ngers seven and eight� in all four planes

showed a timing peak� associated with these large Cherenkov events� which was

about � ns earlier than the timing peak associated with normal height Cherenkov

hits� This peak seems to be due to particles which pass through the �ngers� then

hit the Cherenkov PMT or the Cherenkov PMT shielding hut� Since the �good�

Cherenkov hit rate at these peak heights was very low� an upper bound on the

Cherenkov peak height was used in analysis to reject these events which were out

of time with the other events�

��
 Software Corrections in the ����� Spectrometer Analysis

Since the ����� spectrometer was newly constructed for E���� it was not as well

understood as the other two spectrometers� As the experimental run progressed�

and the understanding of the spectrometer increased� some hardware modi�cations

were made� However� some features of the ����� data could not be �xed through

hardware modi�cation� and required corrections in the software�

���
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Figure ���� Average of the fractional di�erence between each TA LED response and the

LED response for that TA block during Run ��
�

��
�� Photomultiplier Tube Gain Variations due to Magnetic Fields

The ��metal shields employed to protect the ����� PMTs from the stray mag�

netic �elds from the spectrometer magnets were not completely e�ective� The shields

only extended from the face of the PMT back to the base� leaving the face of the

tube inadequately shielded from the �elds� Su�cient �eld strength was present at

the hodoscopes and the shower calorimeter to cause the gain to shift due to the spec�

trometer magnet con�gurations� The worst case was when the ����� spectrometer

magnets were in positive polarity with the ���� and ����� spectrometers in negative

polarity� During these running conditions the calorimeter PMT gain dropped by
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up to �%� in some blocks� with an average decrease of nearly ��%� Other con�g�

urations yielded reductions of around ten percent in the TA response� Figure ���

shows the behavior of the average PMT signal during LED test runs throughout the

experiment� The vertical axis is the average� over the TA blocks� of the fractional

di�erence between the PMT signal during that particular run and Run ���� The

plot indicates the run regions during which the PMT gain was signi�cantly lowered�

The e�ciency of the hodoscopes dropped in a similar manner�

Part�way through the E��� running� at Run ��� the ��metal shields on the

hodoscope PMTs were advanced so that they extended beyond the face of the tube

by about one tube diameter� After this modi�cation� the hodoscope �ngers were

not as sensitive to the magnetic environment�

The PR and TA ��metal shields also stopped at the face of the PMTs� Due

to the construction of the calorimeter� the shields could not be modi�ed to better

protect the tubes� Instead� the changing response of the calorimeter PMTs was

monitored using LED test runs� and the energy calibration of the shower blocks was

adjusted for each con�guration based upon the LED response� Figure ��� shows� as

a function of run number� an average of the fractional di�erence between the LED

response and a comparison LED response� taken from run ���� The �rst large dip�

in the run range ���
 ' ����� has the ���� in e
 mode� The next dip� over the run

range ���� ' �	�	� has the ����� and ���� in e
 mode� The third large dip� over the

run range �
� ' ��	�� has �rst the ����� and ����� in e
 mode� then the ���� in e


mode� After those run ranges� all subsequent positron runs were taken with either

all spectrometers in positron mode �
��
 ' 
���� ���� ' ������ the ����� and ����

spectrometers both in positron mode ��	�� ' �	�
�� or only the ����� spectrometer

in positron mode ����� ' ��
�� 
�	� ' 
�
��

��	

Sp5-C1 Cerenkov FADC raw waveform
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Figure ���� Sample FADC waveform of TA block �	� showing ringing on the trailing edge�

This waveform was recorded during part of the T��� test run during which the ADC input

for TA block �	� was used as the input for the FADC normally used for Cherenkov tank

�C��

��
�� Calorimeter Pulse Width Behavior

The LeCroy ��
B discriminators used for the ����� calorimeter were updating

discriminators instead of burst�guard �time�over�threshold� discriminators� There�

fore� all of the timing pulses were the same length� except for the rare cases when

two small pulses would happen close enough to combine together�

By itself� this would have been just an inconvenience� but the shower calorimeter

signals also su�ered from ringing� as shown in Fig� ���� As an historical aside� I

understand that clip lines were used with these PMTs when they were used in the
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Figure ���� Contour plot of charge versus time di�erence between adjacent TDC hits	

showing trends in time di�erence for large pulse height events� Notice that the time

di�erences are clustered at � ns intervals �as are the ringing peaks in Fig� ����	 and generally

increases with ADC counts�

	 GeV spectrometer� The ringing was su�cient that the discriminator could trigger

on a ring on the trailing edge of a large pulse� Therefore� large PMT pulses were

detected by the TDC modules as being two separate pulses� The shower algorithm

used in the analysis of the TA �the same code as is used for the ����� and ����

calorimeters� uses the TDC pulse widths to separate the energy deposited in a

block in each spill into individual events� Since the pulses were generally the same

width� this energy sharing algorithm divided the energy into equal pieces for each

TDC event�

���

One proposed technique� which was never actually implemented� for interpret�

ing these data was to use the time di�erence between ringing pulses to estimate

the energy associated with that event� Figure ��	 shows a structure of bands in

the charge�time di�erence plane� By locating pairs of events with a time di�erence

within this structure� the �rst event of the pair would likely be associated with

the electron� In operation� the algorithm for �nding these event pairs was di�cult�

Since the actual rate of particles in the spectrometer was small� and most multiple

pulse events would consist of just an electron� it was decided that this technique

was unnecessarily complex�

In the analysis� two alternate techniques were used to correct the pulse splitting

e�ect� The �rst is �ghost pulse� suppression� Any event which occurs within a

given time window after another event is marked as a �ghost�� and is not used by

the energy sharing algorithm� To completely disable the energy sharing� a ghost

pulse window of � � �� ns was used� which caused the algorithm to ignore all

subsequent pulses in the ��� ns spill� The second technique was to �nd a shower

event coincident with a Cherenkov event� and call that the �real� shower event in

that block for that spill� The other events centered in that block had their energy

added into the selected event� The di�erence between the two techniques is that the

second technique is able to �nd electrons which follow a pion or noise event in their

block� The e�ect of using either technique in the physics analysis will be discussed

in Section ������

��
�
 Preradiator Discriminator Thresholds

The preradiator response also had some problems� The high voltage settings of

the preradiator were chosen to put the cosmic ray peak at about �� channels above

the pedestal value using a qVt test module� for the case when the trigger paddles

were at the bar center� Cosmic signals seemed to have a peak voltage at about ��
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mV� The pion response should have also been at about this response level�

One serious di�culty in event identi�cation in the preradiator was the beam�

current dependency of the ADC response� since the ADC gate was open for the

duration of the spill� a higher particle rate results in a larger ADC signal� There

seemed to be a large amount of noise or soft photons in the preradiator which

broadened the PR energy spectra at the beam intensities used during E���� Figure

�� shows the energy spectra for three runs at beam currents of ������ ������ and


���� electrons per spill� Preradiator events both associated and not associated

with electrons have their energies within the large peak in the spectra� There was

not a clean separation between electrons and other events in the preradiator�

Due to this lack of distinction in the preradiator between electron and non�

electron events� the preradiator high voltage scans done during E��� did not provide

a good set of high voltages for the tubes� In retrospect� the high voltages should

probably have been higher for these tubes�

Without electron separation� the energy determination in the preradiator was

confused� Initially� the large peak as seen in Fig� �� was believed to be the electron

response peak� and the energy calibration constants were set accordingly� When the

beam current dependence of the preradiator signal was noticed� the peak seemed

to indicate a large background of soft particles� thus as the beam current increased

the total signal provided by the soft particles would also increase� and separation of

electrons from within that mass of soft particles was not possible�

An additional problem in the analysis related to the low high voltage settings

was that the discriminator threshold occurred within the peak of the ADC spectrum�

Due to the low gain of the tubes� a given event was not guaranteed to produce a

discriminator pulse at both ends� Figure ���� shows the energy spectra for three

cases� the case where neither PMT on PR bar *� register a TDC event� the case

where either PMT on PR bar *� registers at least one TDC event� and the case

���

PR Bar 1 Energy Spectra for Three Beam Currents

Energy Spectra for Run 3340; 3e9 e-/spill GeV

Energy Spectra for Run 3344; 2e9 e-/spill GeV

Energy Spectra for Run 3342; 1e9 e-/spill GeV
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Figure ���� Beam current dependence of the preradiator energy spectra for currents� ��

��	 
� ��	 and �� �� electrons per spill�
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Figure ���� Energy spectra for Preradiator Bar � for� no TDC events in either PMT�

at least one TDC event in one of the PMTs� at least one TDC event in both PMTs	 not

necessarily in coincidence� The energy scale in this plot is only approximate� this analysis

was done using a preliminary preradiator calibration� The discriminator thresholds were

set such that most PR ADC signals were not associated with TDC events	 and most TDC

events in a single PMT were not accompanied by a TDC in the opposite PMT�

where both of the PMTs register at least one TDC event� The last case does not

require that the TDC events be in coincidence� however�

The energy calibration in the preradiator continued to be confusing� both due

to the beam current dependence� and the low gain of the phototubes leading to an

inability to cleanly separate electrons� The �nal analysis did not have a PR energy

determination any better than what is presented in Fig� �� and Fig� ����� however�

because the energy deposition in the PR is small �energy deposited in the �rst two

radiation lengths of a shower calorimeter is a few percent of the total energy�� the

���

calorimeter energy could be determined either using the PR energy or by adding a

small correction for calorimeter events which did not include PR information�

��� Data Summary Tape Production

As was discussed in the beginning of the chapter� the analysis of the individual

subsystems is computationally intensive� The data summary tapes �DST� contain

information about the analysed events from each subsystem� so that DST analysis

proceeds signi�cantly faster than analysis of raw data�

For each track� the following quantities were recorded� track class� total number

of hits� number of Cherenkov hits� number of hodoscope clusters and number of

�ngers per cluster� t� �reconstructed scattering time�� P �scattered momentum��

� �horizontal scattering angle�� � �vertical scattering angle�� Xtgt �position at the

target�� ��X �spatial chi�squared of the track�� ��t �temporal chi�squared of the track��

�� �combined spatial and temporal chi�squared of the track�� X� Y � and the direction

cosines in X� Y � and Z� For each Cherenkov event� the time� peak height� and

integrated charge were recorded� The number of hits in each hodoscope package

were recorded� For each shower cluster� the following quantities were recorded�

number of blocks in the cluster� cluster class� pileup �ag� edge�block �ag� column

and row of the central block �the central block is the block with the most energy

deposited�� Erec �reconstructed energy from all blocks contributing to the cluster��

cluster time� X and Y � errors for X and Y � neural network value� and energy in

each of the central nine blocks�

The �rst pass of DST production was begun shortly after the experimental run

concluded� before some features of the analysis were understood� For most of the

����� and ���� analyses the DST� results could be used with corrections applied

during the re�analysis� Only a limited number of ����� and ���� DST tapes needed

to be remade� There were ��� runs with DST�b �les �the DST�b analysis corrected
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for the � ns shift in the Cherenkov counter timing�� and � DST�c runs �in these

runs the FADC on �C� had failed� so the DST�c analysis used the backup system��

However� the ����� DST� results were so a�ected by the issues mentioned in Section

��
 that the results were not usable for physics analysis�

In early �	� we decided that we had �xed enough of the problems that a second

DST processing was warranted for the ����� data� These DST� �les contained not

only the event data from the Cherenkov� calorimeter� and tracking systems� but also

contained the raw ADC data and TDC data from the shower calorimeter� allowing

two possible ����� re�analysis techniques� as will be discussed in Section ������ For

each DST� ����� calorimeter event� the following quantities were recorded� number

of TA blocks� number of PR blocks� central block number� PR energy� X and Y at

the PR� PR cluster time� TA energy� X and Y at the TA� and TA cluster time�

��� DST Re�Analysis� Creation of the Summary Files

The �rst step in production of the physics asymmetry is to determine the event

rate in each x bin for each beam helicity state� Analysis of each DST run is per�

formed� using various event de�nitions� A summary �le is produced for each run�

giving the number of events per incident charge for the two electron beam helicities

for each event de�nition�

Each event de�nition is a set of requirements� which is used to identify events

of a particular type from the data stream� For each de�nition� an asymmetry can

be generated� The principle event de�nitions were the standard electron and the

standard pion de�nitions� In both of these standard de�nitions� a track �tting the

descriptions shown in Table ��� was required� Notice that the cut on the Cherenkov

voltages is done on
p
VC�VC� instead of on the individual Cherenkov peak voltages�

this multiplicative cut allows electron events with a small Cherenkov signal in one

tank� and gives good pion separation as pion signals are generally below �� in both

���

Standard e� Standard 

x Range ���� ' �� ���� ' ��

Q� Range ��� ' ���� �

Minimum W � ��� �

Track Class � �

Number of Cherenkov events � �

E�P Range ��	 ' ��� ��� ' ���p
VC�VC� Range ���� ' ����� �

Good Spill Range ��� ' ������

Bad Spill Range ��� ' ������

Toroid � Minimum ���

Toroid � Minimum ���

Foil Array X Range ����� ' ����

Foil Array 	X Range ��� ' ���

Foil Array Y Range ����� ' ����

Foil Array 	Y Range ��� ' ���

Table ���� Standard electron and pion de�nitions for the 
���� and ���� analyses� Both

de�nitions used the tracking information to determine the event kinematics�

Cherenkov tanks�

Event de�nitions were constructed to count either electron�like events or pion�

like events� Additional de�nitions sampled subsections of the electron or pion de��

nitions to test for false asymmetries�

����� Event Selection Analysis from DST��

The analysis of the DST�� ����� spectrometer data used event de�nitions with

di�erent criteria than for the ����� and ���� analyses� The �rst obvious di�erence

is that the ����� analysis needed a speci�cation of which shower reconstruction

algorithm to use� Also� since there was only one Cherenkov tank� the PR was treated

as a second tank for the purposes of the multiplicative cut� so a cut was placed on

the quantity
p
VCEPR� The last signi�cant di�erence is the tracking system was

not as e�cient or as re�ned as it was in the other two spectrometers� therefore the

tracking kinematics were not clearly the best choice�

Figure ���� shows spectra of four variables used in the event de�nition for the
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Figure ����� Four spectra used in event de�nition in the ���� spectrometer showing the

uncut �solid line� spectra and the spectra after all event de�nitions cuts have been applied

�dashed line�� These spectra contain all tracks found in seven runs in the range 
����
���	

using a track�based de�nition with the reclustering shower calorimeter analysis�

����� spectrometer� Just as in the ����� and ���� analyses� a cut on the E�P of

��	 ' ��� is used� Another cut on the shower counter energy is the E�Emin cut�

since the spectrometer has a single bend� the position of the track at the shower

calorimeter serves to limit the possible momentum of the track� By placing a cut on

E�Emin �a cut of ��	 � E�Emin was used in Fig� ������ the electron signal is further

developed� The peak voltage of the Cherenkov counter is used as a cut in two ways�

The ����� Cherenkov peak is generally required to have a value between 
� and �
�

to eliminate the single�photoelectron signal �values less than 
�� and the saturating

��	

events �values greater than �
��� some de�nitions had a more stringent �higher value�

lower limit� Also� the product of the Cherenkov peak voltage and the preradiator

energy �
p
VCEPR� is restricted� Fig� ���� has the cut� � �

p
VCEPR � ���� where

VC is measured in FADC units �������� and the preradiator energy is measured in

GeV� Some de�nitions had a separate cut on the preradiator energy� The electron

de�nition used in Fig� ���� has the requirement EPR � ���� GeV�

One of the reasons the DST� �les included the raw shower calorimeter data

was to allow comparison between two methods of dealing with the multiple pulsing

in the calorimeter TDCs� Rather than use the ghost pulse suppression during the

DST�� processing to only accept the �rst TDC events in the clustering and tracking�

all TDC events were kept so that all calorimeter events could be used during the

tracking process� We wrote the raw ADC value for each channel and the TDC value

for the leading edge of every TA or PR event to the DST��

Since the ghost pulse suppression was disabled during DST� production� the

calorimeter events written to the DST� �le were split between each TDC event

in the blocks� Thus the calorimeter energy recorded in the DST� events was not

the actual energy deposited in the physical event� Two techniques were used to

reconstruct the calorimeter event energies� reclustering and recombination� The

reclustering technique used the raw calorimeter data included in the DST� records�

The reclustering could use di�erent settings for the ghost pulse suppression� The

standard reclustering analysis used a ghost pulse window of � ' �� ns� i�e�� any

second pulse occurring between � ns to �� ns after the initial pulse was discarded�

No second pulse could occur before about �� ns� so the lower cut of � ns was

conservative� Notice that the upper bound of �� ns was beyond the electronics gate

and the spill length� so all subsequent pulses in a block were discarded� This analysis

therefore selected the �rst TDC event in each block as the �real� event� Once the

reclustering analysis was complete� the new clusters were matched to existing tracks
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Figure ���
� Comparison of Apk using either the recombination or reclustering shower

calorimeter analyses� The two de�nitions used are otherwise identical	 except for the choice

of recombination or reclustering� Both de�nitions are track�based	 and x is determined

from track momentum� The points have been shifted in x for clarity� the true x of each

bin lies between the data points� All corrections have been applied	 except for radiative

corrections� The asymmetries agree within their errors� Systematic errors are not shown�

and Cherenkov events� In recombination� events centered on the same TA block

were checked for time coincidence with Cherenkov or PR events to determine which

event was the �true� particle� then the energy in the other event was added to the

energy of the true event� This addition would take place even if the �true� event

occurred later than the other event� the rationale was that the energy of the other

event would be dominated by the fraction of the true event�s energy� This analysis

did not use the raw calorimeter data� and was somewhat faster than the reclustering

technique�

During re�analysis� either recombination or reclustering could be used� allowing

comparison of the physics result� Both techniques produce consistent physics results�

as shown in Fig� �����

Similarly� re�analysis could be based upon tracks or showers� the track�based

analyses require a Class � track �containing a shower and Cherenkov event�� and the

�
�
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Figure ����� Comparison of Apk using either the track�based or shower�based analyses�

In both de�nitions	 the shower calorimeter energy is used to determine x and Q�� the

recombination shower analysis is used� The two de�nitions used are otherwise identical�

The lowest x bin of the shower�based de�nition had no valid events after the contamination

correction� therefore	 it has not been included on the plot� The points have been shifted

in x for clarity� the true x of each bin lies between the data points� All corrections have

been applied	 except for radiative corrections� The asymmetries agree within their errors�

Systematic errors are not shown�

shower�based analyses require a high energy shower in time coincidence with a Cher�

enkov event �coincidence with hodoscope events or tracks is not required�� Using

shower�based de�nitions allowed somewhat higher statistics� but increased the pion�

positron contamination as compared to the track�based de�nitions� this is shown in

Fig� ��� of Section ������ Figure ���
 shows Ap
k for the track�based and shower�

based analyses� they are in reasonable agreement� but the shower based analysis is

somewhat smaller in the low x region� perhaps due to incomplete contamination

correction�

Also� the kinematic parameters x and Q� may be determined using either the

tracking momentum and scattering angle information� or the shower calorimeter

energy and shower position information� The tracking resolution is about �����E�
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Figure ����� Comparison of Apk using either the track momentum or shower energy to

determine x and Q�� Both de�nitions are track�based	 and the recombination shower

analysis is used in both� The two de�nitions used are otherwise identical� The points

have been shifted in x for clarity� the true x of each bin lies between the data points� All

corrections have been applied	 except for radiative corrections� Systematic errors are not

shown�

�where E� is measured in GeV�� with large granularity e�ects ���� � The energy

resolution of the shower calorimeter blocks was measured in previous experiments

to be about ����
p
E � ���� � although errors in the block�to�block energy calibration

may worsen this somewhat in the E��� calorimeter� The E�P window of ��	 to ���

gives a potential for smearing of events across several x�bins� which may account for

some of the di�erences seen in Fig� �����

The �Hybrid� De�nition

The �nal physics analysis for the ����� spectrometer utilized the �hybrid� de�ni�

tion ����� ��� � The hybrid de�nition uses the recombination method of reprocessing

the calorimeter events� and utilizes both track�based and shower�based subde�ni�

tions� resulting in higher statistics than either the standard track�based or shower�

based de�nitions� Additionally� the hybrid de�nition uses the calorimeter energy

�
�

Subde�nition I

Class � track

�ESHW � � and no ADC saturation� or �P � � and ESHW � ��

ESHW�P � ����

V �C � �� �
� for runs before Run ���
�

Timing coincidence between TA and Cherenkov of �
 ns

Subde�nition II

Failed Subde�nition I

Class � track

�ESHW � � and no ADC saturation� or �P � � and ESHW � ��

ESHW�Emin � ��

V �C � �� ��� for runs before Run ���
�

Timing coincidence between TA and Cherenkov of �
 ns

Subde�nition III

Failed Subde�nition II

No ADC saturation

ESHW � �

E�Emin � ��

V �C � �� ��� for runs before Run ���
�

Timing coincidence between TA and Cherenkov of �
 ns

Table ���� The three subde�nitions of the student implementation of the ���� hybrid

de�nition�

�unless ADC saturation occurred in the shower calorimeter� to determine the x

and Q�� instead of using the tracking momentum ���� � The implementation of the

hybrid de�nition in the student analysis utilized the three subde�nitions shown in

Table ��� ���� � The hybrid de�nition did not require the calorimeter events to have

PR information�
��� Producing the DIS Asymmetries� Ak � A�

Once the summary �les are produced� they can be processed with the physics

analysis to determine the raw asymmetry measured for a particular de�nition� Cor�

rections are applied to the raw asymmetry to yield the deep inelastic asymmetries

Ak and A� from the longitudinal and transverse data�

In the physics analysis� the raw asymmetry for each data run is determined



�



and the asymmetries for similar runs are averaged together to produce the raw

asymmetries Ap
k�raw� Ap
��raw� Ad
k�raw� and Ad
��raw� Additional corrections are applied

to these asymmetries to produce the �nal Ak and A� asymmetries for the proton

and deuteron�

����� Raw Asymmetry Production� Asymmetries for Each Run

The summary �les contain the number of events in each de�nition� binned by

x and beam helicity� They also contain the total charge incident on the target for a

particular de�nition and beam helicity� Also contained are the summed values of x

and Q� for all the events in each de�nition and x bin� From this information� a raw

asymmetry for the de�nition is constructed as a function of x bin�

Arun
raw �

S

PbeamPtargetfC�
�
Rleft �Rright

Rleft � Rright
� ARD � PbeamAew

�
� C�Aother� ������

where Rleft�right � Nleft�right�Qleft�right is the number of events normalized by

incident beam charge for left�handed �right�handed� beam helicity� Pbeam and Ptarget

are the beam and target polarizations� f is the dilution factor� C� and C�Aother

are nuclear correction terms� Aew is the electroweak asymmetry� and ARD is the

asymmetry due to rate dependence e�ects� The factor� S � ��� is a sign factor to

adjust for the target �eld direction� The statistical error on the asymmetry for each

run is approximately�

	Arunraw

�
������

�

PbeamPtargetfC�
q
Rleft�Qleft � Rright�Qright

Rleft � Rright

������ � ������

Target Polarization � Field Orientation

The target polarization was measured regularly throughout each data collec�

tion run� and reported to the main data acquisition system from the target control

computer� The target polarization did not vary signi�cantly during a given data col�

lection run� so the average target polarization during each run was used to calculate

�
�

the asymmetry for the run� The target polarization information was re�analyzed

after the E��� experimental run� and the results from that analysis were provided

to the E��� physics analysis in the form of a lookup table for the average target

polarization during each data collection run�

For the proton target� the target polarization measurement was troubled by

stray capacitance� Three indications of problems with the proton target NMR mea�

surements were observed� the signals were inverted� measured polarizations were

as high as ���% � and the signal was very small and distorted when an aluminium

�actually copper�coated aluminium� NMR coil was used ���� � The inversion of the

signal and observation of polarizations greater than ���% were due to stray capac�

itance between the NMR coil� the NH�� and the metal target cup� only the proton

NMR measurements seem to have been a�ected� due to its large magnetic moment

�the proton NMR frequency at � T is ��
 MHz� as compared to the magnetic mo�

ment of the other nuclei �the ��N NMR frequency is ���� MHz in the same �eld�

���
 � Analysis of the average parallel asymmetry for each target cell revealed that

the cells with an aluminium NMR coil had asymmetries di�erent from the other

data by several sigma ���� � from which it was decided not to use the asymmetry

data from the cups with an aluminium NMR coil� constituting about �� � ��% of

the proton data� for the physics analysis ���� � A similar analysis of average parallel

asymmetry versus target polarization indicated a decrease in the asymmetry in the

data with high observed polarization ���� � A variety of interim corrections to the

data were attempted ���
� ��� � such as using nitrogen polarizations to normalize

the proton data� using an assumed form of the polarization decay due to radiation

damage� or trying to model the observed form of the NMR signal�

The �nal proton polarization correction ���� uses the observed polarization

decay due to radiation damage� and uses the accumulated beam dose to relate the

�awed E��� polarization to the polarization measured in E���X� the E���X tar�
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get inserts used non�metallic target cells and were not a�ected by the problems of

the E��� target inserts� This correction is also applicable to the target cells with

aluminium coils� allowing the inclusion of those data in the �nal proton analysis

���� � Using this correction� the parallel asymmetries for each target cell are con�

sistent with each other� with only a slight slope in the average asymmetry versus

polarization ���� �

During the parallel asymmetry measurement� the target magnetic �eld was ei�

ther aligned pointing east� parallel to the beam direction� or pointing west� antipar�

allel to the beam direction� For a particular magnetic �eld direction� the target was

polarized with either positive or negative enhancement� where positive enhancement

indicates nuclear alignment along the �eld and negative enhancement is anti�aligned

along the �eld� The four possible combinations of target �eld �E or W� and polar�

ization enhancement �� or �� yield two ways to align the nucleons parallel �E�

and W�� or antiparallel �E� and W�� to the beam direction� Changing the �eld

direction introduces a sign change in the extraction of the physics asymmetry using

Eq� ����� the sign factor is S � �� for the �eld aligned east� and S � �� for the

�eld aligned west� Recasting Eq� ���� to give the counting rate asymmetry shows�

Ameas �
PbeamPtargetfC�

S

�ADIS � C�Aother� � PbeamAew� ����
�

where Ameas � �Rleft�Rright���Rleft�Rright��ARD is the counting rate asymmetry

corrected for rate dependence� and ADIS is either Ap
k or Ad
k� Notice that by changing

either the target �eld direction or the polarization enhancement� the contribution to

the counting rate asymmetry from the DIS process changes sign but the electroweak

asymmetry does not� the di�erence between the asymmetries for east and west target

�eld alignment� Aeast

meas �Awest

meas� does not depend upon the electroweak asymmetry�

In practice� the asymmetries for each target polarization direction were cor�

rected for the electroweak asymmetry �see Section ������� but by collecting equal

�
�

amounts of data with opposite target alignments and taking the weighted average

of the extracted DIS asymmetries� beam helicity related systematic errors cancel�

Most of the E��� data collection was done in the positive enhancement� with about

equal amounts of data with the �eld oriented to the east and to the west� The

extracted DIS asymmetries for the two �eld directions are in good agreement ���� �

During the perpendicular asymmetry measurement� the target �eld was always

aligned north with positive enhancement� The perpendicular asymmetry had a sign

term which depended upon the direction of the horizontal scattering angle� The

���� spectrometer was on the north side of the beam line� so the angle between

the scattering plane and the polarization plane� � from Eq� ��
� is zero� yielding a

positive sign to the asymmetry� the ����� and ����� spectrometers are on the south

side of the beam line� so � � � giving a negative sign�

Beam Polarization

The beam polarization was taken as ��	��������� as described in Section ������

The M�ller polarimetry measurements did not indicate any signi�cant variation in

polarization over the course of the experiment� so PB was taken to be constant for

all of the E��� analysis�

Dilution Factor and Nuclear Corrections

Not all of the scattering events originate at the protons or deuterons in the po�

larized target� scattering may occur from nuclei� polarized or unpolarized� of other

materials present in the target or beam line ����� ��� � The spectrometer count�

ing rates have contributions not only from the unpolarized cross�section� 	p�d� and

asymmetry� Ap�d

k � but also from the cross�sections and asymmetries of all other nu�

clei present within the spectrometer acceptance� To extract Ap�d

k from the measured

asymmetry� two types of corrections are required� a dilution factor� which corrects
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Figure ����� Average dilution factor in the ���� spectrometer in each x�bin for the proton

and deuteron target materials� The dilution factor calculated here is based upon the code

introduced in Reference ��
�� rather than the dilution factor determined from the E���

dataset� the dilution factors calculated from E��� data are similar�
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Figure ����� Average multiplicative nuclear correction term	 C�	 in each x�bin for the

proton and deuteron target materials� The nuclear correction calculated here is based

upon the code introduced in Reference ��
�� rather than the nuclear correction determined

from the E��� dataset� the nuclear corrections calculated from E��� data are similar�
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the unpolarized counting rate� and nuclear corrections� which correct the measured

asymmetry for contributions from other polarized species ���� � Consider the gen�

eral form of the measured rate in an acceptance + for left�handed �right�handed�

helicity electrons on a nuclear target with other polarized and unpolarized nuclei

present ����� ��� �
L�R� � +

h
Nnucleon	
rad
nucleon ���AnucleonPbPnucleon�

� #jNj	
rad
j �� �AjPbPj� � #iNi	

rad
i

i
� ������

where the nucleon subscript indicates either protons or deuterons� the sum over j

includes all additional polarized nuclear species� the sum over i includes all unpo�

larized nuclear species� Pb is the beam polarization� NX is the number density of

nuclei X� 	radX is the unpolarized cross�section including radiative e�ects� AX is the

DIS asymmetry� and PX is the polarization of nuclei X� The measured asymmetry

is�

L�R

L � R
� PbPnucleonf

�
Anucleon � #j

Pj

Pnucleon

Nj	
rad
j

Nnucleon	radnucleon
Aj

�
� ������

where the dilution factor� f � is de�ned as�

f �

Nnucleon	
rad
nucleon

Nnucleon	radnucleon � #jNj	radj � #iNi	radi

� ������

The radiated cross�sections are determined from the Born cross�sections and radia�

tive corrections ���� �

In the ��NH� target� the polarized nuclei present are protons� ��N� and a small

amount of ��N �deuterons make up about �����% of the total hydrogen ���	 so have

a negligible e�ect�� The total number density of nitrogen will be expressed as NN �

with �N indicating the ��N fraction� Then Eq� ���� is ���� �

L�R

L � R
� PbPpf

�
Ap � �� � �N�

NN
Np

P��
Pp

	rad��

	radp

A�� � �N
NN

Np
P��

Pp
	rad��

	radp

A��
�

� ������



�


where the subscripts �� and �� refer to ��N and ��N� The dilution factor is ���� �

f �

Np	
rad
p

Np	radp � ��� �N�NN	rad�� � �NNN	rad�� � #iNi	radi

� ����	�

and is shown in Fig� ���� for the ����� spectrometer� The nitrogen contributions are

assumed to be ���� �
A��	

rad
�� � ���g��Ap	

rad
p � �����

A��	
rad
�� � ���g��

�
Ap	

rad
p � An	

rad
n

�
� ������

where the � correct for nuclear e�ects and the g correct for the EMC e�ect in

nitrogen� which is a modi�cation of the nucleon structure functions within the nu�

cleus ��� � A��	
rad
�� can be rewritten in terms of the deuteron by using AD	

rad
D �

�D
�
Ap	
rad
p � An	

rad
n

�
� where �D corrects for the D�state of the deuteron�

A��	
rad
�� � ���g��AD	

rad
D ��D� ������

Then solving Eq� ���� for Ap�
Ap �

L�R

L
R

PpPbfC�
� C�

	radD
	radp

AD� ������

The nuclear correction terms are�

C� � � � �� � �N �
NN

Np
P��

Pp
���g��� ����
�

C� � � �
C�

�
�N

NN
Np

P��
Pp

���
�D

g��
�

� ������

where ��� � ���
� NN
Np

� ��
� g�� � �� and a �t done by E��
 of ��N polarization

as a function of proton polarization was used for P�� ��	 �

P�� � �
�

���
�Pp � ���	
P �
p � ��

�P �
p

�
� ������

The ��N fraction was about �N � ���� ���	 � allowing the approximation C� � ��

The nuclear correction� C�� in the ����� spectrometer for the proton target is shown

in Fig� �����

���

The LiD target material was dominantly composed of �Li and �H� with a residual

�Li fraction of �L � ����� and a residual proton fraction of �p � ����� ���	 � The

dilution factor and nuclear corrections for LiD have the same form as for the NH��

except there are more polarized species present� The �Li acts like a deuteron plus

�He� and the �Li has an asymmetry related to the proton asymmetry� Both nuclear

correction terms are needed for the LiD target� The dilution factor and C� nuclear

correction terms for the ����� spectrometer are shown in Figures ���� and �����

respectively�

The number densities of nuclei within the target cup �the liquid He bath and

either the NH� or LID� depend upon the packing fraction� which is the fraction of

the target cup volume which is occupied by granules of target material� This is

determined experimentally by comparing the scattering rates of the polarized target

with those of the corresponding unpolarized solid target �comparing the NH� rates

to C� or the LiD rates to Be�� The packing fractions were all found to be in the

range ����'���� ��
� �

The target model� a simulation of the target� is used in the development of the

dilution factor� nuclear corrections� and the radiative corrections �see Section �������

The target model describes the number of radiation lengths of all materials before

and after the target� so that the probability of radiation in the material may be

calculated� Included are such elements as� vacuum windows on the beam�line and

target assembly� liquid helium surrounding the target cell� target cell windows� the

target material� the NMR coils in the target� and the helium bag which follows the

target�

Rate Dependence

It is known ��
� that number of reconstructed electrons per incident beam

charge in the spectrometers is dependent upon the luminosity� and that the lu�



���

minosity dependence is particularly strong in the ����� spectrometer� The rate

dependence correction is not based upon the luminosity� but upon the number of

events per spill in each detector subsystem�

The rate dependence correction adjusts the measured counting rates for the

two beam helicity states for the e�ects of dead time� If the detectors are counting

at a high rate� the possibility that an event will occur within the detector dead

time from the preceding event increases� The rate dependence of the E��� data

was studied ��� using the )pulse �ction� method of E��� ��
 � Higher rate data

collection is simulated by adding the raw data from successive spills together taking

the detector dead time into account� The e�ciency of electron reconstruction in this

simulated double�rate data is compared to the electron reconstruction e�ciency at

the actual rate to determine the e�ect on the asymmetry� This merging is done for

each detector subsystem �hodoscopes� Cherenkov� shower calorimeter� to determine

the e�ect on the asymmetry due to rates in each detector system� A small rate

dependence correction was made to the ����� and ���� data� which increased the

asymmetries by about �% ��� � No rate dependence correction was made to the

����� spectrometer data� because the event rates in the detectors were low�

Electroweak Correction

In scattering of polarized electrons� �e � N � e � X� there is an asymmetry

which arises from interference between photon and Z� exchange terms in electroweak

interactions� The electroweak asymmetry depends upon the helicity of the incident

electrons� and not upon the target polarization�

The E��� electroweak asymmetry calculation has the form ��
� 

AEW � �����Q� ����� �� � ����Rs�x� � ����Y � � ������

where Q� is the four�momentum transfer squared in �GeV�c��� Rs�x� is related to

���
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Figure ����� Comparison of asymmetry with and without EW correction�
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Figure ����� The di�erence between the proton asymmetry with and without the EW

correction	 quantity divided by the uncorrected asymmetry� This shows the percentage

di�erence between the average scaled AEW for the proton dataset	 and the uncorrected

Ajj� The e�ect of AEW is to change Ajj by a few percent�



��


the strange quark component� and the term Y is given by

Y �

�� ��� y��

� � ��� y�� � y�R�x�Q����� � R�x�Q���
� ������

with y � ��E� and R � 	L�	T taking into account the longitudinal contributions

of the Z� and photon exchange� We use the R���� ��� parameterization to generate

R�x�Q��� The factor

Rs�x� �

�s�x�

u�x� � d�x�

����	�

is approximated by Rs�x� � ��� for x � ���� and Rs�x� � ��� for x � ��� ��
� � Fig�

ure ���� shows the proton asymmetry with and without the electroweak asymmetry

correction� Figure ���	 shows the fractional change in the proton asymmetry due to

the electroweak correction� The plotted quantity is �Acorr� �Auncorr�� �Auncorr�� where

the Acorr� and Auncorr� are the corrected and uncorrected asymmetries plotted in Fig�

�����

����� Corrections for Contaminant Events

The electrons identi�ed during the event analysis may include events which do

not come from the deep inelastic electron scattering process� Some of these contam�

inant particles are pions which have been misidenti�ed� others are pair produced

electrons from the high�energy photons from � decay� The measured physics asym�

metry necessarily includes these events� but these events have no relevance to the

DIS process� so should be removed if possible� The measured asymmetry is given

by

Ameas �
�NL
e� � NL
e��

� NL
���� �NR
e� � NR
e��

� NR
���

NL
e� � NR
e� � NL
e��

� NR
e��

� NL
�� � NR
��

�����

where the N
�L�R

X terms are the rates for each beam helicity for each species�

Since the contaminant events cannot be identi�ed on an individual level� the

corrections need to be made at the level of the physics result� Contaminant events

���
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Figure ����� The ratio of positron rate to electron rate in the ���� spectrometer for two

de�nitions� The shower�based de�nition has larger backgrounds due to fewer detector

packages being required to form an event� Notice that for the two lowest bins the positron

rate is distinctly higher than the electron rate for the shower�based de�nition� the reason

for this is unknown� The track�based de�nition uses the calorimeter energy to determine

the particle kinematics� notice that it does not extend beyond x � ��� �Bin ���	 because

no positron events were detected in the higher bins�

could a�ect the physics asymmetry in two ways� The measured asymmetry may be

rewritten in terms of the fractional event rates per species and the asymmetry of

each species�

Ameas �

Ne�

N�

�NL
e� �NR
e��

Ne�

�
Ne��

N�

NL
e��
�NR
e��

Ne��

�
N��

N�

NL
�� �NR
��

N��

���
��

�

Ne�

N�

ADIS �
Ne��

N�

Ae�� �
N��

N�

A�� ���
��

� �e� A
DIS � �e�� A
e�� � ��� A
�� ���
��

where N� is the total event rate� the other NX terms are the event rates for each

species� ADIS is the asymmetry of the DIS electrons� the other AX terms are the

asymmetries for the contaminant species� and the � terms are the fractional event

rate for each species� Notice that �e� � � � �e�� � ����

If the contaminant events do not have an asymmetry� the second and third

terms in Eq� ��
� will not contribute� The measured asymmetry will be diluted by



���

the ratio of the signal event rate to the total event rate� as compared to the true

DIS asymmetry� If the contaminant events do have an asymmetry� then they would

contribute to the measured asymmetry additively� in addition to the dilution� To

correct the measured asymmetry in full generality� the asymmetry and fractional

event rate for the contribution due to each contaminant species would need to be

determined�

The pion contamination asymmetry can be determined simply by �nding the

asymmetry for one of the pion de�nitions� since the misidenti�ed pions in the elec�

tron sample should have the same asymmetry as the correctly identi�ed pions� The

rate of contaminant pions in the electron sample is harder to extract� First� a

parameterization of the pion E�P spectrum is found for each x bin� This param�

eterization is scaled to �t the low E�P spectrum in the electron de�nition� The

magnitude of the model extending under the electron peak represents the size of the

pion contamination in the electron sample�

The non�DIS electron asymmetry and rates are measured from the positron

runs� The contaminant electrons are pair�produced� therefore their production is

charge symmetric� However� the positron rate and asymmetries are themselves

contaminated by positive pions� The same technique used to extract the negative

pions from the DIS asymmetry is used to determine the clean positron asymmetry�

Ae�meas �

�NL
e��

� NL
���� �NR
e��

� NR
���

NL
e��

� NR
e��

� NL
�� � NR
��

���

�

�

Ne��

N


Ae�� �
N��

N


A�� ���
��

� �e�� A
e�� � ���A
��� ���
��

Then� since the production process is charge symmetric� Ae�� � Ae�� � and

Ae�� �

�
�e��

�
Ae�meas � ���A

��
�
� ���
��

���
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Figure ��
� Comparison of asymmetry with and without pion positron correction� Sys�

tematic errors are not shown� The two highest x bins do not have a positron correction	

because the positron de�nition did not have any events in those bins�

The electron contamination fractional rate is

�e�� �
Ne��

N�

�
Ne��

N


N

N�

�
N


N�

�e�� � ���
��

So� the correction term for the pair�produced electrons is

�e�� A
e�� �
N


N�
�
Ae�meas � ���A

��
�
� ���
	�

Then the DIS asymmetry� corrected for the contaminations� is

ADIS �

�

�� N�

N�

�� � ����� ���
�

Ameas � N

N�

�
Ae�meas � ���A
��
�
� ��� A
��

�
���
�

The statistical error is scaled by the term� ���� � �e�� � �����

At this point� it should be stated that the above correction formula was used in

full generality only for the ����� and ���� analyses� In the ����� analysis� extracting

a clean pion sample was very di�cult� Accordingly� the ����� analysis was done

assuming that the positive and negative pion corrections are small and balance each



���

other� The asymmetries and fractional rates for the pions were set to zero� and the

correction formula simpli�ed to

ADIS �

�
�� N�

N�

�
Ameas � N

N�

Ae�meas
�

������

The e�ects of the positron correction for the ����� spectrometer are shown in Fig�

����� The positron�to�electron ratio is shown in Fig� ���� the solid symbols in Fig�

��� correspond to the N
�N� rate for the de�nition shown in Fig� �����

����
 Resolution Corrections

The optics models of the spectrometers and a model of the asymmetry were used

to estimate the e�ects on the asymmetry due to momentum and angle resolution

in each spectrometer� A multiplicative correction was applied to the measured

asymmetry� the correction was largest in the high x bins� changing the asymmetry

by a maximum of a �% shift� In the ����� spectrometer there are also large e�ects

at low x� Across most of the x range� the e�ect is less than about �% ��

� �� �

����� Radiative Corrections

The interpretation of the deep inelastic scattering asymmetry in terms of the

structure functions� F�� g�� and g�� assumes that the interaction of the electron and

nucleon proceeds by one�photon exchange� and that the electron does not undergo

any other interactions either before or after the DIS event� However� the actual

DIS event includes higher order electromagnetic processes� and the electron may

undergo bremsstrahlung either before or after the DIS event� An additional e�ect

is that in undergoing external bremsstrahlung� the electron beam will lose some of

the polarization� and so will produce a smaller measured asymmetry� The measured

asymmetry is therefore radiatively smeared from the asymmetry resulting from the

Born one�photon exchange� The radiative corrections serve to correct the measured

asymmetry to generate the Born one�photon asymmetry�

��	

Nucleon Experiment Publication

Proton E��� September �	� E��� preliminary results� P� Bosted

E��
 Phys� Rev� D�
� ������ ����
��

E�
� Phys� Rev� Lett� ��� ���� ���
���

E	� Phys� Rev� Lett� ��� �� ����
��

Hermes Phys� Lett� B���� �
� ����
��

SMC Phys� Rev� D�
� ������ ����
��

EMC Nucl� Phys� B��
� � ���
���

Deuteron E��� September �	� E��� preliminary results� P� Bosted

E��
 Phys� Rev� D�
� ������ ����
��

SMC Phys� Rev� D�
� ������ ����
��

Neutron E��� Phys� Rev� Lett� ��� �� �������

E��� Phys� Rev� D��� ���� �������

Hermes Phys� Lett� B���� �
� �������

Table ���� World data set used in the global �t to A� used in the radiative correction

calculation� The data from E���	 E���	 E���	 E��	 and E� were input to the �t as

uncorrected data	 and were corrected using the radiative corrections developed by this

process in the subsequent iterations�

The E��� radiative corrections were developed by using an iterative �tting

process to A�� based upon the longitudinally polarized deep inelastic scattering

world data set listed in Table ��� ��
� �

A simultaneous �t to the Born �radiatively corrected� asymmetry A� for the

proton� deuteron and neutron was done using the set of functions�

Ap
��x�Q

�� � x�
�
a � bx� cx�

� �
� � d�Q�

�
� ������

An
��x�Q�� � x�

�
a� � b�x� c�x�

� �
� � d��Q�

�
� ������

Ad
��x�Q

�� � �� � ����D�
Ap
��x�Q

��F p
� �x�Q�� � An
��x�Q��F n
� �x�Q��

�F d
� �x�Q��

� ����
�

where F p
� � F n
� � and F d
� are the respective unpolarized structure functions� and �� ��

a� b� c� d� a�� b�� c�� and d� are the �t parameters� The �t is optimized by minimizing

the combined chi�squared value� ��total � ��p � ��n � ��d ��
� �

Once the �ts of ABorn have been produced� they are used as inputs to the

RCSLACPOL� program to calculate both internal and external radiative e�ects to

� The RSLACPOL program takes as inputs� models for the polarized and unpolarized structure
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Figure ��
�� Comparison of asymmetry with and without radiative corrections� Systematic

errors are not shown�

generate �ts of Aradiated� which would represent the measured asymmetries� Using

the �ts� ABorn

fit and Aradiated

fit � a two part radiative correction is determined having

the form�

ABorn�x�Q�� �
Aradiated�x�Q��

fRC�x�Q��

� ARC�x�Q�� � ������

where fRC is a radiative dilution factor� and ARC is a radiative asymmetry ��
� �

��� Fully Corrected Deep Inelastic Scattering Asymmetries� Ak � A�

The fully corrected parallel asymmetries for the proton and deuteron are shown

in Fig� ����� and are tabulated in Tables ���� ��	� and ��� These results use the

dilution factor and nuclear corrections determined for each E��� target cell� the

�nal proton polarization correction� and all other corrections� The determination

of the systematic errors is discussed in Ref� ��� and Ref� ��
� �systematic error of

radiative corrections�� however� the systematic error on the proton polarization for

functions	 the elastic nucleon form factors	 the hydrogen and deuterium cross�sections	 the structure

function R � 
L�
T 	 and the target model which contains the radiation lengths of all materials

before and after the target ������

���

the �nal proton polarization correction is �% ��
� rather than the value of �% used

in Ref� ��� and ��
� �

The fully corrected perpendicular asymmetries for the proton and deuteron are

shown in Fig� ���
 and tabulated in Tables ����� ����� and ����� The perpendic�

ular asymmetry used the interim proton polarization correction ���
 � which used

the relationship between ��N polarizations and proton polarizations to determine a

mapping of measured polarization to true polarization� The A� measurements are

statistics limited�
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Figure ��

� Fully corrected Apk and Adk for the three spectrometers at the measured Q��

Error bars are statistical errors only�

���
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hxi hQ�i Ak � stat� syst hxi hQ�i Ak � stat� syst
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CHAPTER �

RESULTS

The fully�corrected deep inelastic scattering asymmetries were presented in Sec�

tion ���� These asymmetries may now be used to extract the structure functions for

the proton and deuteron� and also may be used to determine the asymmetries and

structure functions for the neutron�

Normally� as presented in Section ��
� the measured asymmetries� Ak�x�Q
��

and A��x�Q��� are used to determine the photo�absorption asymmetries and the

spin structure functions� However� the equations presented in that section require

that Ak and A� be measured at the same kinematics� since E��� used di�erent beam

energies for the Ak and A� measurements� the kinematics di�er� By using a model

of g��x�Q��� A� and g� may be extracted from the measured Ak� Similarly� a model

of A��x�Q�� is used to extract A� and g� from A��

��� Virtual Photon Asymmetries� A� � A�

As was mentioned in Section ������ a global �t of the virtual photon asymmetry�

A�� was done as part of the radiative correction process� This �t included A� data

points from the preliminary E��� analysis�

Starting from Eq� ����� and using some of the formalism presented in Section

��
� A� may be expressed in terms of Ak and g� ��	 � When g� is assumed to be

given by gWW
� �which assumption is consistent with experimental data on g� up to

and including E��� ��� ��

A� �
Ak

D�
	

� �

xMy

E � E� cos �


� gWW

�
F�

�
�xME � cos� �
�

��E � E� cos ��
�

� �����
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Figure ���� Plot of E��� A� ��lled circles� for the proton and deuteron vs Q� for selected

bins in x� Also shown are data �open diamonds� from E��� �
�� and the bag model

calculation by Stratmann ������ Figure from ��
��

where the variables are as described in the discussion of formalism in Section ��
�

Alternately� if g� � � is assumed� A� can be described entirely in terms of Ak�

The E��� A� data will be presented in Section ��� in the context of using the

global �t to discuss Q� dependence of the structure functions� Tables ��� and ���

include the �nal collaboration result of g��F� for the three spectrometers� which is

approximately equal to A�� Both A� and g��F� are consistent with being indepen�

dent of Q�� but are more consistent with having a mild Q� dependence �see Sections

��� and ���� and Ref� ��
� ��

Similarly� the photo�absorption asymmetry A� can be expressed in terms of A�

and A�� where we use the global �t of A��

A� � �A� �
A��x�Q��

d

� �����

Figure ��� shows the extracted A� as a function of Q� for selected bins in x for both

the proton and deuteron� A� does not exhibit any evidence for Q� dependence ��� �



���

Table ��
 contains the A� data for each spectrometer for both target materials�

��� Spin Structure Functions� g� � g�

Instead of simply using Ak and A� in Equation ���
� g� may be determined

from Ak and g�� where g� � gWW
� may be assumed� ��	 

g� �
F�

D�
Ak

E � E�

E � E� cos �
� gWW
�

�Mx

E � E� cos �
� ���
�

Tables ��� and ��� contain the �nal E��� collaboration results for gp� and gd��

The data have been rebinned from the original 
	 bins over the x range into �� bins�

this binning is consistent with that used by the SMC collaboration� and has thus

been chosen to make comparisons between datasets� The data is shown in Fig� ��


after it has been evolved to Q� � ��GeV�c��� and combined between spectrometers�

The process of evolving the data to the common Q� is discussed in Section ����

Writing g� in terms of A� and A��

g� �

F�

�x� �� � R�
�
A��x�Q��

d

� A� �� � ��
�

� �����

where the contribution from A� is small ��� � The E��� data ��� on g� shows no

indication of Q� dependence� so the spectrometer data shown in Table ��
 is averaged

for each x bin to produce the data presented as xg� in Fig� ����

��
 Extraction of Neutron Asymmetries and Structure Functions

By measuring the deep inelastic scattering asymmetries of the proton and the

deuteron� the DIS asymmetries of the neutron may be determined� The deuteron is

a spin�� nucleus� either in an S�state with the proton and neutron spins aligned with

the deuteron spin� or in an D�state with the proton and neutron spins anti�aligned

with the deuteron spin� The relationship between the deuteron structure functions

and the proton and neutron structure functions is

gd���� �
�� ����d

�

h
gp���� � gn����

i
� �����

���

hxi hQ�i g��F� � stat� syst g� � stat� syst
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Table ���� E��� Proton results for g��F� and g�� hQ�i is in �GeV�c���
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Table ��
� E��� deuteron results for g��F� and g�� hQ�i is in �GeV�c���
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Table ���� E��� A� and xg� for the proton and deuteron�
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Figure ��
� E��� g� results averaged over spectrometers	 and data from E��� �
��� Also

shown are the gWW
� at the average Q� value for each x bin	 and bag model calculations

by Stratmann ����� and Song ������ Figure from ��
��



���

where �d � ���� � ���� is the deuteron D�state probability�

Figure ��
 shows the �nal E��� collaboration results for the structure function

g� for the proton� deuteron� and extracted neutron� The spectrometer data have

been evolved to a Q�
� � � �GeV�c�� and averaged in each x bin� The process of

evolving the data to the common Q� is discussed in Section ����

���
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Figure ���� Combined g� from all three spectrometers evolved to a Q� of � �GeV�c��	 for

the proton	 deuteron	 and extracted neutron�



CHAPTER �

INTERPRETATIONS

The structure functions for the proton and deuteron can be interpreted using

sum rules� comparisons to models� and analysis of the Q� dependencies either using

a phenomenological �t or NLO �tting in QCD�

��� Evolving g� to a common Q�

For the evaluation of the integrals of the structure functions and the sum rules�

the data were evolved to a common Q�
� � � �GeV�c�� using�

�
g��x�Q�
��

F��x�Q
�
��

�
�

�
g��x�Q��

F��x�Q��
�

�
��
g��x�Q�
��

F��x�Q
�
��

�
�t

�
�
g��x�Q��

F��x�Q��
�

�t
�

� �����

where the model of g��F� comes from a global �t to the world data ��
 �similar

to the A� global �t ��
� � and is evaluated at the measured Q� and at the common

Q�
� � ��GeV�c��� This technique was used instead of simply taking

�
g��x�Q
�
��

F��x�Q�
��

�
�

�
g��x�Q
��

F��x�Q��
�

� �����

because the use of Eq� ��� includes the observed Q� dependence of g��F��

Figures ��� and ��� show the residual Q� dependence of the ratio g��F�� also

shown are data from previous SLAC �E��
�� DESY �HERMES�� and CERN �EMC�

SMC� measurements� The data from all experiments have been rebinned into the

twelve bins in x shown in Fig� ��� and ��� with small bin centering corrections

calculated using the global �t to g��F� ��
� � The data from each spectrometer has

been averaged together to create a single datum in each x bin� in bins with three

E��� data points� they correspond to the three spectrometers�

���

��	
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Figure ���� g��F� for the deuteron� The dashed line is the global �t to g��F�� Error bars

are statistical only� The data shown �other than E���� come from the following references�
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Figure ��
� g��F� for the proton� The dashed line is the global �t to g��F�� Error bars are

statistical only� The data shown �other than E���� come from the following references�

E���	 Ref� �
��� SMC	 Ref� ����� EMC	 Ref� ����� HERMES	 Ref� �����
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��� Sum rules involving g�

The Burkhardt�Cottingham sum rule for g� is� for large Q��

Z �
�

g��x�dx � �� ���
�

The E��� data was used to evaluate it in the measured region of ���� � x � ��	 at

Q�
� � � �GeV�c��� by assuming that all of the Q� dependence in g� is in gWW
� ��� �

The proton measured region integral was ������ � ����� and the deuteron result

was ����
������� both of which are consistent with the predicted value of zero ��� �

However� since the x � � behavior of g� is not known� a large low x contribution

could violate the sum rule�

The Efremov�Leader�Teryaev �ELT� sum rule involves the valence quark con�

tributions to g� and g��

Z �
�

x
�
gV� �x� � �gV� �x�

�
dx � �� �����

If the sea quarks are the same in the proton and the neutron� then the ELT sum

rule takes the form�
Z �

�

x �gp��x� � �gp��x�� gn� �x�� �gn� �x�� dx � �� �����

Using the E��� data in the measured region evolved to Q�
� � � �GeV�c��� gives an

ELT sum rule result of ������ � ���
�� consistent with zero��� � The contribution

from the low x extrapolation is� in this case� suppressed by the factor of x�

��
 The Operator Product Expansion Matrix Element� d�

The twist�
 matrix elements dn from the operator product expansion �OPE�

are related to the moments of g� � g� � gWW
� �

dn �
��n � ��

n

Z �
�

xng��x�Q��dx� n � �� �� � � � � �����

���
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Figure ���� The combined SLAC determination of the leading twist�� matrix element

d� with model predictions� Bag models ����	 ���	 ����� QCD sum rules ���
	 ���	 �����

Lattice QCD ������ and Chiral Soliton Model ������ The lattice QCD prediction presented

in Ref� �����	 and displayed here	 was �awed� the calculation has been revisted	 and the

new results are discussed in the text�

where ���
p
Q�� terms are neglected� For the E��� analysis� the g� is interpreted

as due to twist�
 quark�gluon correlations ��� � The matrix elements are sensitive

to deviations from the leading twist�� �gWW
� � behavior of g�� The E��� results for

d�� determined by assuming that g� is independent of Q� in the measured region�

are dp� � ����� � ����	 and dd� � ����	 � ����� ��� � Combining the E��� g� data

with that from E��� �
� � E��
 ��	 � and E��� �

 � yields the matrix elements for

the proton and neutron of dp� � ����� � ����� and dn� � ����� � ����� ��� � These

combined SLAC determinations of d� are shown in Fig� ��
 compared to theoretical

calculations using Bag Models� QCD sum rules� Chiral Soliton Model� and Lattice

QCD� The predictions are comparable with the data �except for the proton lattice

QCD calculation� within the errors� The lattice QCD calculations shown in Fig�

��
 were �awed in that the twist�
 operator mixes non�perturbatively with lower�



���

dimensioned operators under renormalization� the calculation of Ref� ���� did the

renormalization in perturbation theory� The calculation has been revisited� where

now the renormalization is performed non�perturbatively ���� � the n � � moments

of gp�n� from Ref� ���� are

$��
� �p� �

Z �
�

x�gp��x�dx � ����� � ������ �����

$
��
� �n� �

Z �
�

x�gn� �x�dx � ����� � ������ ���	�

Using these values and the values of a� from Ref� ���� � the reduced matrix elements

are

dp� � ����� � ���
� ����

dn� � ����� � ������ ������

where the error on d� has been calculated using 	�d�� � 	�$
��
� ��	�a��� which seems

to be consistent with the treatment of errors in Ref� ���� �

��� Q� Dependence and The Role of the ����� Spectrometer

The E��� data cover the Q� range between the E��
�HERMES data and the

EMC�SMC data� E��� can be used by itself to investigate the Q� dependence of g�

�or g��F� or A��� but in concert with the other world data� the E��� data make a

important contribution�

The high Q� points in E��� are provided by the ����� spectrometer� It can be

seen in Figures ��� and ��� that the ����� data are at about the same kinematics as

the EMC data� with smaller errors�

Global �ts to the world data set were done for both g��F� and A� to facilitate

the calculation of radiative corrections ��
� � By investigating the change in the �t

parameters and errors as the E��� data is included in the �ts� the impact of the

E��� data can be investigated�

���

Parameter World Data With E��� With All

Without E��� ����� � ���� Data E��� Data

a ��	��� � ����� ��	��� � ����
	 ����� � ���	
	

b ��	� � ���
�
 ��			� � ����	� ����	� � ������

c ������� � ������ ���		� � ��
��� �����

 � ������

d ������ � ���
�� ������� � ���

� �����		 � ���
��

� �����	 � ������ ����	 � ������ ����
� � ���
��

a� ����		 � �����	 ����� � ������ �����	
 � ������

b� ������ � �����	 ����	� � ����� ������ � ������

c� ����� � ����
� �����
 � ����
 ������ � ��
�	

d� ������� � ���
	 ������
 � ����� ����� � �����

� ����
	 � ����
� �����	 � ������ ������ � ������

Table ���� The parameters of the �t in Equations ��������� with their errors for three

sets of world data� excluding E���	 including the E��� 
���� and ���� spectrometers	 and

including all of the E��� data�

Table ��� shows the parameters for the global �t to A� ��
� as given by

Ap
��x�Q

�� � x�
�
a � bx� cx�

� �
� � d�Q�

�
� ������

An
��x�Q�� � x�

�
a� � b�x� c�x�

� �
� � d��Q�

�
� ������

Ad
��x�Q

�� � �� � ����D�
Ap
��x�Q

��F p
� �x�Q�� � An
��x�Q��F n
� �x�Q��

�F d
� �x�Q��

� ����
�

The �tting was done using MIGRAD� after the parameter values had converged�

the errors fell into a repeating pattern as the �t was further iterated �error values

were identical for every third iteration�� The errors seemed to oscillate from a

minimization of the proton coe�cients through to a minimization of the neutron

coe�cients� with an intermediate state� The parameter errors listed in Table ���

are the set of errors for which the proton errors were minimized� Notice that the

inclusion of the ����� data reduces the errors on the �t parameters signi�cantly�

��� NLO Fitting

As discussed in Section ���� �tting the data using next�to�leading order �NLO�

perturbative quantum chromodynamics �pQCD� interprets the structure functions

in terms of polarized parton distributions which evolve in Q� according to the



��


DGLAP ��� ��� ��� �� equations� Once �tting has been accomplished� the po�

larized parton distributions may be used to extract "#� "G� $p
�� $n
� � and $p�n

� � The

E��� NLO analysis follows the same prescription as the E��� NLO analysis ��� �

The results discussed below are from G� Mitchell�s �a	� analysis of July ��� �����

The polarized parton distributions are parameterized in terms of the GRV	

unpolarized parton distributions �listed in Table ���� at the input scale� �� �

�����GeV�c��� as

"qi�x� �
�� � Aix
�i��� x��iqi�x� �
��� ������

where "qi are the polarized parton distributions� and qi�x� ��� are the unpolarized

parton distributions for the quarks� anti�quarks� and gluons� The �i coe�cients

were held �xed at zero for the E��� NLO �t� as they were for the E��� analysis

��� � The polarized sea is assumed to be isospin�symmetric �"�u � " �d�� resulting in

the sea quark contribution to g� being parameterized by " �Q � �
�

�
"�u� " �d

�
� �
�"�s

��� � Therefore� four parton distributions are used� valence quarks �non�singlet��

uV � u� �u and dV � d� �d� sea quarks �Q �singlet�� and gluons� G �singlet�� In this

evaluation the GRV	 solution for �s�Q�� ��� was used� in which �s�M�
Z� � �����

and �s�� �GeV�c��� � ���� ���	 �

The polarized parton distributions are evolved from Q� � �� to the experimen�

tal Q� using the NLO DGLAP equations� in the MS scheme ���	 � The evolved

distributions are used to calculate g� using�

g��x�Q
�� � �
�

NfX
i

e�i
�

Cq 	"qi �

�
Nf

CG 	"G
�

� ������

where Nf is the number of active quark �avors ��� � The Wilson coe�cients� Cq and

CG� are perturbative series in �S� calculated in the MS scheme� the leading order

terms are Cq�x� � ���� x� and CG�x� � �� which reproduce the naive QPM result

of g� � �
�

P
i e

�
i"qi ��� � This yields g��x�Q

�� parameterized by Ai and �i for each of

the four distributions "uV � "dV � " �Q and "G� Table ��� contains the coe�cients

���

Value Stat� Syst�
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����

�����
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����

�����


����

�����
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����

�����
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�����
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�����
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����

�����


����

�����

�g ���� 
����

�����


���	

�����

Table ��
� Coe�cients of the NLO pQCD �t of the polarized parton distributions shown

in Eq� �����

of the E��� NLO �t�

Using the polarized parton distributions to evaluate the proton and deuteron

integrals at a Q� � ��GeV�c�� yields

$p
� � ����	 � ����� � ������ ������

$n
� � �����	 � ����� � ����	� ������

$d
� � ����	 � ����� � ������ ����	�

and the Bjorken sum rule result of

$p�n

� � ����� � ����
 � ����� �����

which is consistent with the prediction for the Bjorken sum rule with QCD correc�

tions to order ��s evaluated at Q� � � �GeV�c�� of ���	� � ������

Integrating the polarized parton distributions to determine the quark and gluon

helicity contributions to the nucleon yields�

"# � ���� � ����� � ������ ������

"G � ����� ���	 � ���
� ������

The quark helicity contribution to the nucleon is �
�"#� so the quarks contribute

about one quarter of the total nucleon spin� The gluon spin contribution� "G



���

is poorly constrained by this measurement� still the indication is that the gluons

contribute signi�cantly to the nucleon spin� and contribution �or cancellation� from

orbital angular momentum can not be ruled out�

��� Conclusion

E��� has precise data for gp��x�Q
�� and gd��x�Q�� over a wide range in x and

Q�� The data are consistent with the other world measurements� and the combined

data achieve su�cient coverage and precision to allow interpretation of the structure

functions in terms of the polarized parton distributions using NLO pQCD �tting�

The E��� data on gp��x�Q
�� and gd��x�Q
�� are not of high precision� and cannot

distinguish between the model predictions� The extension run� E���X� collected

precise data on gp��x�Q
�� and gd��x�Q��� and will improve the errors on the world

data set by about a factor of three�

The current world data on g� are able to constrain "# well� indicating a small

quark contribution to the nucleon spin� The data are not able to strongly constrain

the polarized gluon distribution� but do suggest that the gluons provide a signi��

cant contribution� Further advances in understanding the nucleon spin would seem

to require probes directly sensitive to the gluon distribution� such as open charm

photoproduction or production in electron or muon scattering� The HERMES ex�

periment at DESY measures the structure functions in semi�inclusive DIS� providing

additional understanding of the nucleon spin structure�

APPENDIX A

E���X� Measuring A�

For the extension run� E���X� several modi�cations were made to the �����

spectrometer� A thin passive preradiator was installed in front of the shower calo�

rimeter� to increase the signal in the active preradiator bars� New hodoscopes were

installed in both the front and rear of the spectrometer to improve the tracking

resolution�

A�� Lead Passive Preradiator �PbPPR�

Calculations in GEANT performed by Todd Averett indicated that a passive

radiator of one radiation length located in front of the preradiator would increase

the electron signal in the preradiator� and would not degrade the energy resolution

in the shower calorimeter by too much� During part of the T��	 test run� a sheet

of lead �
�� thick was propped in front of the PR to test the PR response�

For E���X� the lead passive preradiator was installed to cover the entire face of

the preradiator� The lead passive preradiator was a pair of �
	� thick sheets of lead

sandwiched together� measuring about �� cm wide and �� cm tall� This provided a

��� radiation length passive radiator in front of the preradiator� The e�ect of having

the passive preradiator in place was to increase the signal in the preradiator� such

that it was possible to determine an energy signal for the preradiator�

A�� Rear ����� Hodoscope Design

To achieve the desired vertical position resolution at the downstream end� a rear

hodoscope was designed� consisting of two planes of �� wide �ngers� o�set from each

���



���

other by ����� To cover the acceptance� the forward plane would have �� �ngers�

and the rear plane �� �ngers� This gives an active area approximately ��� ��
�� cm�

tall� which is a good match to the ���� cm height of the preradiator stack� which

de�nes the acceptance for the ����� spectrometer�

A���� Construction

A primary design goal for the rear hodoscope package was to be able to in�

stall the package between the Cherenkov tank and the shower calorimeter without

moving either of the existing detectors� In order to �t on the shower calorimeter

frame between the preradiator stack and the Cherenkov tank� the hodoscope frame

could then extend only ���� in front of the PR� and could have a maximum height

of ��
���� Further limiting the size of the hodoscope� the PR forward support bars

extend ���� in front of the PR stack� and are located at X positions of approxi�

mately ������� from the shower calorimeter center line� Therefore to install the

rear hodoscope� without moving the shower calorimeter or Cherenkov tank� would

require a hodoscope package no thicker than ��� and no taller than ��
���� Due to

the tilt of the Cherenkov tank� if the package height is shorter than the maximum�

the thickness may be somewhat larger than ���

The desired size of the hodoscope acceptance is based on the acceptance of the

preradiator stack� The height of the preradiator stack is ���� cm� and the width

of the preradiator stack is ���� cm� Since the minimum height of the hodoscope�s

active area is ������ the upstream and downstream planes have �� and �� �� wide

�ngers respectively� The hodoscope was designed to have a ���� ���� cm� wide

open acceptance� The scintillator �ngers were cut 
�� long� so a small amount of

material extends into the support framing�

��	

Finger Assembly

Each scintillator �nger is 
�� long� ��
��� thick� and ���� wide� Most of the

cutting of the �ngers was done by the UVa hodoscope group� The PMTs available

for this project are ����� diameter� Unfortunately� we do not seem to have complete

documentation for these PMTs� so we are not sure of their proper speci�cations� A

few tubes look like XP���� tubes �manufactured by RCA�� but most of the tubes

seem to be a somewhat di�erent type� In the absence of their speci�cations� we

assume the XP���� speci�cations hold�

Each scintillator �nger is coupled to the PMT across a ���� long acrylic waveg�

uide� consisting of a trapezoidal section of ��
��� thick acrylic sheet which matches

the �� width of the �nger to the ����� diameter of the tube� and a �button� cut

from ����� acrylic rod with a ��
��� notch across the diameter to hold the trape�

zoid securely� Bicron BC���� Optical Cement is used to couple the trapezoid to the

button� and is also used to couple the waveguide to both the scintillator and the

PMT�
There are two types of hodoscope �ngers in the rear hodoscope� di�erentiated

by the type of PMT base� There are � �short base� �ngers which have a rectilinear

base assembly attached directly to the tube� Most of the tubes are epoxied into

their base socket� The �� �G�� card� �ngers have the tube epoxied into a socket

from which wires extend to a G�� circuit card which plugs into the base assembly�

The �G�� card� �ngers have a solid ��metal shield� For this installation� the

��metal shields had to be slightly shortened from their previous application� The

��metal shields were cut to a length of ������ The ��metal shields extend beyond

the PMT face about halfway along the light guide �� ����� � �� beyond the face��

The �short base� tubes have ��metal shields made from a single layer of sheet

��metal� The ��metal shields cover the tubes from about half�way along the light�



��

guides to the PMT base�

Frame Design and Construction

The hodoscope frame as constructed is �	���� in total height� 
�	��� thick

�neglecting the extension of the cover�plate bolts�� and ��� wide� The frame has

a 
�� wide cutout in the rear facing� which is designed to �t around the PR angle

aluminum brackets� The cutout is ������� deep� The lower frame plate is �� thick

aluminum� and the upper frame plate is ���� thick� The main vertical supports are

the two side ladders� made from ���� square aluminum bar stock� The ladders have

four rungs at very approximately �� spacing� The spacing is adjusted so that the

rungs do not obstruct the the high voltage and signal cables�

The rear plane is comprised of �� of the short�base �ngers� The tubes and

bases extend to the low theta side of the hodoscope� The forward plane has the ��

G���card �ngers and the remaining four short�base �ngers� The tubes and bases

for the forward plane extend to the high theta side of the hodoscope� The forward

plane of the rear hodoscope package is ��H��Y� and the rear plane is ��H��Y� The

�ngers are numbered from the bottom� Plane ��H��Y then has �ngers ��H��Y��

through ��H��Y��� and plane ��H��Y has �ngers ��H��Y�� through ��H��Y���

A���� Assembly Notes

The lowest � �next � are pretty high too� �ngers in ��H��Y require very high

operating voltages� as do the �ngers �� �� and � in ��H��Y� These �ngers were chosen

for these positions so that the high momentum resolution of the spectrometer would

not be a�ected if these �ngers could not handle long periods at the voltage needed to

gain match them with the other �ngers� Additionally� the lowest �nger in ��H��Y

has a bent light�guide� When installed� the optical couplings between the �nger and

light�guide and between the light�guide and PMT are under stress� This �nger was

�	�

placed here so that the high momentum resolution would be una�ected if it were to

fail�
The details of the gain matching and characterization of the hodoscope �ngers

in this plane are described in N� Benmouna�s note ��� � The internal alignment

data for hodoscope planes ��H��Y and ��H��Y� as well as for the lead passive

preradiator �PbPPR�� are given in P� DePietro�s note ���� �

A���
 Rough Positions of the Rear Detector Package Components

The preradiator and total absorber positions are those reported in Tech Note

� ��� January� �� revision� �
 � Positions of the rear hodoscope planes and the

lead passive preradiator are estimated from their positions relative to the shower

calorimeter�

The location of the front of the preradiator stack was calculated to be at a Z

coordinate of ���� cm� The Y coordinate of the top of the shower calorimeter deck

plate was calculated to be at a Y of ����� cm� The pre�survey locations of ��H��Y�

��H��Y� and the PbPPR �or �Pepper�� are in reference to this coordinate of the

deck plate at the front of the preradiator stack� The Z coordinate of the hodoscope

planes is that of the center of the �nger� P� DePietro�s note ���� contains the

detailed measurements of the hodoscope and PbPPR used to calculate these data�

Component Z X Width Y Bottom Y Top

��H�� ��
� cm 
�� cm ������ cm �	
�� cm

��H�� ��
� cm 
�� cm ������ cm �	��	 cm

PbPPR ��
	 cm 
	�� cm ������ cm ����	cm

PR�center ���
 cm 
��� cm ������ cm �	
�� cm

TA�front ���� cm ���� cm ����� cm �	��
 cm

Table A��� Estimated positions of the elements of the E���X ���� rear detector package�

These positions assumed the PR Z location was ������ cm	 so they should all be moved

back by ��� cm �see Section A����
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A���� Finger Assembly Diagrams

The light�guides were produced as two components� the button and the trape�

zoid� The buttons are ��
��� thick slices of ����� diameter acrylic rod� The buttons

have a rectangular slot ������� deep and ��
��� wide cut in one face� The trapezoids

are cut from ��
��� acrylic sheet� The lengths of the bases are ����� and ����� and

the height of the trapezoid is ����� The short base of the trapezoid is epoxied into

the slot in the button�

0.75 in

Button Trapezoid

0.325 in.

0.65 in

0.175 in

0.325 in.

1.5 in
0.1625 in

0.325 in

1.0 in

Figure A��� E���X rear hodoscope lightguide diagrams

�	�

A���� Photomultiplier Tube � Base Assembly Diagrams

Two types of photomultiplier assemblies were used in the construction of the

����� Frame 
 hodoscope� The dimensions of the tubes and bases are shown in

Figure A���

Short Base Photomultiplier Tube Assembly

2.3125"

2.6875"

0.75"

0.75"

G10 Card Photomultiplier Tube Assembly

5.9375"

3.25"

3.25"

2.25"

9.125"
4.1875"

4.125"

2.5"

Figure A�
� E���X rear hodoscope photomultiplier tube assembly diagrams�

A�
 Repairs to the Total Absorber Stack

During the electronics checkout before E���X� TA block �
��� was found to be

unresponsive� It was believed to be due to the PMT dying� In order to replace the

PMT� the backing plates from both block �
��� and �
��� had to be removed� In

the process of doing this� it was found that the PMT housing of both blocks had

broken o� of the lead glass� and that the light�tight wrapping of block �
��� had

been compromised� This was the cause of the lack of signal in block �
���� The

housing of both blocks needed to be repaired� and the PMTs reinstalled without

unstacking the total absorber�

The PMT housings of both blocks were removed and cleaned� The edges of the



�	


light�tight wrapping of blocks �
��� and �
��� were secured to the neighboring blocks

using black electrical tape� The housings were reattached to the lead glass using ��

minute epoxy� The rear edges of the housings were covered with black silicone caulk

to form a new light seal around the rear of the blocks� The blocks were visually

inspected for light leaks before installing the tubes by shining a �ashlight down the

PMT port�

Due to concerns about possible damage to PMT used for block �
���� the PMT

was replaced by a spare PMT� The tube and base were *�� �using the early E���

numbering system�� and were replaced by tube and base *��� �in the 	 GeV spec�

trometer pseudo�notation�� The PMT used for block �
��� was re�installed� In both

cases� a plastic cookie was a�xed to the PMT face using optical grease� then the

cookie�PMT assembly was a�xed to the lead glass with optical grease� The back

of the PMTs were taped to the ��metal shield to form the rearward light seal� The

support plates were reattached� to keep the PMT pressed against the lead glass� Af�

ter the PMTs were reinstalled� �nal light checking was done� and the few additional

leaks found were �lled with the black caulk�

The initial high voltage setting used for block �
��� in E���X was �	�� V� This

was determined by matching the LED signal peak in the block to the LED signal

peak in that block during E��� g� running�

A�� E�ects of the ����� Calorimeter Z �Shift�

As was mentioned in Section 
���
� the shower calorimeter was believed to have

a Z position of the center of the PR of Z � ���
�
 cm for E���� but the surveys

done for E���X indicated that the actual position of the center of the PR was

Z � ���	�� cm� This represents a �shift� between the actual position and the

position used in the E��� analysis of ��� cm� This shift can a�ect the tracking

analysis through the time�of��ight correction to the shower calorimeter times and

�	�

through the slope of the trajectories used in momentum reconstruction�

A���� E�ects on the time�of��ight correction

The time�of��ight correction to the calorimeter time is given by Z�c� with a

small angular correction �see Eq� ���� The use of Z � ���
�
 cm instead of the

actual position of Z � ���	�� cm produces a time�of��ight correction which is about

���� ns too small� this is within the timing resolutions used in the analysis �about �

ns�� but could cause a few tracks with marginal timing chi�squared to be discarded�

or to have some subsystem events not included in the track �such as a Cherenkov

event��

A���� E�ects on the calculation of the trajectory slope

The reconstruction of the particle trajectories uses the change in Y and Z

between the hodoscope and the shower calorimeter to determine the slope of the

trajectory� and thus the particle momentum� The rear�most hodoscope �ngers in

E��� had Z � ������ cm �see Table 
�
�� so the E��� value of "Z is "ZE��� � ��	��

cm and the "Z using the E���X Z position is "ZE���X � ���� cm� The central

trajectory makes an angle with the horizontal of about ���� mrad� so the "Y of

the central trajectory to the E���X Z position would be about "YE���X � ������

cm� Using this value of "Y with the E��� Z position to calculate the reconstructed

angle gives

�recon � sin���"YE���X�"ZE���� � sin����������� � ������� �A���

The E��� Z position results in a reconstructed angle within the spectrometer which

is ��% higher than the actual angle�

Another way to examine the e�ect of the shift on the track reconstruction is to

determine the YSHW which would correspond to a particular slope� As was discussed



�	�

in the preceding paragraph� the central trajectory� with an angle in the spectrometer

of���� mrad� has "YE���X � ������ cm when the E���X Z position is used� For the

E��� Z position� the central trajectory would have "YE��� � �����
 cm� Therefore

the shift in Z roughly corresponds to an error of ��� mm in the vertical position of

the shower calorimeter� Recalling that the vertical position resolution of the shower

calorimeter is given approximately by the width of the PR bars� ��� cm� it would

be expected that the shift would have little e�ect on most tracks�

A �nal comment about the track reconstruction is that the cursory veri�cation

of the ����� momentum reconstruction from T��	 data ���� also used the E���

Z position information� and that the momentum reconstruction was accurate to

within the uncertainties due to the granularity of the system� Therefore� to within

the uncertainty� the Z shift did not a�ect the momentum reconstruction for T��	

or E����

A���
 Observed e�ect of the Z shift in E���X

Figure A�
 shows the e�ect of the Z shift on dY�dZ and E�P for a typical

E���X run� Using the correct Z �referred to as �new� in the �gure�� �� additional

electron tracks were identi�ed� the total number of tracks remained about the same�

at about twice the number of electron tracks� Thus the corrected positions give

an electron rate that is about ���% ��������� larger than the old positions� Recall

that E���X had a substantially improved tracking system� so the small e�ects which

are visible in the E���X data are washed out in the more granular E��� tracking

system�

�	�
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Figure A��� Plots of trajectory slope	 dY�dZ	 and E�P for electron tracks in a typical

E���X run	 where the old and new Z positions have been used in the analysis�



APPENDIX B

Bjorken x in the innite momentum frame

In the reference frame where the proton�s momentum is in�nite �the in�nite

momentum frame�� the transverse momentum of the partons within the proton may

be neglected� Taking one parton to have 
�momentum xP and e�ective mass aM �

the remaining partons have a total 
�momentum �� � x�P and total e�ective mass

��� a�M �

E� � P � � M� �B���

E�
� � �xP �� � �aM�� �B���

E�
r � �� � x��P � � ��� a��M� �B�
�

Since the total energy� E� is the sum of E� � Er� the square of the energy is�

P � � M� � �E� � Er�
� �B���

� E�
� � E�
r � �E�Er �B���

� �P � � M�� � ���xP �� � �aM���� ��xP � � aM�� �B���

� �E�Er �B���

� �P � � M�� � ��E�
� � E�Er�� ��xP � � aM�� �B�	�

� �P � � M�� � �E�E � ��xP � � aM��� �B��

Which simpli�es to

E�E � �xP � � aM��� �B����

Squaring Eq� B���� and substituting Eq� B�� and Eq� B�� for E and E��

x�P � � x�M�P � � aM�P � � a�M� � �xP � � aM��� �B����

�	�

�		

x�P � � x�M�P � � aM�P � � a�M� � x�P � � �axM�P � � a�M�� �B����

Then� collecting terms�

�x� � �ax � a��M�P � � � �B��
�

�x� a��M�P � � �� �B����

The momentum fraction x and the mass fraction a are identical� and we now identify

them as x�

Therefore� the parton with momentum fraction x has an e�ective mass xM � So

the ��momentum of the parton is xP �� where P � is the total ��momentum of the

nucleon�
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